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Preface
Chapter 1
Figures 1.1 – 1.2 were created by Michael T. Kivisalu with feedback provided by Prof.
Amitabh Narain. The main design features in Figs. 1.1 – 1.2 were originally developed
by M. Kivisalu. Figure 1.3 is taken from Nikhil Shankar's M.S. Thesis, and it is cited
accordingly in the caption and text. Figure 1.4 was created by M. Kivisalu at the
suggestion of Prof. A. Narain. It has been used as a back-up presentation slide by Prof.
A. Narain for invited abstract IMECE 2014-40851 at the 2014 ASME International
Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, Montreal, Canada; it might also be
included in future publications or conference presentations.
Sections 1.4.1 – 1.4.6 and the corresponding entries in the list of references for chapter 1
were adapted from material provided by Prof. Amitabh Narain at Michigan Technological
University. Other than formatting changes, and updating the reference numbers, and
minor content changes approved by Prof. A. Narain, these sections are identical to
material provided by Prof. A. Narain. The remainder of this chapter is original, although
some details of referenced works are mentioned or paraphrased where relevant to the
discussion, particularly in section 1.5.

Chapter 2
This chapter is a journal article which is reproduced with permission of the publisher,
Elsevier. It has been reformatted, significantly modified from its published version,
and expanded. All such reformatting, modifications, and expansion were performed by
Michael.T. Kivisalu with minor editorial feedback from Prof. Amitabh Narain. These
changes are not endorsed in any way by Elsevier or the International Journal of Heat and
Mass Transfer.
3XEOLVKHG'RFXPHQW
The order of authors was M.T. Kivisalu, P. Gorgitrattanagul, and A. Narain. Professor
xxiii

A. Narain developed the experimental objectives, and M. Kivisalu developed the
experimental procedures in consultation with Prof. A. Narain. The experiments were
supervised by M. Kivisalu. Patcharapol Gorgitrattanagul obtained most of the pictures
and video for the experiments and assisted with the data collection. He also operated the
flow loop when M. Kivisalu was absent from the laboratory.
Processing of the data was supervised by M. Kivisalu and accomplished by M. Kivisalu
and P. Gorgitrattanagul. Data-dependent figures were created by M. Kivisalu at the
direction of Prof. A. Narain. The tables were generated by M. Kivisalu. Schematics,
particularly Figs. 2.1 – 2.5 and 2.33, were created by P. Gorgitrattanagul at the direction
of M. Kivisalu and Prof. A. Narain. The literature review and theoretical considerations,
especially section 2.3.5, were written by Prof. A. Narain with minor feedback from M.
Kivisalu, P. Gorgitrattanagul, and other graduate students. The conclusions were mainly
developed by Prof. A. Narain and M. Kivisalu. Section 2.2 was written by M. Kivisalu
with feedback from P. Gorgitrattanagul and Prof. A. Narain. Writing of section 2.3 was
a collaborative effort of Prof. A. Narain and M. Kivisalu, with Prof. A. Narain providing
more of the theoretical discussion and M. Kivisalu providing experimental details related
to trends observed in the data-dependent figures.
([SDQVLRQDQG0RGLILFDWLRQIURP3XEOLVKHG9HUVLRQ
Table 1 in the original document has been split into Tables 2.1 – 2.2, and the order of
cases has been revised to reflect a topical organization based on imposed pulsation
pressure amplitude rather than the chronological order as in the original publication, but
the original case names have been preserved.
Vapor velocity values were found to have been calculated incorrectly in the original
publication. The corrected values were small, so they were removed from Table 1,
and their ranges were reported in the text of section 2.3.1. A temperature-difference
representative of just the first 40 cm of the test-section was added in Table 2.1, and the
original ǻ7 value from Table 1 was renamed ǻ70-88.5, indicating the range of distances
xxiv

from the test-section inlet over which it is representative. The temperature of the fluid
measured from the bottom at x = 0 cm was added to Table 2.1 as T0. The value of
ǻp10-90, measured from the difference between absolute pressures at 10 cm and 90 cm
downstream of the test-section inlet, was also added to Table 2.1.
Table 2.2 contains new amplitude data taken from averaging multiple data files for
each case. These values were taken from a single data file for each case in the original
publication. Also, short-term averages from the dynamic data files considered for each
case have been averaged together and reported in Table 2.2. The time-period of averaging
has been reported as ǻࡄtࡄ B in Table 2.2. Time-averaged calculated film thickness estimates,
į40, 40 cm downstream of the test-section inlet, have also been added to Table 2.2. These
values were not reported in the original publication.
Table 2 in the original publication has become Table 2.3 in this dissertation.
Figures 2.6 – 2.8 have been added to allow comparison of the response of the low DAQ
rate data in time at both frequency values investigated. Figures 2.9 – 2.11 have been
re-plotted using a lower cutoff frequency of digital filtering to further reduce noise and
aliasing effects, and the data have been reorganized from the published version. Timevariations of absolute pressure measurements within the test-section, additional surface
temperatures, and temperature-differences absent from the original publication have been
included. Relevant discussion has been added to reflect these changes.
Figure 2.12 has been added to allow comparison of the condensing surface temperature
distributions at both frequency values inverstigated. Figure 2.13 has been re-plotted
with all of the cases of intermediate amplitude (only one N-IF case, one L-IF case, and
one H-IF case were plotted in the original publication). Discussion on implications of
condensing surface temperature variations with respect to heat-flux (and therefore
heat-flux enhancement) variations along the length of the condenser has been added.
'Nodes' and 'antinodes' in surface temperature variation due to heat-flux enhancement
xxv

along the length of the condenser have been noted in the captions of Figs. 2.12 – 2.13,
consistent with expectations based on the hypothesized presence of approximately
‘standing’ acoustic waves in the vapor phase.
Figures 2.13, 2.15, and 2.17 have been added to allow comparison of representative timehistories of the dynamic data between both frequency values investigated. Figure 2.14 is
new. Figures 2.16 and 2.18 have been re-plotted; the data have been organized differently
from the original publication and new flow variables have been added. Specifically,
the total test-section pressure-difference has been added to Fig. 2.16, and the calculated
film thickness values have been included in the same graph with the measured heat-flux
values. The time-histories of the N-IF and H-IF cases have been separated in Figs.
2.13 – 2.18, whereas they were superposed in the original publication, and new cases
have been added. The L-IF case C6 was added to Figs. 2.14, 2.16, and 2.18. Figures 2.13,
2.15, and 2.17 contain all four cases (C1 – C4) from Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The discussions on
these figures have been expanded accordingly.
Figure 2.21 has been modified from its original version to show the points from each
of the individual dynamic data files superposed on the averaged response for each of
the two frequencies. Figures 2.22 – 2.23 have been added to show alternative means of
characterizing pressure/flow pulsations within the test-section, and relevant discussion
has been added. The pressure amplitude data in Fig. 2.23 has not been previously
published anywhere. Figure 2.24 is completely new, and a discussion on the absorption
of acoustic energy by the liquid/vapor interface has been added. The pressure amplitude
data at 0 cm, 40 cm, and 99.85 cm in Fig. 2.24 have not been previously published
anywhere.
Significant discussion has been added related to the effectiveness of the thermoelectric
modules (TECs of Figs. 2.3 – 2.5) in specifying the boiling surface temperatures in
Fig. 2.27. The original published article referred that discussion to this dissertation since
there was not room for it in the journal paper. It has not been published elsewhere.
xxvi

Figure 2.32 has been reformatted, and labels with relevant flow parameters have been
added to make it easier to identify trends between the several data sets. More detail has
been added to the caption of Fig. 2.32.
Videos 2-1 – 2-4 have been added. These videos originally appeared in technical
presentation HT2013-17477 at the ASME 2013 Summer Heat Transfer Conference,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Video processing was done by P. Gorgitrattanagul at the
direction of M. Kivisalu with input from Prof. A. Narain.

Chapter 3
This chapter is a journal article which is reproduced with permission of the publisher,
Elsevier. It has been reformatted, significantly modified from its published version,
and expanded. All such reformatting, modifications, and expansion were performed by
Michael.T. Kivisalu with minor editorial feedback from Prof. Amitabh Narain. These
changes are not endorsed in any way by Elsevier or the International Journal of Heat and
Mass Transfer.
3XEOLVKHG'RFXPHQW
The order of authors was M.T. Kivisalu, P. Gorgitrattanagul, A. Narain, R. Naik, and
M. Hasan. Professor A. Narain developed the experimental objectives, and M. Kivisalu
developed the experimental procedures in consultation with Prof. A. Narain. The
experiments were supervised by M. Kivisalu. Patcharapol Gorgitrattanagul obtained most
of the pictures and video for the experiments and assisted with the data collection. He
also operated the flow loop when M. Kivisalu was absent from the laboratory.
Processing of the data was supervised by M. Kivisalu and accomplished by M. Kivisalu
and P. Gorgitrattanagul. Data-dependent figures were created by M. Kivisalu at the
direction of Prof. A. Narain. The tables were generated by M. Kivisalu at the direction of
Prof. A. Narain. Schematics, particularly Figs. 3.1 – 3.2 and 3.4, were created by
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P. Gorgitrattanagul at the direction of M. Kivisalu and Prof. A. Narain. Figure 3.3 was
created using data from CFD simulations performed by Ranjeeth. Naik on the orifice
plate flowmeter of Fig. 3.2 following methods cited in section 3.3.1. R. Naik was also
responsible for the comparison of the experimental results with strictly steady simulation
results (section 3.5).
The introduction and terminology sections (sections 3.1 – 3.2) were mostly the work
of Prof. A. Narain, with feedback from M. Kivisalu, P. Gorgitrattanagul, and R. Naik.
Section 3.3 was written by M. Kivisalu with feedback from P. Gorgitrattanagul and Prof.
A. Narain. Section 3.4 was a collaborative effort of Prof. A. Narain and M. Kivisalu, with
Prof. A. Narain providing more of the theoretical discussion and most of the equations,
and M. Kivisalu providing discussions of the experimental data and their trends observed
in tables and data-dependent figures. The conclusions were mainly developed by Prof.
A. Narain. Dr. Mohammed Hasan served as the monitor for the NASA grant under which
these experiments, relevant simulations, and development of theory were conducted.
([SDQVLRQDQG0RGLILFDWLRQIURPWKH3XEOLVKHG9HUVLRQ
Intermediate experimental cases were added to Tables 3.1 – 3.2. These were additional
high amplitude imposed fluctuation cases which had inlet pressure amplitudes that were
lower than those for the originally reported IF-HA cases but higher than those for the
IF-TA cases. Additionally, the time-averaged exit pressure pࡄ exit was added to Table 3.1
because its trends were discussed in the text. A column for an estimate of the total heat
transfer rate within the test-section, qࡄ "total, was also added to Table 3.1. The column for
Tsat was removed from Table 3.1 because its values showed very little variation for all of
the cases; its value was reported in the caption for Table 3.1 instead.
Figure 3.3 was replaced with a version that also contained the dynamic mass flow
rate at the orifice meter exit taken directly from the flow simulation, behind the curve
for the dynamic mass flow rate estimated at the test-section inlet using the transient
compressibility correction method of reference [41] in chapter 3. Figures 3.9 – 3.10
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have been added to allow comparison of the condensing surface temperature profiles
between the “passive” and “mixed” cooling conditions, and they have not been reported
elsewhere. Figure 3.11 is new, and it provides the dynamic response of the absolute
pressure at the test-section inlet, which is not reported elsewhere for these experiments.
Figures 3.12 – 3.13 have been re-plotted using data over the full time period considered
in the representative dynamic data file analyzed for each case. This was done to allow
low frequency absolute pressure variations in Fig. 3.11 to be properly represented, and to
maintain consistency between Figs. 3.11 – 3.13 for comparison purposes.
A more detailed discussion on the significance of pressure-difference fluctuations within
the flow condenser has been added to the text of section 3.4.3.1, and this has been used
to introduce the alternative heat-flux enhancement chart of Fig. 3.17. Figure 3.17 is new,
and it is not reported elsewhere. A new discussion of the mechanical energy supplied
to the condensing flow by the combination of pressure and flow pulsations within the
annular zone follows.
A new discussion on the effect of the pulsations on the length of the annular flow regime
within the condenser has been added in section 3.4.3.2. Visual length estimates of the
annular flow regime for the cases in Table 3.1 have been provided in Fig. 3.18. Figure
3.18 is new, and it has not been published elsewhere. The non-annular zone heat load
variations are presented in Fig. 3.19, which is new and has not been reported elsewhere.
Large differences between the trends, for the two cooling conditions, of indirect
heat-flux estimates near the transition to non-annular flow regimes, reported in Fig. 3.19,
are discussed.
The FFT magnitude plot of inlet absolute pressure fluctuations has been added as
Fig. 3.20. This figure is important for showing that the harmonics of the frequency of
imposed fluctuations at the inlet of the condenser are not significant, and it has not been
reported elsewhere. The FFT magnitude plot of absolute pressure calculated at the
40 cm location within the condenser is added as Fig. 3.23. This figure is mentioned in
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the original text, but omitted from the original published paper for brevity, and it has not
been reported elsewhere.
New discussion on the interfacial phenomena behind the realization of the observed
heat-flux enhancement has been added in section 3.4.5, and details have been referred to
chapter 2. A potentially limiting factor on the maximum heat-flux enhancement that can
be realized, based on the nature of this caustive factor, has been added at the end of
section 3.4.5.
Videos 3-1 – 3-3 have been added. These videos originally appeared in technical
presentation IMECE2011-63281 at the ASME 2011 International Mechanical
Engineering Congress and Exposition, Denver, Colorado. Video processing was done by
P. Gorgitrattanagul at the direction of M. Kivisalu with input from A. Narain.

Chapter 4
This chapter combines hand-written notes from Prof. Amitabh Narain with original work
by Michael Kivisalu. The level of contribution was approximately evenly divided.

Chapter 5
This chapter consists of original work by Michael Kivisalu.
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Abstract
Space-based (satellite, scientific probe, space station, etc.) and millimeter – to – microscale (such as are used in high power electronics cooling, weapons cooling in aircraft,
etc.) condensers and boilers are shear/pressure driven. They are of increasing interest
to system engineers for thermal management because flow boilers and flow condensers
offer both high fluid flow-rate-specific heat transfer capacity and very low thermal
resistance between the fluid and the heat exchange surface, so large amounts of heat may
be removed using reasonably-sized devices without the need for excessive temperature
differences. However, flow stability issues and degredation of performance of shear/
pressure driven condensers and boilers due to non-desireable flow morphology over
large portions of their lengths have mostly prevented their use in these applications. This
research is part of an ongoing investigation seeking to close the gap between science and
engineering by analyzing two key innovations which could help address these problems.
First, it is recommended that the condenser and boiler be operated in an innovative
flow configuration which provides a non-participating core vapor stream to stabilize the
annular flow regime throughout the device length, accomplished in an energy-efficient
manner by means of ducted vapor re-circulation. This is demonstrated experimentally.
Second, suitable pulsations applied to the vapor entering the condenser or boiler (from
the re-circulating vapor stream) greatly reduce the thermal resistance of the already
effective annular flow regime. For experiments reported here, application of pulsations
increased time-averaged heat-flux up to 900 % at a location within the flow condenser
and up to 200 % at a location within the flow boiler, measured at the heat-exchange
surface. Traditional fully condensing flows, reported here for comparison purposes, show
similar heat-flux enhancements due to imposed pulsations over a range of frequencies.
Shear/pressure driven condensing and boiling flow experiments are carried out in
horizontal mm-scale channels with heat exchange through the bottom surface. The sides
and top of the flow channel are insulated. The fluid is FC-72 from 3M Corporation.
xxxiii

1. Introduction
This work comprises two published journal articles which have been significantly
revised and updated. Before these articles is an introductory chapter (this chapter), giving
a general context for the work. After the articles is a chapter (chapter 4) devoted to
summarizing the results from the articles and presenting open research issues related to
the content of the articles. Ongoing, planned, and suggested research activities for Prof.
Amitabh Narain’s research group in continuation of the research presented here are also
briefly mentioned. The last chapter (chapter 5) brings together the earlier material in a
succinct list of conclusions.

1.1. Goals and scope of study
There are three main goals of this dissertation:
1. Report relevant experimental data collected from June 2011 through January 2013
as a summary of the observed experimental sensitivities of internal shear-driven
condensing and boiling flows to inlet pressure fluctuations (or pulsatile flows).
Report associated observed heat-flux enhancement phenomenon.
2. Update and combine previous publications by the author (which used these data
sets) to provide a basis for comparison and further analysis that is not possible
within the context of the original publications.
3. Extend the analysis from these relevant publications to reflect more recent
discovery and provide additional understanding and insight. Report relevant detail
that was previously omitted for brevity.

1.1.1. Experimental work covered
The experimental data reported here were collected on June 15, 2011; June 18 – 19,
2011; January 30 – 31, 2013; February 17, 2013; and June 15 – 16, 2013. They cover
the response of 3 classes of internal phase-change flows to imposed upstream pressure
pulsations at various dominant amplitudes and frequencies: complete flow condensation,
annular flow condensation, and annular flow boiling with dry-out near the boiler exit.
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Complete shear-driven flow condensation, in which a pure vapor flows into the condenser
and pure liquid flows out of the condenser, was investigated in the June 15 – 16 and
June 18 –19, 2011 experiments. Annular shear-driven flow condensation, a subset of
incomplete flow condensation in which the annular flow regime covers the entire length
of the flow condenser and its inlet flow is pure vapor, was investigated in the January
30 – 31, 2013 experiments. Annular shear/pressure-driven flow boiling, in which liquid
and vapor were separately injected at the flow boiler inlet and all the liquid was boiled off
within the length of the flow boiler — yielding predominately annular flow throughout
its length — was investigated in the February 17 and June 15 – 16, 2013 experiments.
Only relevant subsets of these data are reported here. These subsets were chosen from
the available experimental data to show the response of the flows to various amplitudes
of inlet vapor pressure pulsations at two or more frequencies for each class of internal,
shear-driven phase-change flow. Particular attention is given to those conditions which
led to the highest observed enhancements in time-averaged local heat-flux at the
measurement location.
The data reported here represent examples of these flow classes; they are not
comprehensive for the working fluid and experimental configuration, and they do not
represent the total of similar data acquired from the same experimental flow loop and
its modifications. They were chosen because they clearly demonstrate the observed
heat-flux enhancement phenomenon and enable a preliminary analysis of its potential
causes and applications. Since the annular flow conditions are more desirable in practical
applications, especially for shear/pressure-driven flow boiling, as described in section
1.2, this dissertation does not cover any flow boiling experiments in which only pure
liquid enters the boiler (see section 1.5.3.1).

1.1.2. Revision of published material
The material published in [1] has been updated and included as chapter 2, providing an
overview of the author’s research on innovative partially condensing and boiling
shear-driven flows and their sensitivity to pressure/flow fluctuations. The material
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published in [2] has been updated and included as chapter 3, providing an overview of the
author’s research on completely condensing flows and their sensitivity to pressure/flow
fluctuations. Chapter 4 summarizes the material in chapters 2 – 3, and it explains some
open research issues with suggestions for future work. Chapter 5 provides a list of
conclusions relevant to this entire dissertation.

1.1.3. New Material
New figures and tables augment those appearing in the original publications, allowing
for a more thorough analysis. A specific description of what is meant by “pulsatile flow”
is provided in section 1.3. Relevant details on the experimental system and methods are
added to chapters 2 – 3, which were not published previously for sake of brevity.
Some of the reported data in chapter 2 are replaced with data processed using more
comprehensive methods. Table 2.2 reports statistically averaged values of relevant
measured and calculated pulsatile flow variable amplitudes for the annular flow
condensation cases. These flow variable amplitudes were previously published using
only one representative dynamic data file for each case (set of operating parameters).
Chapter 4 is entirely new material, athough some of its summary refers to previously
published material within chapters 2 – 3. Conclusions in chapter 5 have been re-written
from similar published material to reflect a more holistic analysis based on the revised
versions of chapters 2 – 3.

1.2. Applications
Flow condensers and flow boilers may be found in many common devices, such as
refrigerators, air conditioners, and power plants. These gravity-influenced millimeter
– macro-scale applications are well-established, and in most cases thermal resistances
outside the phase-change flow channel(s) or tube(s) dominate heat transfer, greatly
reducing the usefulness of improvements based on the research reported here.
Nevertheless, exceptions may exist, as refinement in the design of compact heat
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exchangers continues to reduce thermal resistances within and around these devices.
However, shear/pressure-driven (gravitational forces small compared to other forces
acting on the fluid) flow condensers and flow boilers are being considered for future
thermal management in space-based devices such as satellites, space stations, and
scientific probes to provide cooling or heating to onboard equipment. They are also being
considered for cooling of high powered electronics and waste heat recovery. In these
applications, they are being considered due to the high heat transfer coefficients which
may theoretically be attained with phase-change flow. However, they have not yet been
effectively realized in these applications due to specific challenges which the research
reported here seeks to address.
These challenges may be summarized as:
(i) difficulty managing the distribution of phases within the condenser or boiler —
especially for space applications, where gravitational forces cannot be used to
maintain phase separation,
(ii) difficulty maintaining steady flow within the condenser or boiler — condensing
and boiling flows which rely on pressure drop to move the liquid and vapor phases
within the device tend to experience large flow transients and instabilities,
(iii) problems with degraded heat transfer and high thermal resistance for certain
non-annular arrangements of the liquid and vapor phases, and
(iv) for certain condenser or boiler geometries and working fluids, unacceptably high
pressure drops associated with the non-annular flow regimes.
Annular flow is defined by a pure vapor flow in the interior of the flow channel, with
the liquid phase forming a thin film on one or more inside surfaces of the flow channel.
Annular films may be wavy, but they are no longer considered to be annular if the waves
break or curve such that there are multiple liquid-vapor interfaces between the inside
surface on which the film is flowing and the center of the flow channel at a particular
cross-section of the flow.
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The experiments reported here address two important issues related to these challenges,
namely the control of the liquid-vapor flow morphology (shape of the liquid-vapor
interface) within a shear/pressure-driven condenser or boiler (to a desirable stable
annular configuration), and the enhancement of otherwise low heat transfer coefficients
in condensers and boilers in which liquid flow must be driven primarily by the adjoining
vapor flow through the shear stress that it provides to the liquid at their interface. This
vapor flow is driven by the pressure-drop across the device; however, the local vapor
flow rates within the device (driven by pressure variations along the length of the
device) become very low in low-vapor-quality regions of the device, leading to eventual
destabilization of the annular flow regime (see chapters 2 – 3).
These shear-driven internal condensing and boiling flows are of interest because they
occur in horizontal, micro-gravity, and micro-meter scale hydraulic diameter ducts. As
previously mentioned, such ducts have applications in next generation space-based and
military aircraft thermal management systems, as well as in high power electronic cooling
applications [3 – 4]. On the component level, these flows are of interest in allowing stable
operation of condensers and boilers in space-based thermal management systems.
The heat-flux enhancement phenomenon reported here may be utilized to help to
significantly reduce the required size of condensers and boilers in these space-based
thermal management systems, while at the same time improving component reliability
and predictability of performance. This is necessary to allow the thermally efficient
phase-change cycles to be utilized for space-based thermal management. This
application provided the impetus for NASA funding through grants NNC04GB52G and
NNX10AJ59G, which provided a significant portion of the funding for the research
reported here, the balance being funded through NSF grant NSF-CBET-1033591.
System design concepts were prepared for further technology development work
proposed to NASA as a result of the work reported here. These system concepts, which
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were prepared for discussions with personnel at the NASA Glenn Research Center
in September, 2011, are schematically represented here in Figs. 1.1 – 1.2 on the next
page, which have been adapted from their original form for clarity. For some thermal
management systems which do not require a vapor compression cycle, the configuration
of Fig. 1.2 may be used without the turbine or generator.
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Figure 1.1. Innovative vapor compression cycle for space-based applications. For this cycle,
the condenser pressure, pC, is greater than the boiler pressure, pB, such that heat rejection
temperature, Tsink, is greater than heat absorption temperature, Tsource. The work input to the
compressor, ܶinGULYHVWKHÀXLGÀRZVXSSO\LQJWKHHQHUJ\QHFHVVDU\WRPRYHKHDWIURPWKH
lower Tsource to the higher Tsink.

Figure 1.2. Innovative Rankin power cycle for space-based applications. For this cycle, the
boiler pressure, pB, is greater than the condenser pressure, pC, such that heat absorption
temperature, Tsource, is greater than heat rejection temperature, Tsink. Energy extracted by the
turbine, ܶoutIURPWKHÀXLGYDSRUDVLWÀRZVIURPWKHKLJKHUSUHVVXUHpB, to the lower pressure,

pC, drives equipment, such as the generator shown here.
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The systems in Figs. 1.1 – 1.2 have two main innovative features that enable high
precision, adaptability, and robustness of their performance in the difficult micro-gravity
and zero-gravity environments. First, the use of independent re-circulating vapor flow
loops for the condenser and boiler allow control of the range of vapor quality within
each device, enabling stabilization of the annular flow regime throughout the length of
the condenser and boiler over a wide range of operating conditions. Second, the use of
separate pulsators for the boiler and condenser enables the pulsations in the vapor phase
to be tuned individually for each device to maximize the heat transfer enhancement
realized in the boiler and condenser over a wide range of operating conditions.
The optional pulsation dampeners remove unwanted pulsations from certain flow
loop components, such as the compressor of Fig. 1.1. and the turbine of Fig. 1.2. Such
pulsation dampening could also be supplied to the liquid pump of Fig. 1.2 if necessary.
Optional pulsation reflectors shown in Figs. 1.1 – 1.2 help confine the deliberately
imposed pulsations to the desired device and potentially amplify the imposed pressure
pulsations. The optional liquid accumulator allows the effective charge of the refrigerant
or working fluid to be adjusted, allowing the system to adapt to a wider range of
source and sink temperatures. The flow meters allow system monitoring and control, in
conjunction with pressure transducers (not shown in Figs. 1.1 – 1.2) measuring boiler
and condenser vapor pressures pC and pB and their fluctuations. The dynamic flow meters
(FM’C2 and FM’B2) and either FMC1 or FMB1 may be removed for certain non-scientific
implementations of the flow loop design.
The knowledge gained from these experiments also has profound scientific value in
expanding the current level of human knowledge on the interaction between the liquid
and vapor phases in an internal condensing or boiling flow. This, in turn, has implications
for the design of horizontal condensers and boilers in earth-based vapor compression
cycle, Rankin cycle, and electronics cooling. It is expected that the principles discovered
here will aid in the design of reliable and thermally efficient micro-scale boilers and, as
necessary, condensers for closed loop gravity-insensitive electronics cooling systems.
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These applications provided the impetus for NSF funding of the remainder of the research
reported here through grant NSF-CBET-1033591.
This dissertation establishes the reported pressure-fluctuation-induced heat-flux
enhancement effect as a viable potential solution for reducing thermal resistances and
providing stability of flow condensers and flow boilers operating under shear-driven
flow conditions. More research is needed to quantify the improvements expected from
this approach throughout the length of a flow condenser or a flow boiler and optimize
its implementation. This document reinforces previous work by P. Gorgitrattanagul
[5], which covered the realization and control of annular flow condensation without the
imposition of upstream pressure fluctuations as reported here.
The very large heat-flux enhancements reported here for a representative location within
the condenser or boiler are shown to occur over a range of frequencies at sufficiently
high amplitudes of imposed inlet vapor pulsations. Moderate enhancement is inferred to
occur over the entire length of the device using variations in the heat-exchange surface
temperature and thermal resistance considerations for the heat-exchange surface. These
enhancements are shown to occur for all-annular boiling flow and all-annular and
completely condensing flows, and they have been repeated multiple times over a
2 – 3 year period of time. Experiments in all-annular boiling and condensing flows used
to produce the data reported in chapter 2 were performed in January, February, and June
2013. Experiments in completely condensing flow used to produce the data reported in
chapter 3 were performed in June 2011.
Nikhil Shankar, in his MS thesis [6] published a schematic of a flow regime map for
mm-scale 2-phase and phase-change flows. Flow regime maps like this one (included
as Fig. 1.3 on the next page) should be used to guide selection of re-circulating vapor
flow rates in innovative condensers and boilers such that the resulting flow is within the
annular flow regime over the entire device length. It is reproduced here for purposes of
commentary.
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Figure 1.3. 1RQGLPHQVLRQDOÀRZUHJLPHVFKHPDWLFIRUWZRSKDVHÀRZ7KLV¿JXUHZDV¿UVW
published as Fig. 3.12 in [6]; it is used here for purposes of commentary.

The no-imposed fluctuations cases and most of the pulsatile flow cases for the
experiments reported in chapter 2 were found to lie entirely within the stratified/annular
region of Fig. 1.3 based on their ranges of inlet vapor Reynolds number, Rein, and vapor
quality, X. The annular regions of the experimental flow condensation cases reported in
chapter 3 would lie within the stratified/annular region of Fig. 1.3 based on inlet vapor
Reynolds number.
For pulsatile flows, based on observations in the experiments described in chapters 2 – 3,
it is hypothesized that this stratified/annular flow regime may be stable to lower vapor
quality values than would be possible without the vapor pressure pulsations. Based
on theory, it is also expected that this pulsation-induced stabilization would apply to
the wavy annular flow regime (not shown in Fig. 1.3), which is sometimes reported
for higher vapor Reynolds numbers. Since the flow condensation and flow boiling
experiments in chapters 2 – 3 provided heat-exchange to or from only the bottom surface
of the horizontal flow channel, there would not be an observable difference between the
stratified/annular and wavy annular flow regimes, which are simply termed ‘annular’ for
the remainder of this dissertation.
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In summary, the influence of pulsations in the vapor pressure is to move the
stratified/annular-to-bubbly and stratified/annular-to-plug/slug boundaries in Fig. 1.3
to the left for certain frequency/amplitude combinations and suitable exit conditions
described in chapter 3, section 3.4.3.2.

1.3. Pulsatile vapor flow description
For the purposes of this document, a pulsatile flow is defined as a flow in which there
are externally imposed periodic or quasi-periodic pressure or flow rate variations in time,
the amplitudes of which are significant when compared with the time-averaged device
pressure-difference or flow rate values, respectively. By quasi-periodic, it is meant that
the most significant amplitude and frequency of the time-varying pressure or flow rate
persist in their significance, although their values may vary slightly over time.
The results reported here focus primarily on the currently understood parabolic (inlet) and
elliptic (exit) sensitivities as they relate to internal, horizontal condensing flows in which
the incoming vapor is made pulsatile by the imposition of pressure (and corresponding
flow) pulsations through specialized experimental hardware schematically represented
in Fig. 1.4. What is meant by “parabolic” and “elliptic” sensitivity as they relate to the
condensing and boiling flows reported here is described in sections 2.3.5 and 3.4.5.
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Figure 1.4. 3XOVDWRUGHVLJQXVHGLQWKHH[SHULPHQWV7KLVSXOVDWRUZDVPRGL¿HG UHHGYDOYHV
removed) from a commercially available diaphragm compressor head from KNF Neuberger. A
variable speed 90 volt permanent magnet DC motor was used to drive the compressor. The
speed of the motor controls the frequency of the pulsations, and the throttling valve limits their
DPSOLWXGHEHWZHHQ]HUR ZLWKWKHWKURWWOLQJYDOYHFRPSOHWHO\FORVHG DQGDPD[LPXP ZLWK
the throttling valve completely open). The actual pulsator used in the experiments had two
GLDSKUDJPVLQDSDUDOOHOµ9¶FRQ¿JXUDWLRQEXWRQO\RQHGLDSKUDJPLVVKRZQKHUHIRUVLPSOLFLW\

Both complete and partial condensation are investigated over a range of imposed pressure
fluctuation amplitudes at multiple frequencies. Additionally, preliminary experimental
results for boiling flows with controlled pulsatile vapor injection, and fixed frequency
and amplitude pulsatile liquid injection, at the boiler inlet are reported. The innovative
experimental configurations (which use flow-through vapor to stabilize the annular flow
regime throughout the device length) of the condensing and boiling flows in chapter 2
allow mechanisms contributing to the observed heat-flux enhancement phenomenon to
be isolated and analyzed, specifically the ones arising from interfacial waves interacting
with acoustic wave reflections from the test-section exit.
The experiments with boiling flow in a horizontal channel reported in chapter 2 showed
that the parabolic sensitivity to pulsations in the vapor and liquid injection pressures (or
12

flow rates) is weaker than for similar partially or completely condensing flows when the
liquid film completely boils by the exit of the boiler. It is expected that future boiling
flow experiments will show that the parabolic sensitivity is greater if the liquid film does
not completely boil before the exit of the boiler, thereby allowing liquid-vapor interfacial
waves to reflect back toward the inlet of the boiler. The difference between these two
responses is due to the elliptic sensitivity of the boiling flow to the pulsations in the vapor
and liquid injection pressures/flow-rates at its inlet, subject to varying types of exit liquid
and vapor configurations.

1.4. External literature review
A large body of work has been accomplished in the fields of condensing and boiling
flow. There is not space here to list most of the relevant work; the reader is referred to
literature review papers such as [7 – 8]. Some examples of relevant work, arranged by
topic, follow.

1.4.1. Flow regimes
Different liquid-vapor configurations (annular, plug/slug, bubbly, etc.) frequently arise in
most gas-liquid internal flows — with phase-change (Carey [9], Collier and Thome [10],
[11 – 12]) or without phase-change ([13 – 15]). Of these, non-annular flow regimes occur
PRUHHDVLO\DQGPRUHIUHTXHQWO\LQPP±ȝPVFDOHGXFWV²ERWKIRUIORZFRQGHQVDWLRQ
([2, 16], Coleman and Garimella [18 – 20]) and flow boiling ([20], Peles et al. [11 – 12],
>±@ )RUIORZERLOLQJDQGIORZFRQGHQVDWLRQRSHUDWLRQVLQPP±ȝPFKDQQHOVDQG
under negligible gravity conditions, experimental works have also clearly established the
negative impact of non-annular regimes on pressure-drop and heat-flux values.

1.4.2. Instabilities, instability mechanisms, and critical heat
flux
Instabilities in gas-liquid flows are of many kinds. As a flow parameter (e.g. quality)
changes, instability mechanisms control the transition of the flow from one quasi-steady
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regime (e.g. annular) to another (e.g. plug/slug). In addition, for micro-scale flow boiling
([23 – 31]) and micro- to macro-scale flow condensation ([17 – 19], [32 – 34]), internal
mechanisms may couple with external system (i.e. flow loop) arrangements as in [35] to
cause sustained large-amplitude time-varying flows — with or without a steady mean.
These instabilities depend on whether the flow loop arrangements are insufficiently stiff
with regard to providing steady hydrodynamic boundary conditions for the device (e.g.
absence of active control of the flow rates by pumps, absence of an active control — such
as an inventory controller or an equivalent arrangement [2] — for steadying the mean
value of pressure at one point in the flow loop). Sometimes other instabilties arise due
to an overly stiff situation with regard to the ability of the surface temperatures, on both
sides of the heat-exchange plate, to seek and allow themselves easily changing values.
To address the last issue, low thermal inertia of the heat-exchange plate is needed to
reconcile instantaneous differences between the faster changing heat load on its side
exposed to phase-change flows (due to easily changing liquid-vapor configurations)
and, typically, more slowly changing heat load demands on the other side exposed to
externally imposed heating or cooling conditions.
The above-cited papers describe and propose several such mechanisms. For example,
Leidenegg instability in [23] is said to be associated with the nature of the two
“pressure-difference versus mass flow-rate” curves — one defined by the available
pressure-difference across the device (as determined by pump selection, etc. in the flow
loop excluding the device) and the other determined by the requirements of quasi-steady
hydrodynamic operations of the flow within the device.
For flow boiling conditions, experiencing large time-varying instabilities under the
prescribed heat-flux method of heating, the dry-out region becomes dangerous as it does
in pool boiling ([9]). Hence the aforementioned flow boiling papers, particularly [35],
often mention the influence of system factor induced instabilities on the definition of
critical heat-flux (CHF) values. Clearly these “CHF” conditions are, to a certain extent,
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system-specific. These system-instability related conditions can be avoided by using flow
controls to confine the boiler and condenser operation to efficient flow-regimes and by
keeping heat-flux controlled heating regions always wet (e.g. using re-circulating liquid
and a wetness sensor).

1.4.3. Pumping power penalties
For micro-scale flow boilers and condensers operating at a given mean mass flow rate, it
is found that portions of the test-section experiencing quasi-steady or transient
non-annular (plug/slug, bubbly, etc.) flow regimes require much larger pressure-drops
([2, 16, 20 – 22], etc.) than portions where the liquid and vapor phases are mostly
separated as in annular flows — with or without micro-bubbles.

1.4.4. Differences between predominantly gravity and shear
driven boiling and condensing flows
Absence of axial gravity significantly affects the behavior of flow condensation as in
[36 – 37] and flow boiling as in [38]. As inclined ducts are made horizontal to vertical,
for condensing flows, the effect of changes in inclination angle goes away as hydraulic
diameter decreases (see Mitra et al. [36]) and gravitational force decreases relative
to other forces (inertia, shear/viscous, etc.). In [36 – 37], our experiments and theory
show that gravity-driven internal condensing flows are quite stable, mostly annular, and
predictable (by using the tools we have developed for this purpose).

1.4.5. Enhancement approaches for pool and flow boiling —
texturing of the heat-exchange surface (solid-liquid
interface) and active utilization of enhanced heat-flux
values at multiple contact-line-type thin film locations
In the literature available for mm or higher length-scale flow boilers, micro-fins
[39 – 40], porous-surfaces [41 – 42], meshes and screens [43 – 44], micro-channels
within such channels (see Liu and Garimella [45 – 46], Peles et al. [47 – 49]), re-entrant
grooved micro-structures [48 – 49], etc., have been used to demonstrate enhanced
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heat-flux due to enhanced nucleation. For most such enhanced flows, unacceptable
pressure-drop (and pumping power) penalties or large transient instability issues remain
unresolved.
Classical nucleation studies in liquid pools as in [9] or within a liquid drop (Chandra
and Avedisian [50]) have been extended to promote nucleation by exploiting chemical,
electro-chemical, and nano-meter scale structuring ([51 – 54]) approaches for
manipulating the wettability of heat-exchange surfaces. Similarly, there have been
flow boiling studies where nano-meter scale texturing is done with the help of nano
wires ([55 – 56]), carbon nano tubes ([57 – 58]), use of nano fluids for deposition of
nano-particulates on the heater-surface ([59]), etc. However, in most such nucleation
promotion based heat-flux enhancement studies, the issues of inefficient flow regimes,
large transient instabilities, and long-term durability of the heat-exchange surfaces
(cleanliness/fouling issues) are not directly or fully addressed.
For mm or higher scale flow condensers, film condensation typically involves μm-scale
liquid films. Therefore μm-scale surface-texturing is typically not recommended for
internal flows. However, to promote dropwise condensation during quiescent vapor
condensation on inclined or horizontal surfaces, chemical and nano scale texturing has
been employed to produce highly hydrophobic surfaces that not only cause droplets to
appear and move but also cause them to bounce around during coalescence ([60 – 61],
etc.).
During a nucleating bubble’s growth and departure, very high heat-fluxes are observed
(Stephan et al. [62 – 63]) at the advancing and receding contact line regions. These occur
within the thin liquid film micro-layers (nano-meter to sub-micro-meter thick) that form
the contact line regions [63]. Other issues discussed in the literature include detailed
experimental investigation of nucleate boiling mechanisms ([64 – 65]), molecular scale
simulations (Maroo and Chung [66], Wemhoff and Carey [67], etc.) that investigate
the role of adsorbed layers (typically 1-10 nm thick) and disjoining pressures within
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the adsorbed region and the adjacent micro-layer ([62 – 63, 68]), investigation of the
disjoining pressure’s role for macro-scale computational modeling ([62 – 63]) of flow
near the contact lines, etc. These studies have a strong bearing on the proposed
investigation of mechanisms associated with the very high heat-flux enhancements
observed in [2, 16, 20] and for the innovative mode of operation of the proposed flow
boilers and flow condensers.
The main qualitative understanding of these phenomena, as described in [62 – 63, 68],
is that the wetted continuum region does not abruptly end at the contact line where the
so-called “dry” region begins. Instead, the continuum macro-layer first thins to a small
length of stationary or moving micro-layer (say 200 nm – 1 μm in thickness) associated
with a stationary or moving contact line which then merges with a typically longer
molecular thickness zone (e.g. 1 nm ~ 10 nm thick) which is referred to as the adsorbed
layer in [62 – 63, 68]. The molecules in the adsorbed layer stick to the solid due to the
relatively stronger Van der Waals forces over the so-called “dry” surface region.
The pressure and other stresses in this adsorbed layer can be either compressive or
tensile — much like a solid — except that the actual pressure and stress levels within
the adsorbed layer exhibit metastable spatial and temporal variations determined by the
flow requirements in the adjacent micro-layer (see [63]), which in turn are determined by
requirements of the flow physics in the macro-layer.
For example, for advancing and receding contact lines associated with
boiling/evaporating fronts as in [63], disjoining pressure effects in the adsorbed layer
may sufficiently lower the effective pressure in the micro-layer to allow the necessary
half-circulation flow patterns [63] required for the micro-layer.

1.4.6. Modeling and correlations
Besides the relevant results mentioned above, for the general area of condensing
and boiling flows, there is excellent available knowledge with regard to exact and
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approximate model equations for mm – μm scale flows and conditions at the interface
(Carey [9], Delhaye [69], Faghri et al. [70 – 72], etc.). These equations can be used and
are being used for first-principles based CFD simulations (as well as CFD for averaged
equations) for certain regimes of nucleate boiling (Mukherjee and Dhir [73]), flow
boiling [74 – 75], and flow condensation [76 – 80]. Our own CFD capabilities for annular
boiling [20] and annular condensation [76 – 80] have recently achieved (as described
later) unprecedented accuracy levels — both from a computational/theoretical point
of view of accurately capturing wave dynamics and with regard to compatibility with
experimentally obtained data.
For internal flow boiling, it is customary to propose approximate heat-transfer coefficient
and CHF correlations [81 – 83]. For flow condensation, key literature can be roughly
summarized/categorized as: (i) classical solutions for external film condensation flows
over vertical, horizontal, and inclined walls (Nusselt [84], [85 – 86], etc.) and their
subsequent modifications and extensions ([87 – 90], etc.); and (ii) experimental data and
correlation for heat transfer rates for the various external condensing flow regimes
([91 – 93], etc.) as well as internal condensing flows ([94 – 99], etc.).

1.4.7. Phase-change pulsatile flow experiments
Very little work has been done on researching the effect of vapor phase pressure (or flow)
pulsations on heat-transfer rates and pressure drops for internal condensing or boiling
flow outside of the work reported here and some of the preceding investigations of
sections 1.5.1.3, 1.5.2.3, 1.5.3.1, and 1.5.4. Of the available work by other researchers,
experimental investigations of C. W. Roh and M. S. Kim ([100]) on the impact of
periodic flow perturbations on a vapor compression cycle are particularly noteworthy.
In [100], C. W. Roh and M. S. Kim provide a solenoid-actuated valve in parallel with the
expansion valve of an experimental vapor compression cycle. This solenoid valve was
opened periodically for time-periods of 0.2 seconds at various cycle time-intervals from
5 seconds to 200 seconds. Thus the percentage of the cycle time that the valve was
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open varied from 4 % for the 5 second time-period to 0.1 % for the 200 second
time-period.
Note that the flow configuration of [100] allowed for significant effects of gravity on
the liquid flow in the condenser and evaporator, in contrast to the horizontal channel
flows presented in chapters 2 – 3. Also, no provision for phase-separation at the inlet of
the evaporator (downstream of the expansion and control valves of Fig. 2 in [100]) was
provided in [100], in contrast to the separator plate of Fig. 2.3b in chapter 2, so the flow
into their evaporator likely contained suspended liquid droplets.
The effects of these non-sinusoidal flow pulsations on the cycle were analyzed and
divided into two categories: enhancement of heat transfer by pulsatile flow and
system-level phenomena termed “cycle elevation” and “pushing” in [100]. The “cycle
elevation” and “pushing” effects relate to the thermodynamic cycle analysis of the
vapor compression cycle and the influence of pressure excursions in the condenser and
evaporator due to the action of the solenoid valve. It suffices to note here that some
of the adverse cycle effects observed by Roh and Kim as a result of their imposed
flow pulsations may be reduced or eliminated in suitable pulsatile flow configurations
similar to those presented in Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.2b of chapter 2. Only the first category,
enhancement effects, is relevant to the research presented here, which focuses specifically
on the heat-flux enhancement within the flow condenser or flow boiler.
The heat-flux enhancement effect was concluded in [100] to be consistent with a
combination of turbulence effects and cavitation at the tube wall (specifically applicable
to boiling/evaporating flows). The enhancement mechanisms presented in sections 2.3.5
and 3.4.5 of this dissertation come from a completely different source. However, the
effect of vapor core turbulence induced by vapor pressure (or flow) pulsations on
heat-transfer enhancement in shear/pressure-driven internal condensing and boiling flows
is acknowledged in chapter 4 as a subject which deserves further investigation, mainly for
computational modeling purposes.
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1.5. Research conducted at Michigan Technological
University
The research referenced in this section is from the author's faculty adviser and research
group at Michigan Technological University. It forms the basis for the work presented
later in this dissertation and provides a temporal context for that work.

1.5.1. Elliptic shear/pressure-driven internal
condensing/boiling flow hypothesis development
This section covers the history of the current theory on the concept of “elliptic
sensitivity,” or concurrent inlet and exit condition dependency, of internal condensing
and boiling flows. This work was developed by Prof. Amitabh Narain’s research
group over 19 years of computational and experimental investigations. Effort is made
to preserve the chronological order and logical development leading to the current
hypothesis, which is very briefly summarized in section 1.5.1.4; therefore, some parts of
this section (1.5.1) are redundant with sections 1.5.2 – 1.5.4, where more details of the
experiments are presented.

1.5.1.1. Early computational work
In 1996 A. Narain published a paper in which he reported a modeling approach for
annular film condensation [101]. The next year he published an article with G. Yu and
Q. Liu expanding the analysis to inclined channels and vertical pipes [102]. Based on
this work, a two-dimensional computational simulation tool was developed and reported
by A. Narain, Q. Liang, G. Yu, and X. Wang in 2004 [76] for annular condensing films
within a vertical channel. It is here that the concept of exit condition effects on the
condensing flow inside channels was first introduced. The simulation method used at that
time indicated a multiplicity of solutions to the problem for the same inlet pressure, inlet
mass flow rate, and wall temperature conditions, each corresponding to a different exit
pressure or vapor quality (for partially condensing flows).
Nevertheless, it was recognized in [76] that an “attractor” or “natural” solution to the
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condensing flow problem exists for a given set of inlet pressure, inlet mass flow rate, and
wall temperature conditions which is stable (based on analysis of 2-dimensional imposed
disturbances) in the absence of an imposition on the exit pressure or vapor quality. It was
also computationally shown in [76] that miniscule vibrations of the condensing surface in
the 0 – 30 Hz range may have a significant influence on the waviness of the liquid-vapor
interface and mean heat flow rates if they couple with the frequency associated with
the time-evolution of imposed interfacial disturbances, leading to a resonance condition
within the liquid film.
An expansion of the computational methodology of [76] to include tilted and horizontal
channel geometries, as well as zero-gravity channel condensation was reported in [80].
Also, in [80] shear and tangential surface tension effects were investigated in more detail,
with ı = ı 7 , with surface tension effects becoming significant only in the direction
normal to the interface, and only for the zero-gravity cases investigated. In zero-gravity
conditions, it was noted that the surface tension has a limiting effect on the amplitude of
interfacial waves which arise from initial disturbances and wall vibrations.
From the then-current computational model, it was found in [80] that the solutions were
quite insensitive to noise (in the form of initial disturbances) in the vapor flow at the
inlet under unconstrained (“natural”) exit conditions. L. Phan, X. Wang, and A. Narain
extended their analysis with this computational tool and published the results in [78], in
which they first stated directly the hypothesis that multiple exit conditions were possible
for shear and gravity-driven condensing flow, and that for shear-driven condensing flows
there would be a “loss of parabolicity,” which would occur at some point before the flows
fully condensed. This meant that shear-driven (horizontal or zero-gravity) flows which
were condensed completely or sufficiently to pass this transition point would not have
a “natural” exit condition and would require exit condition (pressure or vapor quality)
constraint.
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1.5.1.2. Gravity-driven flows shown to be parabolic in nature
The existence of the hypothesized multiple exit conditions appeared to be supported
by experiments published by A. Narain, J.H. Kurita, M. Kivisalu, A. Siemionko,
S. Kulkarni, T.W. Ng, N. Kim, and L. Phan the next year in [103] in which exit
vapor quality constraints appeared to be imposed on a condensing flow in a vertical
tube condenser. However, these results could not be repeated when a more reliable
experimental system and procedures were used which limited the levels of
non-condensable gasses in the working fluid to a repeatable and low level.
These experiments were carried out by J.H. Kurita and M. Kivisalu, and they were
reported by J.H. Kurita, M. Kivisalu, S. Mitra, R. Naik, and A. Narain in [37], in which
it was concluded that the originally hypothesized elliptic response of condensing flows
was limited to certain shear-driven flow conditions. Details of the computational code are
presented by S. Kulkarni in his dissertation [104].
A bug in the computational code was shown in [79] to be responsible for the
computational results indicating the attainability of multiple exit conditions for the same
inlet and wall temperature conditions in gravity dominated condensing flow and in steady
flow predictions for shear/pressure-driven flows. It was acknowledged in [79] that even
quasi-steady shear/pressure-driven flows, if given inlet and condensing surface cooling
conditions, will seek a single value of exit pressure, termed “natural” in [79]. This paper
stated that the “elliptic sensitivity” phenomenon was due to the unsteady nature of the
pulsatile shear/pressure-driven flows, which could be captured by unsteady simulations.

1.5.1.3. Shear/pressure-driven unsteady, non-pulsatile flows found to
be parabolic in nature
Experiments on condensing flow in a horizontal channel, reported in [79], initially
appeared to indicate elliptic behavior when a diaphragm compressor was used to
help constrain the condenser inlet pressure while its exit pressure was held fixed by a
feedback controlled liquid pump. However, afterwards it was found that shifts in the wall
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temperature between the cases, initially assumed to be negligible, actually rendered the
supposed “constrained” pressure-difference cases similar to other “natural” cases from
the simulation results.
This was verified when the experiments were repeated with the diaphragm compressor
converted to supply only pulsations to the inlet vapor flow rate, with a separate
compressor (vane-type, with pulsation dampening on its discharge) supplying the
compression of the vapor. These experiments are reported in [105], [16]. Further
revisions to the computational code were reported by S. Mitra in his dissertation [106], in
which the concept of “elliptic sensitivity” for unsteadiness in shear/pressure-driven flows
is omitted completely.

1.5.1.4. Elliptic sensitivity discovered in pulsatile
shear/pressure-driven condensing flows
Around this time it was discovered that large enhancements in the mean heat-flux were
measured at a location within the heat-exchange surface of the condenser when the
compressor was operating. It was hypothesized that there might be a combination of
“parabolic” and “elliptic” sensitivities of the local heat flux and liquid film morphology
to the pulsations induced by the diaphragm compressor.
The “parabolic” sensitivities to inlet pressure pulsations indicate a one-to-one response
of the annular regime interface configuration and heat-flux levels to the level of imposed
inlet pressure or flow pulsations. The “elliptic” sensitivity was isolated by drawing down
the liquid from the exit of the horizontal condenser into a vapor plenum, both providing
damping for the acoustic vapor pulsations and making it more difficult for interfacial
liquid waves to reflect back toward the inlet of the condenser. It was found that, if
there was a sufficiently large column of vapor at the exit of the condenser, the heat-flux
enhancement would be much reduced or nonexistent at the measurement location, even
for similar levels of inlet vapor pressure pulsations (experimental data not published).
Because the physical configuration of the exit of the condenser has an influence on
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upstream mean and fluctuating heat-flux for partially condensing flow, all other flow
conditions being the same, it may be said that an “elliptic sensitivity” to inlet vapor
pressure pulsations has been experimentally observed for these flows.

1.5.1.5. Current understanding on elliptic sensitivity in
shear/pressure-driven pulsatile condensing and boiling flows
As explained in chapters 2 – 3, it is now known that the “elliptic sensitivity” effect for
pulsatile shear/pressure-driven condensing and boiling flows is due to effects resulting
from the interaction of “standing” acoustic waves with the liquid-vapor interface. The
high amplitude of the induced vapor velocity fluctuations within the standing waves
encourage large amplitude fluctuations in the location of the liquid-vapor interface that
allow the interfacial wave troughs to come close enough to the heat-exchange surface
(e.g. the bottom surface of the flow channel for experiments reported in this dissertation)
to allow solid-liquid-vapor effects to preferentially bias the interfacial fluctuations toward
the heat-exchange surface. Details are discussed in sections 2.3.5 and 3.4.5.
The ability to form standing acoustic waves within the vapor flow field is dependent on
the ability of the exit of the condenser or boiler to reflect the acoustic wave energy back
over the annular flow regime. This exit condition sensitivity phenomenon is not directly
caused by unsteadiness in the flow, as previously thought. Rather, it is due to the complex
interaction of forward and backward moving acoustic waves with the liquid-vapor
interface and the corresponding complex interaction of the liquid-vapor interface with the
heat-exchange surface at multiple length and time scales, as discussed in section 2.3.5.
1.5.2. Horizontal flow condenser performance
1.5.2.1. First attempts of horizontal condensing flow experiments at
Michigan Technological University
The first horizontal flow condensation experiments were performed by Q. Lu and N.
V. Suryanarayana for a 4 cm wide by 2.5 cm high by 100 cm long flow channel for
refrigerants R113 and FC-72. Adiabatic air-water flows were also investigated for
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comparison purposes. The results were published by Q. Lu in his doctoral dissertation in
1992 ([107]). In 1995, similar experimental results were reported in the ASME Journal of
Heat Transfer by Q. Lu and N. V. Suryanarayana ([108]).
Professor A. Narain, upon finding that these experimental results did not agree with
computational simulations for horizontal condensing flow, but they agreed with
computational simulations for flows with a 1 – 2 degree incline downward in the
direction of flow, confirmed from Prof. N. V. Suryanarayana that Q. Lu had verified only
that the top surface of the flow channel was horizontal, and that the bottom surface might
have been slightly inclined. This was reported by S. Mitra in his doctoral dissertation
([106]).
In short, these experiments are not characteristic of horizontal channel flows; rather, they
represent flows in channels that have a slightly downward incline in the direction of the
flow. Therefore, they exhibit a mixture of gravitational and shear/pressure influences in
driving the liquid along the condenser (“mixed” driven flow of [106]).

1.5.2.2. Condensation experiments conducted in 2008 – 2010
Early experiments on a similar horizontal flow condenser to the one used in the
experiments of chapters 2 and 3 were conducted on September 2, 2008 with the 6 mm
high by 24 mm wide by 1 meter long test-section geometry of Fig. 2.3a, but without the
heat-flux meter or reliable pressure-difference measurements. These experiments were
for visualization purposes only. They resulted in a conference presentation ([109]) but
were not published as a paper in the conference proceedings.
Due to reliability problems with the 6 mm high channel and changes in the design of the
experiments, the 6 mm high test-section was replaced with a 2 mm high by 15 mm wide
by 1 meter long channel as in Fig. 3.1a. The first experiments in this channel with flow
visualization were performed by December 13, 2009, and more extensive experiments
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were performed using this flow channel on January 22 – 23, 2010 and February 4 – 6,
2010. However, these experiments were not published due to insufficient instrumentation
and flow controls, coupled with the higher priority of publishing the gravity-driven flow
condensation experiments of [37] and [110], which were being run during 2008 – 2009.

1.5.2.3. Complete condensation experiments conducted in early 2011
M. Kivisalu, N. Gorgitrattanagul, S. Mitra, R. Naik, and A. Narain first reported data
acquired on March 11, 2011 from complete flow condensation in the test-section of
Fig. 3.1a at the ASME International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition
in Denver, CO ([105]). These experiments utilized the same procedures for imposing
pressure/flow pulsations as are reported in chapters 2 – 3, and they used very similar flow
control strategies to those presented in chapter 3.
Fully condensing flow data in this test-section acquired on March 18, 2011, with slightly
different flow controls, was reported by M.T. Kivisalu, P. Gorgitrattanagul, S. Mitra,
R.R. Naik, and A. Narain [16]. These experiments used feedback control of a liquid pump
to set the exit pressure of the condenser, and they concurrently applied pulsations (with
a “pulsator” device described in [16]) to the vapor flow supplied to the condenser while
increasing the speed of a compressor in attempts to “push” the condenser inlet pressure to
different quasi-steady values. It was found in [16] that the use of the compressor did not
affect pressure-drop values within the condenser more than using the pulsator alone.
1.5.2.4. Complete condensation experiments conducted in June 2011
In June, 2011, a significant data matrix of pulsatile, horizontal, completely condensing
flows were acquired under 2 cooling conditions for a variety of pressure pulsation
amplitudes at four different frequencies. This data is reported in chapter 3 (originally
published as [2]). Data collected on June 15 – 16, 2011 used the “passive” cooling
condition described in section 3.3.3, and data collected on June 18 – 19, 2011 used the
“mixed” cooling condition described in section 3.3.3 (section 3.3 of [2]).
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1.5.2.5. Complete condensation experiments conducted in late 2011
In 2011, Patcharapol Gorgitrattanagul published a masters' thesis titled “The length of
the annular regime for condensing flows inside a horizontal channel – the experimental
determination of its values and its trends” [111]. These experiments did not include
deliberately imposed fluctuations/pulsations in the vapor pressures in contrast to the
condensing flow results reported here in chapters 2 – 3; however, they established a range
of operating conditions under which stable annular flow could be achieved.
1.5.2.6. All-annular condensation experiments conducted in
January 2013
On January 30 – 31, 2013, M. Kivisalu and P. Gorgitrattanagul performed experiments
involving incomplete horizontal flow condensation in which the non-condensed vapor at
the exit of the condenser was re-circulated and combined with the condenser inlet vapor
stream using a compressor. Annular flow was achieved throughout the entire length of
the device, and pressure/flow pulsations were imposed at various amplitudes for two
different frequencies. The pulsation-induced heat-flux enhancement previously observed
for horizontal completely condensing flows was successfully obtained for the all-annular
flow condenser. The results are reported in chapter 2 (originally published as [1]).
1.5.3. Horizontal flow boiler performance
1.5.3.1. Flow boiling experiments conducted in 2012
A horizontal flow boiler of 1.6 mm gap height, 15 mm width, and approximately 0.72
meter length was constructed out of glass-filled Garolite phenolic composite (G-11). The
top of the flow channel was constructed out of a tempered glass window to allow flow
visualization, and heat was supplied from the bottom by seven copper blocks of 15 mm
width and 100 mm length which were exposed to the liquid flow. Surface temperatures
of the copper blocks were used as feedback to control the AC electrical power supplied to
the embedded cartridge heaters in each copper block.
Flow arrangements allowed all liquid or a mixture of liquid and vapor to be supplied
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to the boiler inlet, although there was not provision for separation of the phases up to
the start of flow boiling, as in the test-section of Fig. 2.2b. Pressure pulsations could be
supplied to the inlet or exit vapor flow, but the pulsator (see description in section 2.2.1
or [1]) was located far away from the test-section, so the range of amplitudes of
pressure/flow pulsations that could be applied to the test-section inlet or exit was limited.
At that time the effects of pulsations in the liquid flow rate supplied to the boiler and their
interactions with the vapor phase pulsations were not recognized; in chapter 2 it is shown
that matching the inlet liquid and vapor pulsation frequencies is an important condition
for attaining pulsation-induced heat-flux enhancement within a horizontal flow boiler.
Experiments in this test-section were conducted on January 10 – 11, 2012 regarding
stabilization of the annular flow regime using re-circulating vapor flow, and they were
successful at achieving mostly annular boiling flow throughout the length of the
test-section or until dry-out, when it occurred within the flow boiler. Representative flow
regime pictures in Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.2b were taken from these experiments.
Experiments conducted on January 21 – 22, 2012 attempted to realize the heat-flux
enhancement previously observed for completely condensing flows (see [16], [2]). They
used the same heat-flux sensor, positioned near the middle of the boiler length, but they
were unable to demonstrate any significant enhancement in time-averaged heat-flux
values at the range of pulsation frequencies and amplitudes that were investigated.
Possible reasons for this have been mentioned in the previous paragraph. The results of
these experiments were reported in [20]. Note that some incorrect concepts of the flow
physics presented in this conference paper have been rectified in [1] and chapter 2, which
contain more useful flow boiling experimental results with regard to pulsatile flows.
1.5.3.2. Flow boiling experiments conducted in 2013
On February 17 – 18, 2013, M. Kivisalu and P. Gorgitrattanagul performed experiments
involving incomplete horizontal flow boiling in which mechanically separated streams
of liquid and vapor were supplied to the inlet of the flow boiler, and all of the liquid
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was boiled within the length of the device. A portion of the boiler exit vapor stream
was diverted and re-circulated by means of a compressor to supply the inlet vapor flow
rate. Pressure (or flow) pulsations were supplied to this inlet vapor stream at various
amplitudes for two different frequencies. Mostly annular flow was achieved throughout
the entire length of the device, and the pulsation-induced heat-flux enhancement
previously observed for horizontal completely and partially condensing flows was
successfully obtained for the all-annular flow boiler (see chapter 2 or [1]).
For these experiments, it was found that significant pulsations in liquid flow rates
supplied to the boiler were inadvertently imposed. Although these pulsations did not
significantly affect the time-averaged pressure-differences or heat-flux, they did affect
the ability to obtain the pulsation-induced heat-flux enhancement phenomenon. Equal
or compatible frequencies of pulsations supplied to the inlet vapor flow led to heat-flux
enhancement, but incompatible vapor pulsation frequencies did not. Select experimental
results leading to the heat-flux enhancement are reported in chapter 2 (or [1]).
On June 14 – 15, 2013, similar horizontal flow boiling cases were obtained by M.
Kivisalu and P. Gorgitrattanagul for a wider range of imposed pulsation frequencies and
inlet liquid and vapor time-averaged flow rates. Select experimental results are reported
in chapter 2 (originally published as [1]).
1.5.4. Gravitational influence
Vertical (gravity-driven) condensing flows were experimentally investigated by J. Kurita.
Publication of the results occurred in 2007 and 2011. This work was compared with
shear/pressure-driven flows in the 2011 publications. The main relevance of this work is
in its comparisons between gravity-driven and shear/pressure-driven flows, but the 2007
publications formed the basis for the research that produced the 2011 publications.

1.5.4.1. Experiments conducted in 2007
In 2007, J. H. Kurita and M. Kivisalu ran experiments in the flow loop built by
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A. Siemionko. In these experiments, a vertical tube-in-tube counter-flow heat exchanger
(test-section) was used to condense FC-72 vapor in the center tube, with water providing
cooling in the annulus. Computational investigations were performed by S. D. Kulkarni
using codes developed by N. Kim and L. Phan. The arrangement of the boroscope and
fiber-optic based flow visualization equipment for the test-section had been developed by
T. W. Ng. The work was published by A. Narain in the ASME Journal of Heat Transfer
[103], and the results appeared to indicate that multiple exit vapor qualities (equivalent to
the specification of multiple exit pressures) were possible for the test-section subject to
the same inlet pressure, inlet mass flow rate, and cooling condition. This work also led to
J.H. Kurita’s master’s thesis ([112]).

1.5.4.2. Changes in experimental hardware and procedures between
2007 and 2011
Between 2007 and 2011, it was found that the experimental flow loop used in [103]
and [112] typically had unacceptably large and inconsistent concentrations of noncondensable gasses from the ambient air dissolved in the FC-72 working fluid. It was
found that this was caused by a combination of operating the system at vacuum pressures
with leaks (mostly in the test-section, which was made of a mixture of aluminum
and stainless steel and had many ports for instrumentation) and inadequate start-up
procedures.
The leak problems were remedied by replacing the test-section with a new one of the
same inner tube geometry, but made entirely of welded stainless steel sections. Also, the
geometries of the water flow area and probe ports were significantly simplified. New
startup procedures were developed which included a “purge” process in which the noncondensable gasses were removed from the FC-72 in the flow loop to repeatable and
acceptably low levels by the application of a vacuum to the highest point in the flow loop
for a specified amount of time. Details of the new test-section and purge process were not
published.
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1.5.4.3. Experiments conducted in 2011
Experiments performed after the improvements to the flow loop were unable to repeat the
multi-valued exit vapor qualities observed in [103] and [112]. These results were reported
in the ASME International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer by J. H. Kurita and M.
Kivisalu who ran the experiments, S. Mitra and R. Naik who provided computational
simulations for comparison with the experimental results and with shear/pressure-driven
flows, and A. Narain who developed the theory and hypotheses ([37]). These results were
also published by J. H. Kurita in his doctoral dissertation ([110]).
It is important to note that the compressor used in the experiments reported in chapter 9
of [110] was a diaphragm type which introduced significant pulsations to the vapor flow.
With this same compressor, experiments with shear/pressure-driven flow from December
2009 – February 2010 showed significant influence of the compressor fluctuations on
the time-averaged heat-flux at a representative location within the test-section. Although
the pressure-difference data were not reliable for these initial shear/pressure-driven
experiments, later pulsatile horizontal flow condensation experiments performed in 2011
suggested that the time-averaged pressure-differences change along with the
time-averaged heat-flux when large amplitude pressure/flow pulsations are imposed on
shear/pressure-driven fully and partially condensing flows as explained in
chapters 2 – 3. This behavior was not observed for the gravity-driven pulsatile
condensing flows investigated in chapter 9 of [110].
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2. Innovative partial condensing and boiling
flow experiments1
The text of this chapter has been edited from its originally published version [1]. New
figures have been added, and some existing figures have been edited for content and/or
re-formatted to fit the structure of this dissertation. These changes reflect information that
was not available at the time of the original publication and material that was available
but was left out of the originally published version due to space constraints.

Abstract: chapter 2
This paper defines experimental discoveries by Prof. Amitabh Narain’s research group
regarding the nature of high heat-flux innovative boiler and condenser operations
that keeps these devices functional for many critically needed thermal management
applications where gravitational force is negligible (naturally or made to be so) relative
to other forces (viscous, pressure, etc.). These applications include heat removal from
narrow spaces to address high power density electronic cooling needs (i.e. mm-scale
boilers and condensers with μm-scale flows), gravity insensitive aircraft operations, and
zero-gravity applications. Further, the paper presents fundamental condensing and boiling
flow results that describe the physics that needs to be utilized to achieve significantly
enhanced heat-flux values within the context of these applications.
Reported experimental results demonstrate:
(i) the ability to replace hydrodynamically and thermally ineffective and problematic
liquid-vapor configurations (plug/slug, etc.) with annular flows where a flowing
thin liquid film covers the entire heat-exchange surface,
 /DUJHSDUWVRIWKLVFKDSWHUDUHWDNHQIURP07.LYLVDOX3*RUJLWUDWWDQDJXO$1DUDLQ5HVXOWVIRUKLJKKHDWÀX[
ÀRZUHDOL]DWLRQVLQLQQRYDWLYHRSHUDWLRQVRIPLOOLPHWHUVFDOHFRQGHQVHUVDQGERLOHUV,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI+HDWDQG
0DVV7UDQVIHU  ,WLVOLVWHGDV>@LQWKHOLVWRIUHIHUHQFHV+RZHYHUSDUWVRIWKHYHUVLRQUHSRUWHGKHUH
KDYHEHHQPRGL¿HGLPSURYHGVLQFHWKHLURULJLQDOSXEOLFDWLRQDVGHVFULEHGLQWKHSUHIDFHDQGVXPPDUL]HGLQWKH¿UVW
paragraph of this chapter. These and any other changes are not endorsed by the publisher. Permission to reproduce [1]
has been granted by the publisher, Elsevier Limited. The license agreement is available upon request from the author,
who may be contacted via email at mtkivisa@mtu.edu.
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(ii) the ability to use pulsation-induced interfacial wave phenomena in conjunction with
sub-micron thin film phenomena (such as contact line physics) to achieve very high
heat-flux during boiling and condensation, and
(iii) the ability to desensitize these flows that would otherwise be highly sensitive to
inadvertent but ever present flow fluctuations (due to sensitive coupling between
vapor and liquid motions, as well as sensitivity of these micro-meter scale thick
liquid films to minuscule transverse vibrations of the heat-exchange surface) when
flow channel hydraulic diameters reduce to milli-meter or sub milli-meter scales.
Innovative realizations of shear-driven boiling and condensing flows have been
investigated within horizontal channels (with condensation or boiling on the bottom,
horizontal surface). Results from boiling and condensing flows of FC-72 fluid in
a horizontal rectangular cross-section (2 or 6 mm gap height and 15 or 24 mm
width, respectively) duct of 1 m length are presented. Utilizing a controlled presence
of mass flow rate fluctuations, additional enhancements (sometimes > 863 % for
condensing flows and > 198 % for boiling flows) in heat-transfer rates are obtained
for these innovative devices at a location within the device length. This paper reports
representative time-varying heat-flux values at this location. Theory based on the nature
of these time-varying heat-flux values coupled with other experimental observations
reported here support the understanding that this phenomena can potentially be used (in
future experiments) to significantly enhance average heat-flux values over the entire
length of an innovative boiler/condenser.
The reported phenomena arises from superposing relatively fast time-scale +]
flow rate pulsations on otherwise steady-in-the-mean flows to beneficially change certain
flow variable averages — over the longer time-scale +] of practical interest —
relative to their values obtained in the absence of externally imposed pulsations.
With the right exit flow configuration in the device, such externally imposed pulsations
may cause standing waves to form on the thin film interface. The observed asymmetric
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reduction in the mean film thickness (associated with high heat-flux values) is likely due
to “stickiness” of wave-troughs resulting from interaction of phenomena associated with
three physically distinct length scales (namely nano-scale, micro-scale, and continuum
length scales) and two different time scales — short (less than 0.5 s) and long (greater
than 1 min). That is, associated micro-scale flows at wave-troughs interact with
liquid-vapor interface phenomena and, possibly concurrently, de-stabilize the local
adsorbed layer (whose thickness may be QP and is exposed to phenomena such as
disjoining pressures) on the wetting heat-exchange surface.

2.1. Introduction and nomenclature
This chapter presents some new fundamental results from experimental investigations
of shear/pressure-driven internal flow boiling and flow condensation. The study is both
comparative and unifying in nature. Traditional condenser (all vapor flow at inlet and all
liquid flow at exit) and boiler (all liquid flow at inlet and all vapor flow at exit) operations
are shown in Figs. 2.1a and 2.2a respectively. Operations for realizing the innovative
condensing and boiling flow conditions are schematically represented in Fig. 2.1b and
Fig. 2.2b.
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Figure 2.1. Side-view schematic and representative top-view photographs for (a) traditional and (b) innovative con
innovative condenser, allowing the desired condensation rate with an exit vapor quality less than 1, even if the net

the sense that it does not participate in the condensation process. The very low pressure drop ( < 160 Pa for the e

to be reasonably low as well. Videos 2-1 and 2-2 (see accompanying data disc) are representative of the innovativ

Figure 2.2. Side-view schematic and representative top-view photographs for (a) traditional and (b) innovative boil

innovative boiler, allowing the desired boiling rate with an inlet vapor quality less than 1. This re-circulating vapor fl

for the experiments reported here) of the annular flow regime allows the pumping power required for the re-circulat
innovative boiler of (b) without and with imposed fluctuations, respectively.

The rationale for using re-circulating vapor flows in the innovative arrangements of
Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.2b is to arrange an appropriate through-flow of vapor that does not
undergo phase-change in the condenser or in the boiler.
The innovative boiler operation also has a desired liquid flow rate at the inlet (which may
be held at close to saturation temperature) — with or without a left-over re-circulating
liquid flow rate at the exit. A left-over re-circulating liquid flow rate at the exit of
the boiler is preferred if the boiler is heated by a specified heat-load (as in cooling of
electrical or electronic devices) — as it is desirable to avoid critical heat-flux phenomena
associated with dry-out conditions. As seen from the representative flow visualization
photographs in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, the innovative arrangements allow effective control
of liquid-vapor morphology — restricting them to the efficient annular regime while
avoiding complex non-annular condensing and boiling flow regimes (nucleate, bubbly,
plug/slug, dry out and critical heat-flux related film boiling regions, etc.) discussed in
[2 – 11].
For horizontal flow boilers of larger than mm-scale hydraulic diameter, nucleate boiling
may persist within the annular film and such nucleation could even be beneficial for
increasing heat-transfer rates. This paper’s focus, however, is to restrict itself to mm and
sub-mm scale flow boilers with micro-meter scale liquid film thicknesses (of interest
to applications which require heat removal from small areas or relate to space-based
or aircraft-based thermal management), where nucleation, growth, and detachment
of bubbles are suppressed to varying degrees — depending on flow conditions and
location within the boiler. Ways of suppressing undesired bubble nucleation and growth
within most of the annular regime are suggested for these flows. This suppression is
observed here and is known [12] to occur when liquid film thickness values are small
(film Reynolds numbers ) and inlet liquid temperatures are close to saturation
temperature. Since thermal resistance to heat-flow through nucleating bubbles is much
higher than for direct heat flow through a thin film on a wetting surface, the bubbles do
not grow enough to experience buoyancy aided detachment mechanisms before they are
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broken up or removed by the shear stresses within the moving liquid film.
The experiments reported in this paper also introduce pulsations in the incoming FC-72
vapor flow rate (and, for the case in Fig. 2.2b, also in the incoming FC-72 liquid mass
flow rate) towards further improving these efficient and innovative annular flows
by dramatically enhancing mean heat-flux values (> 100 – 1000 %) at one or more
locations. This is to meet modern challenges where a boiler (using water or a higher
latent heat working fluid instead of FC-72 used here) of a given small hydraulic diameter
is expected to carry heat-flux values in excess of N:FP2 and, concurrently, one needs
to reduce overall device-level consumption of pumping power per unit device length (in
:P) and per unit heat-exchange rate (in :). In addition, for many electronic cooling
needs, there are added restrictions. They are:
(i) boiling-surface temperature should not exceed about 80 °C,
(ii) the liquid flow into the boiler should not be significantly sub-cooled,
(iii) the condenser coolant should eventually reject heat to ambient air at 20-30 °C, and
(iv) other restrictions on device and system level absolute pressures, etc.
Note that earlier experiments [13 – 14] (see also section 3) have established that, in the
annular portion of a traditional shear/pressure-driven condenser that operates in a fully
condensing mode, the interfacial waves arising from externally imposed mass flow rate
pulsations at the inlet significantly change the key mean values of film thickness,
heat-flux, etc., relative to realizations in the absence of imposed pulsations. At a location
within the annular region, very significant heat-flux enhancements (> 400 %) were
reported [13 – 14] but it was unclear as to whether such enhancements could be obtained
for the proposed innovative operations (i.e. with re-circulating vapor flows) of condensers
and boilers.
Though the literature in boiling (both pool and flow boiling [2 – 11]) and condensation
[15 – 18] are quite vast, this paper does not focus on consideration of techniques used for
identifying different flow regimes [2 – 4] and estimating heat-transfer coefficients
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[2 – 4] associated with the respective regimes. Instead, in the absence of pulsations,
we have verified (though not reported here for brevity) that the reported values of
experimentally measured heat-flux are in good agreement with new computational
techniques — both one-dimensional engineering approaches for annular flow
condensation [19] and flow boiling [20], as well as a sophisticated full steady/unsteady
computational simulation technique [21 – 24] for annular condensation.
The experiments reported here investigate pulsatile and non-pulsatile annular flows of
FC-72 in a horizontal test-section whose total length is 1 m. Its top and side walls are
transparent. For innovative flow boiling operations, the channel gap height is 2 mm and
its width is 15 mm, and for innovative flow condensation operations, the channel gap
height is 6 mm and its width is 24 mm.
Nomenclature:
Accent Notations
Xࡄ : Time-averaged value of variable ‘; W ’
;ƍ: Fluctuations in variable ‘; W ’ with ; W Ł;ࡄ;ƍ W
aX|Y(f): Magnitude of the FFT of variable ‘XY W ’ taken at frequency ‘f ’, also known as
the amplitude of variable ‘XY W ’ at frequency ‘f ’
Xa:b: Variable ‘X’ of fluid phase ‘b’ taken at location ‘a’ (see subscripts section below)
Labels
h: Gap height of flow channel in test-section (instrumented condenser or boiler used in
the reported experiments) [mm]
L: Length of flow channel of interest for flow measurements within the test-section [m]
FC-72: Working fluid used in experiments, trade name for 3M Corp. perfluorohexane
&6F14) FlourinertTM electronic liquid.
DPT: Differential Pressure Transducer: measures pressure-differences directly
APT: Absolute Pressure Transducer: used for direct measurement of absolute pressure at
a location of interest
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HFM-40: Heat-flux meter used to measure heat-flux directly at the x = 40 cm location of
interest (see variables section below)
PV: Vapor Pulsator used to induce fluctuations in vapor pressure and flow rate supplied to
the test-section
P1, P2: Pumps used to circulate liquid working fluid in experimental flow loop
OM: Orifice-plate flow Meter for estimating instantaneous dynamic flow rate
TEC: Thermoelectric cooler. These are solid state heat pumps which use electrical
current to transfer heat in either direction.
L/V separator: Liquid-vapor separator
DC: Direct Current, as of electrical potential and current
PID: Proportional-Integral-Derivative, as in the feedback control method
N-IF: No-Imposed Fluctuation, referring to cases in which the vapor pulsator was not
used
L-IF: Low amplitude-Imposed fluctuation
T-IF: Transition amplitude-Imposed fluctuation
H-IF: High amplitude-Imposed Fluctuation
Variables
f: Frequency [Hz]
fP:V (same as fP ): Primary frequency associated with imposed vapor phase flow
pulsations [Hz]
fP:L: Primary frequency associated with imposed liquid phase flow pulsations [Hz]
x: Distance downstream of the start of the region of interest in the test-section [cm]
ী: Mass flow rate >JV@
p: Pressure [kPa]
v: Average velocity over a reference area >PV@
va:b: Estimate of the spatial average of the velocity of flow ‘b’ over its cross-sectional
area at location ‘a’ >PV@
T: Temperature [°C]
TƎ: Heat-flux >:FP@
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ǻSa-b: Pressure difference between locations x = a and x = b, each in units of cm (see
subscripts section below) [Pa or kPa]
t: Time [s]
ǻ7: Temperature-difference between a representative saturation temperature and a
representative heat-exchange surface temperature [°C]
Subscripts
0: At the x = 0 cm location
10: At the x = 10 cm location
40: At the x = 40 cm location
90: At the x = 90 cm location
I: Associated with the inlet of the test-section or another flow loop component
E: Associated with the exit of the test-section or another flow loop component
R: Associated with re-circulating vapor flow
P: Associated with imposed pulsations or the vapor pulsator
L: Liquid
V: Vapor
AC: Associated with the auxiliary condenser
B: Associated with the pool boiler of Figs. 2.4 – 2.5
Sat: Saturation, as of temperature
Avg: Representative of an average value with respect to distance ‘x’ within the testsection
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2.2. Experimental approach

Figure 2.3.6FKHPDWLFVRIWKHWHVWVHFWLRQVXVHGLQWKHLQQRYDWLYHFRQGHQVLQJDQGERLOLQJÀRZ
experiments. These schematics represent: (a) the innovative condenser test-section details, (b)
WKHLQQRYDWLYHERLOHUWHVWVHFWLRQGHWDLOVIRUDIXOO\ERLOLQJFDVH QROLTXLGUHPRYHGIURPH[LW DQG
(c)GHWDLOVDQGLQVWUXPHQWDWLRQRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHSODWH ³&RQGHQVLQJ3ODWH´RI D RU³%RLOLQJ
3ODWH´RI E 7KHVROLGVHSDUDWRUSODWH‘S’LQ E ZDVDSSUR[LPDWHO\0.2 mm thick, leaving a gap
of around 1.6 mmIRUWKHLQOHWYDSRUÀRZFRPLQJIURPWKHUHFLUFXODWLQJORRS QRWVKRZQLQ
D ± F 7KH7(&VLQ F UHSUHVHQWWKHUPRHOHFWULFPRGXOHVZKLFKPD\EHXVHGWRSXPSKHDW
WRRUIURPZDWHUFRROHGKHDWVLQNV QRWVKRZQ 

2.2.1. Set-up
Two horizontal channels were used as shown in Figs. 2.1b and 2.2b. The 6 mm gap
height channel of Fig. 2.3a was used for the innovative condensing flow experiments in
the arrangement of Fig. 2.1b. The 2 mm gap height channel of Fig. 2.3b was used for the
innovative boiling flow experiments in the arrangement of Fig. 2.2b. The sides and the
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top of these channels are transparent plastic (machined out of transparent polycarbonate
plates) covers. Some additional instrumentation details of the condenser and boiler
test-sections are given in Figs. 2.3a–c. For both channels, their plastic covers of
Figs. 2.3a–b were alternatively mounted on the single horizontal stainless steel plate of
Fig. 2.3c, underneath which are 10 thermoelectric modules (TEC) evenly spaced along
the 1 meter length of the channel.
These TECs between the plate and 10 individual heat sinks (mounted underneath the
TECs in Fig. 2.3c) pump heat to add or withdraw heat from the heat sinks (which
are formed by separate arrangements that allow controlled temperature water to flow
underneath each of the separate TECs).
For the condensing flow experiments, the thermoelectric modules were not operated,
allowing heat to flow by conduction from the condensing-surface to the heat sinks
(through the thermoelectric modules) and on to the water flow. For the boiling
flow experiments, the thermoelectric modules were used to control boiling-surface
temperature and concurrently pump heat into the test-section (through the heat-exchange
plate) from the water flows that behave as heat sources (or supply heat sinks).
These thermoelectric modules were operated using a computer-controlled analog variable
voltage DC power supply (implemented by means of a 0 – 20 mA process current output
for each TEC, amplified to 0 – 10 amperes by activating the gate of a Darlington type
bipolar junction power transistor in series with the TEC, subjected to a fixed 24 volt
DC compliance voltage) which was PID controlled to maintain desired wall temperature
distributions for the boiling flow runs.
Thus it should be noted that for the boiling flow results reported here, the temperature
control of the boiling-surface is automated, yielding approximately constant (in time)
boiling surface temperatures. This is a different heating approach than the ones typically
used for boiling flow experiments (such as the one used by us in [20] with a completely
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different test-section). Typical heating approach (as in [20]) consists of controlled
modular electric heating, yielding known heat load in each heating module. The change
in approach here was necessitated by the need:
(i) to impose small values of fluid-to-surface temperature difference (ǻ7) — in the
range of 3 °C to 15 °C — so as to ensure that the length of complete boiling (for
given inlet flow rate conditions) was sufficiently large (> 60 cm) to be well ahead
of the heat-flux meter’s location (around x = 40 cm in Fig. 2.3); and
(ii) to avoid critical heat-flux issues in the dry out region (which was unavoidable
because of the rather long test-section length of 1 m, contrasted with the 0.7 m
long test-section used in [20]).
Similar automated feedback control of boiling surface temperatures using standard
electrical surface heaters was impractical because the same heat exchange plate of
Fig. 2.3c was being used for both condensing and boiling flow experiments, the TEC
configuration allowed easy and rapid transition between both modes of operation, and
the equipment for the TEC system was already available in the laboratory from earlier
condensing flow investigations of [13 – 14] (see also chapter 3).
For each of the two test-section configurations, two differential pressure transducers,
DPT-1 and DPT-2 shown in Figs. 2.3a-b, were used to record the vapor
pressure-difference over the first 40 cm of the channel and between x = 40 cm and
x = 90 cm along the length of the channel.
Mounted within the plate shown in Fig. 2.3c is a flush heat-flux meter (HFM) whose
center is located at the x = 40 cm location in Fig. 2.3a. For this reason, this heat-flux
meter is denoted as HFM-40. The ¼ inch outer diameter probe has a circular
cross-section sensing area with the diameter being approximately 5.55 mm. The probe
was also centered across the channel width. The probe is of the thin-film thermopile type
(as part of a removable probe supplied by Vatell Corp.) and was able to measure the
time-varying heat-flux and surface temperature — over the 5.5 – 5.6 mm diameter
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circular zone whose center was 40 cm downstream from the test-section inlet (x = 0 in
Fig. 2.3). Heat flow between the probe and the rest of the heat exchange surface is by
conduction with the assistance of thermal paste at the contact surfaces.
Thermocouples mounted in the plate recorded the temperature of the refrigerant (FC-72)
along the center of the flow channel at distances marked in Fig. 2.3c. The thermocouples
measure within a 1 mm radius, and their tips are axially located within ± 0.5 mm of the
condensing/boiling surface. Two flush pressure transducers, APT-10 and APT-90 shown
in Fig. 2.3c, were used to measure the absolute pressures at the x = 10 cm S10) and
[ FP S90) locations along the channel.
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Figure 2.4.6\VWHPVFKHPDWLFIRUÀRZFRQGHQVDWLRQH[SHULPHQWVUHOHYDQWWRWKHLQQRYDWLYH
design of Fig. 2.1b. For visual clarity, only 5 heat sinks and 5 TECs are shown underneath the
WHVWVHFWLRQKRZHYHUWKHUHZHUHRIHDFKXVHGLQWKHH[SHULPHQWV VHH)LJFIRUWKH
locations of the 10 TECs). The compressor CRZDVXVHGWRFRQWUROWKHPDVVÀRZUDWHRIWKH
re-circulating vapor, and the pressure pulsator PV and valve VP were used to control the
frequency and amplitude of imposed inlet vapor pulsations, respectively. Displacement pump P1
was used to control the test-section pressure by removing the condensed liquid at a
IHHGEDFNFRQWUROOHGUDWHDQGWKHSRROERLOHUKHDWFRQWUROZDVXVHGWRVHWWKHGHVLUHGPDVVÀRZ
rate of vapor supplied to the test-section by re-boiling the condensed liquid at a
IHHGEDFNFRQWUROOHGUDWH)RUDOOH[SHULPHQWVUHSRUWHGKHUHWKHOLTXLGPDVVÀRZUDWHVXSSOLHGWR
the condenser ۶I:L was zero.
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Figure 2.5.6\VWHPVFKHPDWLFIRUÀRZERLOLQJH[SHULPHQWVUHOHYDQWWRWKHLQQRYDWLYHGHVLJQ
of Fig. 2.2b. For visual clarity, only 5 heat sinks and 5 reversed TECs are shown underneath
WKHWHVWVHFWLRQKRZHYHUWKHUHZHUHRIHDFKXVHGLQWKHH[SHULPHQWV VHH)LJFIRUWKH
locations of the 10 TECs). The compressor CRZDVXVHGWRFRQWUROWKHPDVVÀRZUDWHRIWKH
re-circulating vapor, and the pressure pulsator PV and valve VP were used to control the
frequency and amplitude of imposed inlet vapor pulsations, respectively. The liquid boiled within
the test-section was condensed in the auxiliary condenser. Displacement pump P1 was used
to control the test-section pressure by removing the condensed liquid at a feedback-controlled
rate, and the pool boiler water temperature Tbath was used to guide the system pressure. For all
H[SHULPHQWVUHSRUWHGKHUHWKHOLTXLGPDVVÀRZUDWHUHPRYHGIURPWKHERLOHU۶E:L was zero, so
pump P2 was not used.

The test-sections of Figs. 2.1b and 2.2b were mounted, respectively, within the flow
loops shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. These flow loops provided the re-circulating vapor
flow and the vapor or liquid used for phase change. Computer-controlled variable-speed
peristaltic pumps P1 and P2 were used to pump the liquid.
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The re-circulation loop was driven by a semi-hermetically sealed, rotary-vane type
compressor CR, which is driven by a variable-speed external DC motor using magnetic
coupling through the wall of the heated (thermostat controlled) compressor housing. The
speed of the motor, which may be manually or computer controlled, was used to adjust
the re-circulating vapor flow rate supplied by the compressor.
The test-section heat sinks were connected to a water loop of thermostatically or PID
controlled temperature. The flow rate of this water loop (indicated in Figs. 2.4 – 2.5) was
manually controlled through the use of bypass and throttling valves.
A pressure pulsator PV, consisting of a variable speed DC powered diaphragm
compressor (with the valves removed between its suction and discharge chambers), was
used to introduce pressure and flow rate pulsations to the vapor supplied to the
test-section. The speed of this pulsator was manually set through its motor controller to
set the predominant frequency of the imposed vapor pulsations, and the throttling valve
VP was manually adjusted to control the amplitude of the imposed vapor pulsations.
An orifice-plate flow meter ³OM´ (with measurements of dynamic pressure-difference
across the device and dynamic absolute pressure at the inlet or exit of the device) was
used to allow estimation of the dynamic mass flow rate fluctuations in the vapor supplied
to the test-section according to the method described in [25]. These dynamic mass flow
rates are not reported here.
In the vapor line exiting the test-section, a pulsation reflector RV (consisting of a diffuser
impinging on a flat plate with a circular pattern of small holes) was used to assist in
reflecting acoustic energy — associated with vapor pressure/flow rate pulsations — back
into the test-section.
The temperature of the water reservoir surrounding the pool boiler was used to guide the
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system pressure to desired quasi-steady (approximately steady-in-the-mean with respect
to time) levels. The system pressure level prior to start-up (approximately measured to
be between 120 kPa and 150 kPa at the pool boiler) determines the average system
pressure (which could be defined by an average of measured pressures at different
locations — such as pool boiler, test-section inlet, etc.) at steady or quasi-steady state
flow operations. For the reported experiments, these “system pressures,” corresponding
to approximately steady flow rates, are adequately represented by the pressure at one
location in the flow-loop — such as pressure p10 values reported in Tables 2.1 – 2.3.
The internal ring-type heater of the pool boiler was computer controlled through a
solid-state relay activated by pulse-width modulation (PWM) using a square wave of
YROWV at a carrier frequency of 1000 Hz. The pool boiler was used to evaporate the
liquid condensed in the test-section for the condensing flow experiments. It was also used
to assist in fluid inventory control of the loop for both the condensing and boiling flow
experiments.
For the boiling flow experiments, a vertical counter-flow heat exchanger (of stainless
steel welded construction, with refrigerant flowing downward through a 6.8 mm I.D.
tube in the center and cooling water flowing upward in the annulus) was used to condense
the refrigerant boiled in the test-section. It is labeled the Auxiliary Condenser in
Fig. 2.5, and its cooling water was part of a closed loop with the shell side of a
shell-and-tube type heat exchanger (stainless steel), a centrifugal pump, and an elevated
water tank. The water flow through the tube side of the heat exchanger was provided
from a separate chilled water loop at a controlled temperature and constant flow rate.
All data was logged and recorded using National Instruments hardware and a desktop
computer as described in chapter 3 and [14]. All computer controls and management of
data during experiments were implemented through LabVIEW 10.0.1 (32 bit). Additional
details of the experimental system, instrumentation, and instrumentation accuracies are
available in chapter 3 and [14]. Resulting uncertainties in measured or calculated data
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reported here may be found in the column headers of Tables 2.1 – 2.2 and in relevant
figure captions.

2.2.2. Procedures
Start-up begins with ascertaining the amount of liquid within the system. Valve V10 in
Fig. 2.4 remains open when the system is not in use, so the vacuum line is at atmospheric
pressure. Purge valve V9 in Fig. 2.4, connected to this vacuum line near the highest point
in the flow loop, is opened to expose the flow loop to atmospheric pressure, facilitating
the addition or removal of liquid. For clarity, the vacuum system is not shown in Fig. 2.5.
Valves V1 and V6 in Figs. 2.4 – 2.5, and valve V5 in Fig. 2.5 (for boiling experiments
only), are closed to allow individual sections of the flow loop to be filled separately with
liquid FC-72. Valve V7 in Fig. 2.5 remains closed (the “liquid accumulator” of Fig. 2.5
was not used in experiments reported here). All other valves in Figs. 2.4 – 2.5 are opened.
Valves V4 and V5, not shown in Fig. 2.4, remain closed throughout start-up and operation
of condensing flow experiments.
After the appropriate amount of liquid has been added to the flow loop, vacuum pump
PVac in Fig. 2.4 (oil-less diaphragm type, not shown in Fig. 2.5) is started. The vacuum
line and flow loop are isolated from atmospheric pressure by closing valve V10 in Fig. 2.4.
The vacuum pump is run for 1 – 4 hours until fluctuations in the system pressures (due
to air and FC-72 vapor bubbles escaping from the liquid) disappear, and vapor pressures
in the flow loop are approximately 20 – 25 kPa absolute, slightly below the saturation
pressure of FC-72 at laboratory ambient temperatures of 20 – 25 °C.
During a portion of the evacuation process, the pressure pulsator PV and the compressor
CR of Figs. 2.4 – 2.5 are run at low speeds to help push accumulated air out into the main
part of the flow loop, where it will rise due to buoyancy effects and be eliminated from
the flow loop via the vacuum line. Liquid FC-72 is recovered from the discharge tube of
the vacuum pump using a re-sealable recovery container cooled by ice in a plastic pail
(see Fig. 2.4). The cold walls of the container condense the FC-72 vapor coming out of
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the vacuum pump.
At the end of the evacuation process, vacuum-line valve V9 (see Fig. 2.4) is closed. Then
valve V10 is opened to expose the vacuum line to atmospheric pressure. After running the
vacuum pump 15 more minutes to cool its motor, it is turned off. Valves V2, V3, and V6
in Figs. 2.4 – 2.5, and V5 in Fig. 2.5 (for boiling experiments only), are also closed. The
pool boiler water reservoir temperature control is adjusted to a temperature corresponding
to the saturation temperature of a target operating pressure for the flow loop.
When the pool boiler water reservoir temperature is near its set point, rope heaters on
the vapor lines and surrounding the pulsator head and compressor housing are activated.
Their voltages are adjusted to reduce undesired condensation of the FC-72 vapor. At or
before this time the cooling water flow through the heat sinks under the test-section is
started, its temperature control is adjusted to the desired cooling (or heating, for boiling
flow experiments) water temperature, and the TEC controls are turned on and set to the
desired temperatures (if TECs are used for cooling/heating). Once the pool boiler water
reservoir temperature has reached its set point, system pressures are checked, and the
water bath temperature control is adjusted accordingly. Valve V2 is then opened, allowing
FC-72 vapor to pressurize the remainder of the flow loop.
Once flow has started from the pool boiler to the test-section, the liquid flow is initiated.
This is accomplished differently depending on whether innovative (all-annular)
condensing or boiling flows are being investigated.
For the condensing flow experiments (see Fig. 2.4), valves V1 and V3 are opened, and
liquid pump P1 is started at a reasonable fixed pumping rate. The compressor is set at
a low speed to prevent backflow due to the test-section pressure-drop. The pool boiler
internal heater is set at a manual power level corresponding to the heat required to
vaporize at the mass flow rate measured by Coriolis meter FC-1. Once the test-section
pressures begin to stabilize, the compressor speed is increased to achieve the desired
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vapor re-circulation flow rate, and the PID control on pump P1 is set to hold the
test-section inlet absolute pressure, measured by transducer APT-10 of Fig. 2.3a, to a
desired value.
For the boiling flow experiments (see Fig. 2.5), valves V3, V4, V5, and V6 are opened,
while valve V1 remains closed. The cooling water pump (not shown in Fig. 2.5) for
the auxiliary condenser is activated. Liquid pump P1 is started at a fixed pumping rate
corresponding to the desired test-section liquid inlet mass flow rate measured by Coriolis
meter FC-2, but liquid pump P2 remains turned off. Because the peristaltic pumps P1
and P2 are positive displacement pumps with at least one roller engaged at all times,
there is no net flow of liquid out of the exit of the test-section when pump P2 is turned
off. The pool boiler internal heater remains turned off. The compressor is set at a speed
corresponding to the desired inlet vapor flow rate measured by Coriolis meter FC-1.
For each of the two flow configurations, flow condensation and flow boiling, the first
step after purge and start-up procedures for the flow loops of Figs. 2.4 – 2.5 is to obtain
quasi-steady (approximately steady-in-the-mean) flow of FC-72 fluid, pressure, and
temperature conditions in the system without any imposed vapor pulsations.
It is important to note that, even when no vapor pulsations are imposed, there are some
turbulence and compressor-vane-induced pressure fluctuations in the vapor, vibrations of
the condensing surface (from various equipment in the flow loop and other sources), and
liquid flow surges arising from the rollers of the peristaltic pumps. Nevertheless, these
liquid flow surges and associated pressure fluctuations (whose signatures are present
in some of the dynamic measurements) did not significantly shift the time-averaged
dynamic heat-flux values at x = 40 cm until, as discussed later, vapor flow pulsations
were deliberately imposed.
Once the flow in the test-section has been established, vapor flow pulsations are imposed
at various amplitude levels and frequencies to investigate their effects on heat-flux at the
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x = 40 cm location and on the liquid-vapor interface morphology within the test-section.
It has been experimentally verified that when vapor pulsations were reduced or removed,
one recovered results from lower amplitude or no-imposed fluctuation cases.

2.2.2.1. Innovative condensing flow experiments
The innovative condensing flow experiments are run using the flow loop shown in
Fig. 2.4. For these experiments, pump P1 removed the liquid condensed within the
test-section — after it had passed through the liquid visualization chamber. This liquid
was then passed through coriolis meter FC-2 into the pool boiler through valve V1, where
it was boiled and sent up the vapor line to be combined with the re-circulating vapor flow
from the discharge line of compressor CR, before passing through coriolis meter FC-1 and
entering the test-section. Valve V6 was closed for all of the condensation experiments
reported here, so all of these condensing flows started from a pure vapor state. At the end
of the test-section, the exiting vapor flow from the top of the test-section went through a
pulsation reflector RV and a sight glass into the suction line of compressor CR.
For these experiments, the temperature (at a specified location) and flow rate of the water
flow underneath the heat sinks (which, in turn, are underneath TECs in Fig. 2.3c) of
Fig. 2.4 were held fixed. The heat-exchange surface temperatures were allowed to
become steady and develop suitable spatial variations along the length of the channel.
These variations depend on the thermal resistances of the bottom plate, the TECs, the
heat sinks, and the condensing flow. As discussed in [14] and section 3.4.2, the resulting
non-dimensional condensing-surface temperature variation is approximately fixed and
defines a fixed cooling method.
After start-up, the pool boiler internal heater was switched to PID control, with the
process variable being the absolute pressure of the vapor measured at the top of the pool
boiler. The setting of this pressure, concurrent with the specification of the test-section
inlet absolute pressure, approximately fixed the total mass flow rate (vapor boiled in the
pool boiler and re-circulating vapor) supplied to the test-section, as described below.
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2.2.2.1.1. Non-pulsatile flows resulting from no-imposed fluctuations (N-IF)
cases
This procedure involves:
(i) holding the chilled water temperature and flow rate supplied to the test-section heat
sinks at a fixed value — consistent with the desired temperature distribution and
mean temperature of the condensing surface,
(ii) holding the compressor at a fixed speed — compatible with the desired
re-circulating vapor mass flow rate,
(iii) keeping the temperature of the water bath surrounding the evaporator fixed at
a value which is a few degrees Celsius below the saturation temperature (at the
evaporator pressure) of the refrigerant,
(iv) using PID control of the evaporator internal heater to hold the evaporator pressure
fixed, and
(v) using PID control of the liquid pumping rate through pump P1 to fix the test-section
pressure at the x = 10 cm location.
The combination of (iv) and (v) effectively fixes the vapor flow rate through FC-1 (this
is due to pressure drop constraints within the vapor lines between the evaporator and the
test-section), which includes both the vapor flow rate from the pool boiler and the
re-circulating vapor mass flow rate, the second of which depends mainly on the
compressor speed. Once the test-section inlet pressure and exit liquid mass flow rate have
stabilized, the test-section quasi-steady exit liquid mass flow rate becomes equal to the
quasi-steady mass flow rate of the vapor exiting the pool boiler through valve V2 under
the constraints of conservation of mass. Thus the liquid within the pool boiler also comes
to a steady-in-the-mean level. Constraints (iii) – (iv) are iteratively adjusted as necessary
to ensure that (a) the liquid visualization chamber of Fig. 2.4 is completely full of liquid
and (b) the liquid does not “pool” at the exit of the test-section (i.e. it drops off the end of
the condensing plate as shown in Fig. 2.3a).
In this way, mass flow rate of the liquid condensed in the test-section seeks its “natural”
value subject to the supplied re-circulating vapor flow rate, fixed inlet pressure, and
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fixed cooling condition. The “natural” steady value is self-sought as no exit-condition
dependency exists for this case.

2.2.2.1.2. Pulsatile flows resulting from imposed fluctuations (IF) cases
For these cases, in Fig. 2.4, with all the flow controls retained to be the same as
previously stated for N-IF cases, the pulsator PV is run at a fixed speed, and the valve
VP opening (partially or completely opened) is fixed. Generally, this valve is first fully
opened, producing the maximum available amplitude of imposed vapor flow pulsations
and resulting pressure fluctuations supplied to the orifice meter and test-section inlet.
The relatively high pressure drop within the coriolis flow meter FC-1 effectively damps
out most of the imposed vapor pressure fluctuations in the upstream direction, leaving
little or no effect of these fluctuations on the evaporator vapor pressure. If necessary,
the evaporator pressure set point is adjusted to obtain the same total inlet vapor mass
flow rate as was measured for the corresponding N-IF case, and the compressor speed is
adjusted to approximately regain the liquid level in the exit liquid tube estimated from the
hydrostatic pressure head at the bottom of the liquid visualization chamber of
Fig. 2.4. This level is calculated from the difference between p90 and the absolute
pressure measured at the bottom of the visualization chamber, with the density taken
at the average temperature between the measured exit liquid and room temperatures.
Generally, this level remains between the top of the liquid visualization chamber and the
exit of the test-section (see Fig. 2.4) as specified for the N-IF case.

2.2.2.2. Innovative boiling flow experiments
The innovative boiling flow experiments are run using the flow loop shown in Fig. 2.5.
For these steady-in-the-mean experiments, pump P1 removes liquid from the
“L/V separator” at the exit of the auxiliary condenser, and Pump P2 removes liquid from
the exit of the test-section (if its flow rate is non-zero). The combined liquid from pumps
P1 and P2 is supplied to the test-section inlet via valve V6 (with valves V1 and V7
remaining closed). This liquid, after passing through coriolis meter FC-2, enters the
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test-section underneath an alloy steel separator plate ‘S’, which separates it from the
vapor flow coming from above and directs the liquid along the boiling surface, where it
partially or completely boils. Complete boiling of the liquid supplied to the test-section
occurred for all of the cases reported in this paper; therefore, pump P2 was stopped (with
zero or negligible ীE:L) for all of the cases reported in this paper.
The vapor exiting the test-section passed through the pulsation reflector and vapor
sight glass, after which the re-circulating component of the vapor flow was removed
by compressor CR. The remaining vapor was sent to the auxiliary condenser where
it condensed partially or completely. Any vapor exiting the bottom of the auxiliary
condenser was condensed within the “L/V separator”
, thus completing the cycle.
The orifice plate flowmeter and pulsator PL in the liquid line, as well as the liquid
accumulator shown in Fig. 2.5, were not used for these experiments. Incomplete boiling
cases in the proposed configuration of Fig. 2.2b are currently being investigated with the
help of thermal flow meter FT-1 and a shorter flow channel, and results are to be reported
in future publications.
Due to safety concerns and hardware limitations associated with flowing hot fluid
through the heat sinks of Fig. 2.5, the test-section heat-exchange surface heating for the
innovative boiling experiments was accomplished with the assistance of the TECs of
Fig. 2.3c between the plate and the heat sinks of Fig. 2.5 through which water flows at a
controlled temperature lower than the desired boiling surface temperature. These TECs
were configured with the direction of electric current flow reversed from the innovative
condensation experiments (“reversed TECs” of Fig. 2.5), which reversed the direction of
heat transfer through the TECs. They were PID controlled using the surface temperature
measurements as feedback variables.
Thus boiling flow experiments were also conducted in the fixed and specified surface
temperature distribution mode, where the mean (temporally averaged over several
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minutes or longer) wall temperatures did not change significantly from case to case — a
different approach from the fixed coolant condition (flow rate and temperature) used in
the innovative condensing flow experiments (in which the thermal resistance of the heatexchange surface caused the time-averaged condensing surface temperatures to vary in
response to their corresponding time-averaged heat transfer rates).
After start-up, before obtaining boiling cases B1 – B6 in Table 2.3, the pool boiler
internal heater was started under PID control of the measured absolute vapor pressure
of the pool boiler, the set point of which was adjusted by trial and error to achieve the
desired test-section inlet absolute pressure. This control remained active for the duration
of cases B1 – B6. However, for boiling cases B7 – B10 in Table 2.3, the pool boiler
internal heater remained turned off after startup, and once the desired system pressure
had been achieved and was stabilized (with the help of the pool boiler water reservoir
temperature control), valve V2 was closed, isolating the pool boiler from the rest of the
flow loop.

2.2.2.2.1. Non-pulsatile flows resulting from no-imposed fluctuations (N-IF)
cases
This procedure involves:
(i) using the bath temperature and internal heater control of the evaporator to achieve
the desired system pressure,
(ii) eventually (after purge and start-up procedures have been completed) shutting valve
V2 (while valve V1 continues to remain closed) to isolate the evaporator from the
system (for boiling cases B1 – B6 in Table 2.3, this step was not used, which helped
reduce drifts in system pressure caused by the use of the pulsator),
(iii) holding the water temperature and flow rate supplied to the auxiliary condenser
consistent with the desired condenser-surface temperature in the auxiliary condenser
(as low as possible, for the cases reported here),
(iv) using PID control of the thermoelectric modules underneath the test-section
(Fig. 2.3c) to set the boiling-surface temperature profile,
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(v) holding the compressor CR at a fixed speed compatible with the desired
re-circulating vapor mass flow rate, and
(vi) manually adjusting the liquid pumping rate through pump P1 to set a desired inlet
liquid mass flow rate (when valve V6 is open and valve V1 is closed).
For incomplete boiling cases (not reported here), PID control of liquid pump P2 would
be used to concurrently maintain the level of refrigerant within the liquid visualization
chamber (as calculated using the hydrostatic pressure method mentioned in section
2.2.2.1.2) under operating conditions such that there is continuous liquid flow at the exit
of the test-section.
The length required to completely boil the liquid in the test-section seeks its “natural”
value subject to the supplied liquid flow rate, re-circulating vapor flow rate, inlet pressure
(set by the fluid inventory control of the evaporator during step (i)), and fixed
boiling-surface temperature conditions (which set the amount of boiling-surface
superheat). All the liquid boiled within the length of the test-section for all of the cases
reported here, and a thin liquid film was observed up to the last few centimeters of the
test-section. This indicates that the required length to completely boil the liquid supplied
to the test-section under the chosen operating conditions was slightly less than the
test-section length.

2.2.2.2.2. Pulsatile flows resulting from imposed fluctuations (IF) cases
For these cases, with all the flow controls retained to be the same as previously stated
for N-IF cases, the pulsator PV is run at a fixed speed, and the valve VP is partially
or completely opened. The chosen pulsator frequency for the vapor flow is set at the
frequency associated with incoming liquid pulsations (determined by the steady rpm of
pump P1) for all the runs reported here (see Table 2.3), or at other values (not reported
here). For the cases reported here, the pulsator speed and setting of valve VP opening
were the only changes made to the system in going from N-IF to different imposed vapor
fluctuation cases.
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2.2.3. Data processing
The basic features of collected data are reported in Tables 2.1 – 2.3. The experimental
runs are characterized by case number. The letter ‘C’ precedes a number to designate an
innovative condensing flow case, whereas the letter ‘B’ precedes a number to designate
an innovative flow boiling case. Each case represents a unique set of experimental
conditions which were held for a period of time ranging from 20 – 77 minutes. From
this data, segments of 20 - 40 minutes were selected for averaging of the relevant flow
variables acquired at the low DAQ rate (~ 1.0 Hz). Ten sets of dynamic data (11 for
case C8) at 2000 Hz DAQ rate and 10000 sample record length (each of a 5 second
duration) were chosen for obtaining and reporting (in Tables 2.2 – 2.3) the representative
amplitude of different variables for each of the run cases. Due to programming
limitations, 6 second gaps were created in the time history of the low DAQ rate flow
variable data each time a dynamic data set was acquired.
Since original publication [1], all of the dynamic data sets were processed for each of the
innovative condensing flow run cases in Table 2.1. The dynamic data average frequencies
and amplitude values for select flow variables were averaged independently for each
case. These averages, along with the average of the short-term time-averages (over
3 – 5 seconds each) of the dynamic data for select flow variables for each case, are
reported in Table 2.2. Out of these dynamic data sets, the ones processed for cases C1
– C4, C5 – C6, and C10 were selected for further analysis. For the boiling flow cases,
all 10 dynamic data sets were processed for each case, and the resulting frequencies and
amplitudes of the flow variables were averaged independently to obtain the entries in
Table 2.3. One representative dynamic data set each from cases B1 and B2 was selected
for further analysis. A brief description of the methods used to process the dynamic data
sets and obtain amplitudes and frequencies of relevant flow variables follows.
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was performed on selected flow variables, and
the amplitudes reported in tables 2.1 – 2.3 are from the peaks in the magnitudes of the
FFT results at the primary imposed pulsation frequency on the vapor, fP:V, entering the
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test-section, except for the N-IF boiling flow cases B1, B4, B6, and B7, for which the
inadvertently imposed liquid pulsation frequency, fP:L, was used instead. For all the other
boiling flow cases in Table 2.3, the values of fP:L were so close to the values of fP:V that
they are represented by the same frequency in the Discrete Fourier Transform computed
by means of FFT. Representative amplitudes for the imposed fluctuation (IF) cases in
Tables 2.2 – 2.3 are characterized as “low amplitude” (L-IF) or “high amplitude” (H-IF)
depending on the low or high values of the amplitude associated with imposed
fluctuations' pressure-difference (a¨S_±) — which directly relates to flow rate
fluctuation amplitudes and indirectly relates to absolute pressure p10 fluctuation
amplitudes — relative to their representative mean value, ¨ࡄp0 – 40. A third classification
of the pressure-difference amplitude, “transition amplitude” (T-IF), is applied to cases for
which the dynamic variation of heat-flux in time alternately displays features of L-IF and
H-IF cases (see Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 3.13).
The uncertainties reported in the column headers of Tables 2.1 – 2.3 for time-averaged
values of the flow variables only apply to those mean values; instantaneous values of data
taken at the low DAQ rate may vary outside of that range. Uncertainties are reported as
absolute (a number without a % symbol), relative (a number followed by a % symbol),
or mixed (both a plain numerical value and a percentage). Absolute uncertainties have
the same units as the variable to which they are applied, and relative uncertainty values
are applied as a percentage of the reported data values. To determine the uncertainty
associated with any number with a mixed uncertainty, multiply the percent uncertainty
by the reported data value of interest and divide by 100; then add to this quotient the
absolute uncertainty, and that data value of interest is reported to ± this sum. The
confidence interval on all reported uncertainty values in Tables 2.1 – 2.3 is 80 – 90 %,
and it includes effects of working temperature on the sensors, where applicable, and
signal leakage and noise in the FFT processing for the reported amplitude values.
Calculations such as determination of saturation temperature, pressure at x = 40 cm, and
pressure-difference between the locations at x = 0 cm and x = 90 cm were performed for
each case using instantaneous values of the relevant flow variables.
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2.3. Results and discussions
The experimental measurements allow determination of the hydro-dynamic (pressures,
pressure-differences, flow rates, etc.) and thermal (inlet temperature, inlet saturation
temperature, heat-exchange surface’s temperature variations, etc.) boundary conditions
for the condenser and boiler test-sections associated with operations depicted in
Figs. 2.1b and 2.2b. Since the heat-exchange surface’s thermal conditions are known by
the experimentally measured values of steady surface-temperature variations (this is done
for both non-pulsatile N-IF and pulsatile T-IF and H-IF cases), the associated heat-flux
variations on the heat-exchange surface can, in principal, either be
theoretically/computationally calculated or experimentally measured. Because of the
high cost associated with high-fidelity dynamic heat-flux measurements, heat-flux values
were experimentally measured (by HFM-40 in Fig. 2.3) only for the x = 40 cm location.
However, for the non-pulsatile N-IF condensing flow cases, a high-fidelity and rigorous
computational solution technique was used ([22], [24]) to predict the heat-flux variations
over the condensing surface. For several such cases, these predictions ([22], [24]) were
found to be consistent (within ± 20 %) with approximately steady experimentally
measured HFM-40 values.

2.3.1. Results specific to condensing flows realized in the
innovative arrangement of Fig. 2.1b
The runs are numbered in the chronological order in which the data was taken, with
data for run C1 being taken first and data for run C10 being taken last. These runs are
classified by type with respect to imposed vapor pressure fluctuations, according to
whether they are for no-imposed fluctuations (N-IF), low amplitude imposed fluctuations
(L-IF), transition amplitude imposed fluctuations (T-IF), or high amplitude imposed
fluctuations (H-IF).
All the data in Table 2.1, except for the vapor phase pulsation frequency fP:V, were taken
from averages in time of their values from the low DAQ rate data. Values of fP:V were
taken by averaging the dominant frequency values (each corresponding to the highest
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local maximum FFT magnitude of variables p10 and ǻS0 – 40 for a dynamic data set) from
the FFTs for the 10 dynamic data sets acquired for each run (except for case C8, which
used 11 dynamic data sets for the calculation of fP:V and for the rest of the dynamic data
reported in Table 2.2).
The saturation temperature of the incoming vapor for all of the reported cases in
Table 2.1 is 58.01 ± 0.15 °C. The pressure measured by APT-10 (see Fig. 2.3c) is
designated as p10, and it is used to represent the inlet pressure of the vapor supplied to the
test-section. The total mass flow rate of vapor supplied to the condenser is designated as
ীI ীI:V (ীI:L in Fig. 2.4 was zero or negligibly small for all the cases in Table 2.1), and
the total mass flow rate of liquid pumped out of the exit of the condenser is designated
as ীE:L (see Fig. 2.4). Because quasi-steady or steady-in-the-mean (over sufficiently long
time periods) conditions exist for reported data, the following relation must hold due to
conservation of mass: ীI:V ীR:VীE:L, where ীR:V ীE:V (see Fig. 2.4) is the mass
flow rate of vapor re-circulated. This means that the reported quasi-steady ীE:L represents
the time-averaged rate of mass condensed within the test section.
The mean inlet and exit vapor velocity values (based on channel cross-sectional flow
area) are denoted as vI:V and vE:V, respectively. The value of vI:V ranged from
±PV, and the value of vE:V ranged from ±PV. The vapor velocity
values which were reported in Table 1 of [1] were incorrect because the wrong channel
gap height (2 mm instead of the correct 6 mm, see Fig. 2.3.a) was used to compute the
flow area of the vapor. The exit liquid velocity is negligibly small, so it is not reported
here.
The inlet vapor temperature is reported as TI:V, and it is measured by an exposed-tip
thermocouple inserted into the vapor flow stream immediately upstream of the
test-section inlet. The temperature at the x = 0 cm location is reported as T0, and it ranges
from 0 – 4 °C below the saturation temperature. The exit liquid temperature is measured
by a thermocouple probe of LQFK diameter which is inserted into the liquid flow
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stream approximately 6 mm underneath the heat-exchange surface in the exit liquid port,
and its measured temperature is designated as TE:L. The difference between the saturation
temperature of the incoming vapor taken at time-averaged pressure p10 and the
spatially-averaged condensing-surface temperature is denoted as ǻ7. This is further
divided into two parts: the temperature difference corresponding to only the first 40 cm
of the test-section is denoted as ǻ70 – 40, and the temperature difference corresponding
to nearly the entire heat-exchange surface is denoted as ǻ70 – 88.5. The thermocouple
measuring condensing surface temperature closest to the exit of the test-section is located
at x = 88.5 cm, so this limits computation of the condensing surface temperature to
[FP.
The value (both time-varying and time-averaged) of heat-flux measured by a flush
heat-flux meter (see HFM-40 in Fig. 2.3c) is denoted as TƎ40. Surface temperature at the
HFM-40 [ FP location is measured by a thermocouple internal to the heat-flux
meter probe, and its time-averaged value is designated by T40. The pressure-difference
value (both time-varying and time-averaged) measured by DPT-1 in Fig. 2.3a is
designated as ǻS0 – 40. The pressure difference over the first 90 cm of the test-section
is calculated as ǻS0 – 90 ǻS0 – 40ǻS40 – 90, where ǻS40 – 90 is the pressure-difference
measured by DPT-2 in Fig. 2.3a. The absolute pressure at x = 40 cm can be estimated as
p40§S10±ǻS0 – 40 or p40§S0±ǻS0 – 40. Its time-averaged value is not relevant because
the uncertainty associated with time-averaged values of p10 or p0 is much larger than the
time-averaged value of ǻS0 – 40. Nevertheless, amplitudes of this estimated p40 value are
more accurate and relevant; they are discussed later.
As one goes from N-IF to H-IF cases, Table 2.1 clearly shows that negative values of
ǻS0 – 40 and ǻS0 – 90 change due to significant effects of pulsations on the vapor
pressure-field within the condenser. The condenser pressure-difference measured by flush
absolute pressure transducers APT-10 and APT-90 (see Fig. 2.3c) is also reported in
Table 2.1 as ǻS10 – 90 for purposes of comparison with values for boiling flows reported in
Table 2.3. Values of ǻS10 – 90 tend to be larger than the values of ǻS0 – 90, perhaps because
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of pressure rises over the first 10 cm of the test-section due to rapid deceleration of the
vapor near the onset of condensation, where the liquid film is thinnest and condensation
rates are expected to be the highest. However, the differences may instead be due
primarily to the higher uncertainties in the values of p10 and p90.
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Table 2.1.

Long-term (25 minutes) averages of selected flow variables from innovative flow condenser runs. The data were a
Shaded cells contain non-imposed pulsation frequency values.

Table 2.2.

Dynamic data averages (over average time-periods of ǻպtB) and amplitudes at frequency fP:V of selected flow variab

condenser runs. Shaded cells contain non-imposed pulsation frequency values and corresponding flow variable am

The values in Table 2.2 were taken from the dynamic data sets acquired at a rate of
2000 Hz for periods of 5 seconds each. Ten of these 5 s data sets were acquired for
each run, except for case C8, for which 11 data sets were acquired. Subsets of this 5 s
period were selected to minimize “leakage” in the computation of the FFT. The average
values and amplitudes (from FFT magnitude data) of the relevant flow variables at
frequency fP:V (computed from their FFTs) for the 10 (11 for case C8) data sets were then
averaged. These averages are the values reported in Table 2.2. The long-term averages
of the same flow variables, with the exception of the calculated film thickness values į40,
are reported in Table 2.1.
The only values that were computed differently were the time-averaged values of the
film thickness, į40. Because the heat-flux values qƎ40 W and surface temperature values
T40 contained significant amounts of electrical noise, some computed estimates of į40
fell outside of the physically reasonable range of į40P. With these values
removed, the remaining values within each data block were averaged through trapezoidal
rule integration with respect to time, dividing by the time period for that data set, ǻWB, to
obtain an average film thickness. Ten (11 for case C8) of these averaged film thickness
values, corresponding to each of the ten (11 for case C8) data sets, were then averaged to
obtain the average value of į40 for the run, reported in Table 2.2.
Flow visualization data were recorded in pictures and video. Representative videos are
included in the accompanying data disc. Video 2-1 corresponds to N-IF case C5 in
Tables 2.1 – 2.2. Video 2-2 corresponds to H-IF case C10 in Tables 2.1 – 2.2. Notice
the effect of pulsations on the interface, adding rigorous time-variations in the interface
location for H-IF case C10 in contrast to N-IF case C5, which shows the waves on the
interface which are naturally present without the addition of imposed pulsations. Note
that the time-variations in wave peak locations visible in Video 2-2 are actually faster
than they appear in the video. The camera frame rate was 30 frames per second,
and the pulsations were at 28.5 Hz, so the effect of the pulsations on the liquid-vapor
interface is “aliasing” into the video frames for Video 2-2.
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2.3.2. Discussion of results for condensing flows in the
innovative arrangement of Fig. 2.1b
Figures 2.6 – 2.11 represent the variation of relevant test-section flow variables over long
time-durations (minutes) for a sampling of the innovative condensing flow cases
C1 – C10 in Table 2.1. Each sample in Figs. 2.6 – 2.11 is the average of 25 samples of
the original data, giving them an effective sampling frequency of around 0.036 Hz,
which eliminates the majority of random noise. This digital filtering method also
significantly reduces fluctuations arising from aliasing of time-variations in the
heat-fluxes and pressure-differences at the pulsation frequency, which was verified by
using values of fP from the dynamic data in conjunction with the averaged sampling
frequency of the low DAQ rate data to estimate the frequency into which the imposed
pressure fluctuations would alias for the cases in Tables 2.1 – 2.2.
For representative N-IF, L-IF, and H-IF cases marked as C1, C4, and C2 in Table 2.1,
Figs. 2.6 – 2.8 show the long-time (with local time-averaging) behavior of several
variables as obtained through the low DAQ rate time-records for these variables.
Fig. 2.6 shows that the mean inlet mass flow rates ীI:V and absolute values of ǻS0 – 40
remain approximately constant as imposed fluctuation amplitudes increase, but from
Table 2.1 it is clear that for significant levels of imposed pulsations (T-IF cases C4 – C3,
and H-IF case C2) the absolute value of ǻS0 – 40 significantly reduces from the N-IF case
C1. This is because the shift in ǻS0 – 40 is small compared with the fluctuations visible in
Fig. 2.6 and the value of aǻS_±. Note that the imposition of pressure/flow pulsations
in the vapor phase increases the exit liquid mass flow rate ীE:L, which means that more
condensation is occurring within the test-section for the T-IF and H-IF cases.
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Figure 2.6.0DVVÀRZUDWHVDQGSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKUXQV&&DQG&LQ
Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The imposed pulsation frequency was 10.6 Hz. The data shown for each run
were collected over time periods of 25 minutes. Each sample in the graph was obtained by
averaging 25 contiguous samples from the low DAQ rate data.

Figure 2.7 shows long-term oscillations in the absolute pressures at the x = 10 cm and
x = 90 cm locations. These oscillations are probably the results of mild destabilization
of the liquid pump (P1 in Fig. 2.4) feedback control due to the choice of PID control
parameters, influence of inadvertent liquid removal pulsations caused by the pump,
and noise in the inlet pressure p10 reading (which served as the process variable for the
PID control of the pump). Note that for cases C4 and C2, these pressure oscillations
are significantly worse; this is caused by aliasing of the p10 variations at the pulsation
frequency fP:V into the 0.9 Hz data acquisition rate for transducer APT-10 (Fig. 2.3c),
and its influence on the PID control of pump P1.
Also from Fig. 2.7, it is clear that the mean values of x = 40 cm surface-temperature T40
increase with increasing amplitudes of imposed fluctuations at fP:V = 10.6 Hz in
Table 2.1. The reduction in the x = 0 cm surface temperature T0 for cases C4 and C2
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relative to N-IF case C1 indicates that the onset of condensation has moved slightly
upstream of the designated ‘inlet’ location at x = 0 cm, resulting in a positive
fluid-to-surface temperature difference at that location (note that TSat§& for cases
C1 – C10). The increase in the T88.5 surface temperature with increased level of imposed
pulsations indicates that the heat-flux near the exit of the test-section is increasing
through the fixed thermal resistances of the condensing plate (Fig. 2.3c), thermoelectric
modules (Figs. 2.3c – 2.4), and heat sinks (Fig. 2.4) around that location.

Figure 2.7. Absolute pressures and representative surface temperatures associated with runs
C1, C4, and C2 in Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The imposed pulsation frequency was 10.6 Hz. The data
shown for each run were collected over time periods of 25 minutes. Each sample in the graph
was obtained by averaging 25 contiguous samples from the low DAQ rate data.

Figure 2.8 shows that the heat-flux TƎ40 increases greatly (by approximately 165 %)
and is accompanied by an approximately 14 % decrease in the local fluid-to-surface
temperature difference ǻ740. At the x = 40 cm location, the increase in the surface
temperature T40 of Fig. 2.7 (discussed previously) and corresponding reduction in ǻ740
of Fig. 2.8, for the H-IF case C2, is a result of the increased heat-flux and the passive
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cooling condition used. The higher surface temperature is required to drive the increased
heat-flux through the conductive thermal resistance of the heat-flux meter and stainless
steel plate. Note the more moderate reduction in 0 – 88.5 cm temperature-difference
ǻ70 – 88.5 in Fig. 2.8 due to a lesser (but still very significant) heat-flux enhancement over
the length of the test-section. However, the 0 – 40 cm temperature-difference ǻ70 – 40
does not change much, suggesting negligible heat-flux enhancement over the region of
the test-section upstream of x = 40 cm. Thus the increase in time-averaged heat flux for
case C2 seems to be the greatest for x  40 cm. The estimated total (neglecting acoustic
energy associated with the vapor pulsations) heat-flux qƎ*total depends primarily on the rate
of condensation, measured by ীE:L through the relation qƎ*total§TƎcondensed ীE:L· hfg,
where hfg is the enthalpy of vaporization of FC-72. It has a minor increase with the
imposition of vapor pressure/flow pulsations. Reasons for this are discussed later.

Figure 2.8.+HDWÀX[HVDWx = 40 cm and representative temperature-differences associated with
runs C1, C4, and C2 in Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The imposed pulsation frequency was 10.6 Hz. The
data shown for each run were collected over time periods of 25 minutes. Each sample in the
graph was obtained by averaging 25 contiguous samples from the low DAQ rate data.
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For representative N-IF, L-IF, and H-IF cases marked as C5, C6, and C10 in Table 2.1,
Figs. 2.9 – 2.11 show the long-time (with local time-averaging) behavior of several
variables as obtained through the low DAQ rate time-records for these variables. Fig. 2.9
shows that the mean inlet mass flow rates ীI:V and absolute values of ǻS0 – 40 remain
approximately constant in the mean as imposed fluctuation amplitudes increase, but from
Table 2.1 it is clear that as aS_ increases, the absolute value of ǻS0 – 40 also increases
from the N-IF Run C5 to the first H-IF case, Run C8. This is because the shift in ǻS0 – 40
is small compared with the fluctuations visible in Fig. 2.9 and the value of aǻS_±.

Figure 2.9.0DVVÀRZUDWHVDQGSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKUXQV&&DQG&
in Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The imposed pulsation frequency was around 28.4 Hz. The data shown
for each run were collected over time periods of 25 minutes. Each sample in the graph was
obtained by averaging 25 contiguous samples from the low DAQ rate data.

Figure 2.10 shows long-term oscillations in the absolute pressures at the x = 10 cm and
x = 90 cm locations. These oscillations are probably the results of factors previously
discussed for Fig. 2.7. In contrast to cases C4 and C2, the pressure oscillations for
imposed fluctuation cases C6 and C10 remain similar in magnitude to those for N-IF case
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C5; this is probably because the p10 variations at the different pulsation frequency fP:V
“aliased” into a different frequency in the 0.9 Hz data acquisition rate for transducer
APT-10 (Fig. 2.3c) — one which could be handled better by the PID control for pump
P1. Note the especially large excursion in p10 and p90 in Fig. 2.10 near time t = t1*; this
may be due to a system transient.
Figure 2.10 also shows that the mean values of temperature T40, increase with increasing
amplitudes of imposed fluctuations at fP:V§+] in Table 2.1. To a lesser extent, the
mean values of T88.5 also increase with the imposition of pressure / flow rate pulsations,
indicating a mild enhancement in heat-flux transferred to the condensing plate near the
exit of the test-section for reasons discussed previously.
Note the abrupt drop in T88.5 near time t1* in Fig. 2.10; this may be due to a destabilization
of the annular flow regime (and possible transition to plug/slug regime) near the exit of
the test-section for these times, or it may be due to a change in thermal resistance of the
thermoelectric modules centered at x = 85 cm and x = 95 cm (see TEC-9 and TEC-10
in Fig. 2.3c). Of these explanations, the first is more likely, as manual data and notes
taken during the experiments do not indicate a change in operation of any thermoelectric
modules at those times; all the TECs remained turned off in the open-circuit electrical
configuration.
The values of inlet surface temperature T0 remain slightly below the saturation
temperature, TSat § 58 °C, indicating that the onset of condensation is slightly upstream
of the x = 0 cm location for all three cases.
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Figure 2.10. Absolute pressures and representative surface temperatures associated with runs
C5, C6, and C10 in Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The imposed pulsation frequency was around 28.4 Hz. The
data shown for each run were collected over time periods of 25 minutes. Each sample in the
graph was obtained by averaging 25 contiguous samples from the low DAQ rate data.

Figure 2.11 shows that the heat-flux TƎ40 increases by approximately 900 % for case C10
relative to case C5 (much more than TƎ40 increases for case C2 relative to case C1 in
Fig. 2.8) and is accompanied by an approximately 25 % decrease in the local
fluid-to-surface temperature-difference ǻ740. At the x = 40 cm location, the increase
in the surface-temperature T40 of Fig. 2.10 and the corresponding reduction in ǻ740 of
Fig. 2.11, for the H-IF case C10, is a result of the increased heat-flux and the passive
cooling condition used. The higher surface temperature is required to drive the increased
heat-flux through the conductive thermal resistance of the heat-flux meter and stainless
steel plate. As discussed previously for Case C2 in Fig. 2.8, temperature-difference
ǻ70 – 88.5 variations in Fig. 2.11 indicate mild enhancement in heat-flux transferred to
the condensing plate over [FP for H-IF case C10, and very small increases
in qƎ*total are observed in Fig. 2.11 when the pressure / flow rate pulsations are imposed.
However, in contrast to the behavior observed in Fig. 2.8 with fP:V = 10.6 Hz, there is
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a noticeable reduction in the value of the 0 – 40 cm temperature-difference ǻ70 – 40
caused by the imposition of the pressure / flow rate pulsations for case C10 in Fig. 2.11,
indicating that mild enhancement of heat-flux into the condensing surface also occurs
over [FP. Reasons for this are discussed later.

Figure 2.11.+HDWÀX[HVDWx = 40 cm and representative temperature-differences associated
with runs C5, C6, and C10 in Tables 2.1 – 2.2. The imposed pulsation frequency was around

28.4 Hz. The data shown for each run were collected over time periods of 25 minutes. Each
sample in the graph was obtained by averaging 25 contiguous samples from the low DAQ rate
data.

Figures 2.12 – 2.13 show long-term averages in time of the surface temperature profiles
within the test-section for cases C1 – C10. As discussed previously, because of the
cooling condition used and the thermal resistances (of the stainless steel plate of
Fig. 2.3c, the thermoelectric modules (TECs) of Figs. 2.3c and 2.4, and the heat-sinks of
Fig. 2.4), increases in surface temperature at a particular distance ‘x’ indicate increased
heat-flux into the condensing plate at that location.
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However, as shown by the concurrent measurements of qƎ40 and T40 from the heat flux
meter at the x = 40 cm location in Figs. 2.8 and 2.11, the relationship between heat-flux
and surface-temperature is not linear (percentage increase in heat-flux is greater
numerically than percentage increase in surface-temperature). This is likely due to
the complex path of heat flow through the condensing plate caused by the difference
between the individual heat removal areas underneath the condensing plate and the
continuous strip along which heat is entering the top surface of the condensing plate from
the condensing FC-72 (see description in section 3.4.3.2) — requiring 3-dimensional
conduction of heat within the condensing plate of Fig. 2.3c.
The heat leakage to the ambient air by natural convection from the outside surfaces of the
test-section may also influence the relationship between condensing surface temperature
and condensing surface heat-flux if it is not a negligible percentage of the total heat load.
This is because natural convection thermal resistances are not constant with respect to
heat-flux, and significant natural convection effects would influence the paths of heat
flow through the condensing plate of Fig. 2.3c. Nevertheless, it is expected that the
natural convection heat losses would be significantly lower than the heat rejected to the
water-cooled heat sinks of Fig. 2.4 because of the use of insulation around and under the
condensing plate, along with the fact that natural convection coefficients are typically low
for the range of surface-to-ambient temperature-differences (approximately 10 – 30 °C)
experienced by the exterior of the test-section.
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Figure 2.12. Variation of time-averaged surface temperature with distance from the test-section
inlet for innovative condensation experiments for which the imposed pulsation frequency was

10.6 Hz. The average saturation temperature is shown for reference. Note the ‘node-like’
locations near x = 16 cm and x = 32 cm and the ‘anti-node–like’ locations near x = 20 cm and
the near exit of the test-section.

Figure 2.13. Variation of time-averaged surface temperature with distance from the test-section
LQOHWIRULQQRYDWLYHFRQGHQVLQJÀRZH[SHULPHQWVIRUZKLFKWKHLPSRVHGSXOVDWLRQIUHTXHQF\ZDV
around 28.4 Hz. The average saturation temperature is shown for reference. Note the ‘node-like’
locations near x = 8 cm, x = 32 cm, and x = 58 cm. ‘Anti-node–like’ locations are visible near

x = 20 cm, x = 42 cm, and near the exit of the test-section.
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Similar to the surface temperature at the 40 cm location measured by the heat-flux meter
(HFM-40 in Fig. 2.3c), the other surface temperatures in Figs. 2.12 – 2.13 also tend to
increase in other locations along the stainless steel plate, suggesting the presence of
enhancement in heat-flux entering the plate from the condensing fluid over a significant
portion of the condenser length. Although an energy balance analysis yields a more
modest, but very significant 14 – 35 % increase in total heat rejection (qƎ*total in
Figs. 2.8 and 2.11) from the fluid (not including acoustic energy dissipated from the
fluctuations), note that the corresponding reduction in vapor-to-surface
temperature-difference ǻ7 in Fig. 2.13 along most of the test-section length (and
reduction in average ǻ70-88.5 of about 10 % from case C5 to case C10 in Fig. 2.11) is also
desirable for practical applications. Future and ongoing experiments for the properly
controlled innovative configuration in Fig. 2.1b with improved flow controls (possibly
with the inclusion of a flow-induced vibrating end-plate of the type suggested in Fig. 2.2b
for innovative boiling flows) may ensure significant reduction in condensing side thermal
resistance throughout the test-section.
The discrepancy between the very large enhancement in heat-flux measured by the heat
flux meter at the x = 40 cm location and the much smaller overall heat-flux enhancement
(estimated by a time-averaged thermodynamic energy balance of the temperatures and
flow rates of the condensing fluid) may be attributed to the additional enthalpy of the
incoming pulsatile vapor due to the mechanical energy associated with its pressure and
flow pulsations, a portion of which must also be rejected to the condensing surface.
Because no reliable method currently exists for obtaining concurrent time-varying values
of pressure and mass or volume flow rate of the FC-72 vapor near the x = 0 cm location
and near the test-section exit [!FP , this mechanical energy associated with the
pulsations is unknown, so it was not possible to incorporate it into the energy balance
used to calculate qƎ*total. Because the exact nature of dependence of surface temperatures
on heat-flux for locations other than at x = 40 cm is unknown, the true total heat-flux
transferred from the fluid to the condensing plate (over the entire length of the condenser)
qƎtotal, and the portion of this heat-flux coming from the mechanical energy in the
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pulsations, cannot be estimated for the experiments reported here.
Future experiments with improved instrumentation are expected to allow estimation of
the percentage of enhancement in heat-flux which is due to the additional mechanical
energy associated with the imposed pulsations, and to provide data which may suggest
how to optimize the pulsatile condensing (or boiling) flow by reducing this percentage
of the overall enhancement in heat-flux at the heat-exchange surface. The portion of
enhanced heat-flux which is due to the mechanical energy associated with the imposed
pulsations comes from energy which must be supplied by the pulsator, and thus it is
generally not beneficial from a system design perspective.
For the N-IF and H-IF cases in Figs. 2.6 – 2.11, at 1 minute intervals from the start of the
run, 10 higher DAQ rate +] dynamic data sets were acquired (except for case C8,
for which 11 dynamic data sets were acquired). Time-domain averaged (between multiple
dynamic data sets acquired for the same case) values of representative flow variables
taken from this dynamic data are shown in Figs. 2.14 – 2.19.
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Figure 2.14. Time-varying absolute pressures at x = 10 cm and x = 90 cm without imposed fluctuations (N-IF) an

fP:V = 10.6 Hz. Ten dynamic data sets were averaged in the time-domain. The data shown are representative subs

dashed lines of the same shade (black / gray) as their corresponding dynamic values. The dashed lines are not sh

Figure 2.15. Time-varying absolute pressures at x = 10 cm and x = 90 cm without imposed fluctuations (N-IF) an

fP:V§+]. The number of dynamic data sets averaged in the time-domain for each case (run) is indicated in th

given in Table 2.1 and shown here as horizontal dashed lines of the same shade (black or gray) as their correspon

Figures 2.14 – 2.15 show the nature of the imposed fluctuations through the test-section
absolute pressures. Changes in long-term pressure values are much smaller than the
amplitudes of the fluctuations. Note that the absolute pressure fluctuations in Fig. 2.14 are
very similar in amplitude for runs C4, C3, and C2. This was due to the choices of settings
for valve VP in Fig. 2.4; it does not represent a physical limitation of the equipment at the
10.6 Hz frequency. A larger range of absolute pressure fluctuations is demonstrated at
the 28.4 Hz frequency through cases C6 and C10 in Fig. 2.15. Note that the level of the
imposed pressure fluctuations has an effect on the long-term pressure-difference between
x = 10 cm and x = 90 cm as shown by the varying gap between the dashed lines in
Figs. 2.14 – 2.15. The constancy of the long-term averages of the absolute pressure at
x = 10 cm is due to its use as the process variable for the PID feedback control of the
liquid pump, the set point being 105.00 kPa (note, as mentioned previously, that this
does not mean that there will be no long-term excursions above or below this timeaveraged value, as may be seen in Figs. 2.7 and 2.10).
The flow seeks ǻ7 values consistent with the liquid pumping rate by varying the absolute
pressure in the condenser, which varies the saturation temperature of the fluid subject to
the fixed cooling condition defined in section 2.2.2.1. The hydrodynamics of the flow
tend to require higher internal pressure drops between x = 10 cm and x = 90 cm for the
T-IF and H-IF runs than for N-IF and L-IF runs. In Fig. 2.14, it is clear that a significant
reduction in the amplitude of imposed absolute pressure fluctuations occurs between the
10 cm and 90 cm locations. To a lesser extent, this behavior may also be observed in
Fig. 2.15 at the higher frequency. This suggests that the liquid film in the test-section was
capable of absorbing a greater fraction of the acoustical energy supplied by the 10.6 Hz
imposed fluctuations than that of the 28.4 Hz imposed fluctuations.
For the H-IF fluctuations at 10.6 Hz in Fig. 2.14, the nature of the temporal variations in
absolute pressure at x = 90 cm bears significant differences from that near x = 10 cm;
specifically, there is a frequency near 62 Hz that persists in the absolute pressure response
at x = 90 cm. A similar frequency is also present at the x = 90 cm location for the other
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runs in Fig. 2.14, including the N-IF case C1. The amplitude at this frequency is less
significant in the absolute pressure fluctuations at x = 10 cm. This suggests that these
pressure fluctuations are caused by something downstream of the test-section, such as
the vanes of the compressor CR in Fig. 2.4. However, these fluctuations are much less
significant for N-IF case C5 and H-IF case C10 in Fig. 2.15. It is unclear why this is the
case, although it is possible that there might have been some liquid in the vapor sight
glass (see Fig. 2.4) above the test-section exit which damped out the compressor-vaneinduced fluctuations for cases C5 and C10. Manual data and notes taken during the
experiment do not address this issue, but it is known that for some of the experimental
cases there was liquid in this vapor sight glass, and for others the vapor sight glass was
dry except for an extremely thin condensing film on its interior surface.
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Figure 2.16. Time-varying pressure-differences over [FP and [FP without imposed fluctuatio

right) at fP:V = 10.6 Hz. Ten dynamic data sets were averaged in the time-domain. The data shown are representa
horizontal dashed lines of the same shade (black or gray) as their corresponding dynamic values.

Figure 2.17. Time-varying pressure-differences over [FP and [FP without imposed fluctuatio

at fP:V§+]. The number of dynamic data sets averaged in the time-domain for each case (run) is indicated in

are given in Table 2.1 and shown here as horizontal dashed lines of the same shade (black or gray) as their corres

Figures 2.16 – 2.17 show similar trends to Figs. 2.14 – 2.15, but there is not as much
reduction in the amplitude of fluctuations in pressure-difference for the 10.6 Hz runs
of Fig. 2.16 of ǻS0 – 90 relative to ǻS0 – 40, compared with the reduction in amplitude of
absolute pressure at x = 90 cm relative to the amplitude of absolute pressure at
x = 10 cm shown in Fig. 2.14.
In Figures 2.18 – 2.19, long-term average values of qƎ40 were taken from Table 2.1, and
long-term average values of į40 were computed using the arithmetic mean of į40 W values
from the previously described time-domain-averaged dynamic data block for each case (a
portion of which is shown in the time-period given in Fig. 2.18 or 2.19).
The time-domain-averaged dynamic data blocks were obtained by the following process:
(i) group processed data blocks from individual dynamic data blocks within a case
based on the number of pulsation cycles ǻtC IP and selecting the largest group
of data blocks for additional analysis;
(ii) phase-shift the data for each of the individual dynamic data blocks within the group
to match as closely as possible with a representative dynamic data block (generally
the first block for the group), using a combination of trial-and-error and graphical
analysis, with a “least squares” optimization criterion;
(iii) assign time-vectors to the individual phase-shifted data blocks within the group
based on the sample interval 0.0005 seconds (Is, where fs = 2000 Hz is the
sample frequency for the dynamic data) and a time between 0 s and 0.0005 s
assigned to the first sample based on data processing parameters used to select the
start and end of each block;
(iv) scale the time-vectors of the individual phase-shifted data blocks within the group
by the ratio of their time-period (equal to the number of samples multiplied by the
sample interval, generally between 3 s and 5 s) to the average time-period for the
group;
(v) up-sample — by means of linear interpolation — each phase-shifted data block
within the group to provide samples for each time in the time-vectors of each of the
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other phase-shifted data blocks within the group (all of the resulting up-sampled
data blocks now have the same values in their time-vectors);
(vi) average the up-sampled time-vectors to obtain the time-vector corresponding to the
averaged response; and
(vii) average, for each of the relevant flow variables, the up-sampled vectors containing
their values, to obtain their averaged response.
This method is used because small variations in the imposed pulsation frequency between
dynamic data blocks (obtained for the same case) cause slight differences in the lengths
of the processed dynamic data blocks within each case. The intent is to preserve all the
relevant correlated frequency components through the averaging process with reduced
distortion (from averaging) that is independent of time for the averaged data. Since each
raw data value is represented once in the averages, absolute maximum and minimum
vectors (not reported here) can be established for each relevant flow variable.
A much simpler alternative, which requires a small fraction of the computations required
for the method stated above, is to “line up” the individual dynamic data block elements
as nearly as possible to minimize the squares of the differences between data blocks for
the relevant flow variables (due to phase misalignment), and average their values directly.
However, at one or both ends of the dynamic data block, the frequency response of the
averaged data block will contain distortion because correlated frequency components
(of slightly different frequencies) will not remain in-phase throughout the length of the
averaged block. The effect is compounded for harmonics of fP, which have shorter
time-periods.
The choice between these methods is an excercise in choosing the compromises one is
willing to make in representing quasi-periodic data as if they were strictly periodic. A
strictly periodic representation is desireable because it allows the long-term response
of relevant flow variables to be represented by a much shorter time-period. Averaging
between these shorter time-periods will eliminate uncorrelated frequency components
(such as random noise from various sources).
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Figure 2.18. Time-varying measured heat-flux and calculated film thickness at the x = 40 cm location in the test-s

each case (run) from left to right) at fP:V = 10.6 Hz. Ten dynamic data sets were averaged in the time-domain. The

as horizontal dashed lines of the same shade (black or gray) as their corresponding dynamic values. Case C2 sho

Figure 2.19. Time-varying measured heat-flux and calculated film thickness at the x = 40 cm location in the test-s

each case (run) from left to right) at fP:V§+]. The number of dynamic data sets averaged in the time-domain

Table 2.2. The long-term average values are shown here as horizontal dashed lines of the same shade (black or g

as white dashed lines. Case C10 showed an  increase in long-term time-averaged heat-flux relative to case

:FP at times V and V, respectively.

Figures 2.14 – 2.19 clearly show that causes underlying the changes in the mean values
of ǻS0 – 40 and heat-flux TƎ40 are dynamic in nature and are associated with pulsations
(at the primary imposed frequency of 10.6 Hz for Figs. 2.14, 2.16, and 2.18 or 28.4 Hz
for Figs. 2.15, 2.17, and 2.19). The FFTs of these two variables, sampled in Fig. 2.20
for cases C5 and C10 (28.4 Hz primary imposed frequency), clearly show the impact of
the dominant frequency. Data points at significant peaks in the amplitude spectra of Fig.
2.20 have been highlighted, with hollow points used for case C5 and solid points used
for case C10. The mean values at f = 0 Hz are indicated by the data points on the vertical
axes. The highest peak in the C10 data corresponds to the frequency of imposed vapor
pulsations.
There are two significant harmonics of this peak (fundamental frequency) in the
pressure-difference and three significant harmonics of this peak in the heat-flux. These
harmonics indicate that the shape of the time-variations in the original signal is
non-sinusoidal, as may be observed in Figs. 2.17 and 2.19 (note variations in the peak
locations of the H-IF fluctuations). The highest non-zero peaks (at 32.97 Hz and its
multiple 65.94 Hz) of the ǻS0 – 40 values for case C5 are relatively small compared to
those of case C10 but are significant compared to their mean for case C5. These probably
come from flow fluctuations induced by other sources (e.g. the vanes of the compressor,
etc.). The pressure-difference for case C10 also shows two more significant peaks not
directly related to the imposed pulsations at 64.39 Hz and 80.53 Hz. The 64.39 Hz
pressure-difference fluctuation for case C10 probably comes from the same source as the
65.94 Hz pressure-difference fluctuation for case C5. There is a smaller
pressure-difference fluctuation for case C10 around 32 Hz, which might correspond to
the 32.97 Hz fluctuation for case C5. The source of the 80.53 Hz pressure-difference
fluctuation for case C10 may be due to a factor (such as a resonance related to the
liquid-vapor interfacial waves, the test-section mounting hardware, or the differential
pressure transducer DPT-1 diaphragm) which is excited by the second harmonic of the
imposed pulsation frequency at around 85.2 Hz.
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Possible sources of smaller FFT magnitudes associated with pressure-difference and
heat-flux curves in Fig. 2.20 include turbulent eddies in the vapor flow, effects of
condensing surface vibrations, electromagnetic interference, and other noise introduced
by the electronics of the sensors and heat-flux meter amplifier.

Figure 2.20. Fourier transform magnitude plots for 40 cmKHDWÀX[DQG0 – 40 cm
SUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHLQSDUWLDOFRQGHQVDWLRQ6LJQL¿FDQWSHDNVDUHPDUNHGZLWKJUH\¿OOHGFLUFOHV
for case C5 and solid black dots for case C10.

The question arises as to why the interfacial waves generated by the pulsations cause
the annular pulsatile film flows (confirmed by visual observations, see representative
photograph in Fig. 2.1b and Videos 2-1 – 2-2) to change the mean values of variables
(e.g. local heat-flux at the 40 cm location) in a certain direction (e.g. mean local
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heat-flux increased by 864 % in Fig. 2.18).
To provide a rough understanding of the underlying reasons, and in the absence of
dynamic film thickness measurements at the x = 40 cm location, the dynamic film
thickness results shown in Figs. 2.18 – 2.19 are helpful. These film thickness values
were calculated using the equation į40ŁNL· 7Sat – T40 TƎ40, where kL is the thermal
conductivity of the liquid FC-72 calculated at the average of TSat and T40. This calculation
depends on the assumption that conduction is the only mode of heat transfer through
the liquid film and that equilibrium thermodynamics applies at the interface between
the liquid and vapor phases. For the pulsatile case C10, the dynamic film thickness
values at the wave-troughs in Fig. 2.18 are the smallest possible film thickness values
because they have been calculated using the molecular conductivity value, kL, which
should be replaced by an effective thermal conductivity, keff-L (which, unlike its definition
for turbulent flows (see p. 256 in [26]), is being introduced to take into account the
instantaneous convective effects due to laminar eddies in the vicinity of the wave-trough
locations). This is important because, at this location, the transverse components of liquid
velocity are comparable to the axial components in the flow-direction. Because of this,
depending on the nature of pulsatile flow conditions, it is expected that:
keff-L ~ kL, keff-L > kL, or keff-L >> kL.
Note that several accurate steady/unsteady continuum-level simulations for condensing
flows, see [21 – 24], support the assumption (used in Fig. 2.18) that fluid flow at the thin
wave-troughs is laminar (local film Reynolds numbers are small) and instantaneous heat
flow through the dynamic micro-meter thin condensate is driven by linear instantaneous
temperature profiles. However, in the presence of adsorbed and micro-layer phenomena
(as discussed below in section 2.3.5) and vigorous laminar eddy motions (with
comparable axial and transverse velocities), appropriate modeling of the flow physics is
likely to yield the result that the linearity of temperature profile may still be valid with
significant effects of micro-layer convection.
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Estimates shown in Fig. 2.19 for fP:V§+] clearly suggest that both the troughs and
the crests of the film remain within ±P. This means that when wave-troughs
cause the liquid-vapor interface to dynamically approach the wetting surface (to within
P), some new physics prohibits the wave-crests from returning towards the original
ȝP thick film associated with the thick N-IF case. New physics is suspected because
the typical wave asymmetries under continuum modeling simulations [21 – 24] may at
most lead to 10 – 40 % heat-flux enhancements. It should be noted that dramatic
heat-flux enhancement behavior was also repeatedly observed for thin and wavy films in
the annular regions of pulsatile fully condensing flows (see [13 – 14] and chapter 3).
However, unlike dynamic behavior in Fig. 2.19, the dynamic film in Fig. 3.16 (Fig. 13
of [14]) showed wave crests (order ȝP) that were significantly higher than the
wave troughs (order P) and were closer to their corresponding average N-IF value
(approximately P).
The behavior of the H-IF pulsatile innovative condensing flow of Fig. 2.18 for case C2
at fP:V = 10.6 Hz showed a more similar response to the completely condensing flows of
chapter 3 or [13 – 14]. In Fig. 2.18, it is clear that the time-varying film thickness for case
C2 spends more time in the wave peaks than in the wave troughs, but the time-varying
film thickness for case C10 in Fig. 2.19 spends more time in the wave troughs than in the
wave peaks. Reasons for this are discussed later.
The increase in the mean (time-averaged) heat-flux with pulsation amplitude (as
measured by the amplitude of p10 or ǻS0 – 40) at the above considered 10.6 Hz and
28.4 Hz primary frequencies is systematically observed in the experimental runs, and
this fact is clearly seen in Fig. 2.21.
Note that the two T-IF cases C4 and C3 of Fig. 2.18 represent the upper and lower
bounds of the transition region within which the heat-flux enhancement becomes
significant. These points are indicated by the middle two gray squares in the series for
the average response at the 10.6 Hz imposed fluctuation frequency. Also note that these
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time-averaged heat-flux values are similar to the time-averaged heat-flux value for
case C7 (also labeled as T-IF in Tables 2.1 – 2.2), indicated by the black ‘X’ behind
the green circles in Fig. 2.21. This shows that there is a well-defined range of heat-flux
values at which pulsation-induced enhancement effects become significant, and that this
range has minimal dependence on frequency for the innovative imposed fluctuation flows
investigated here.

Figure 2.21.,QQRYDWLYHFRQGHQVLQJÀRZKHDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQWFKDUWZLWKUHVSHFWWRDPSOLWXGH
RIDEVROXWHSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVDWx = 10 cm. Note that the 10.6 HzLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQV
UHTXLUHKLJKHUDPSOLWXGHXSVWUHDPDEVROXWHSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVWRDFKLHYHWKHVDPHOHYHOVRI
KHDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQW

Figure 2.21 also shows remarkable frequency dependence in the heat-flux enhancement
behavior regarding the levels of inlet pressure fluctuation amplitudes that are necessary
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to induce significant heat-flux enhancement. For example, over the pulsation amplitudes
considered, fP = 10.6 Hz imposed pulsations do not show enhancement trends that
are as significant as for fP = 28.3 Hz. This is in contrast with pulsatile annular flows
associated with pulsatile fully condensing flows in Fig. 3.15 (see Fig. 12 in [14]), where
there were significant enhancement trends over the entire range of frequencies considered
±+] , especially in the 10.2 – 16.2 Hz range. Since fully condensing flows
provide an effective oscillatory liquid plug at the end of the annular regime ([14] and
section 3.4.5), the wave amplitudes are larger (and wave-troughs closer to the wetting
surface) for a range of frequencies (e.g. 3.5 – 20 Hz). Such desirable frequency response
behavior from fully condensing flows in chapter 3 (or [14]) may be achieved for the
innovative condenser operations in Fig. 2.1b if exit film thickness is controlled and the
rigid end wall is replaced by a suitably designed end plate which vibrates (under
near-resonant conditions) due to pressure pulsations associated with the pulsatile flows.
Figure 2.22 is analogous to Figure 2.21, except that the time-averaged heat flux at the
x = 40 cm location is plotted vs. the amplitude of pressure-difference over
[FP, ǻS0 – 40, instead of vs. the amplitude of absolute pressure at x = 10 cm,
p10, at imposed pulsation frequency fP:V. Note that the frequency dependence is not as
strong for Fig. 2.22 as for Fig. 2.21, and the response is reversed — the lower frequency
pulsations (at 10.6 Hz) realize heat-flux enhancement at lower amplitudes of ǻS0 – 40 than
the higher frequency pulsations (at approximately 28.4 Hz). The amplitudes of ǻS0 – 40
may be considered to indirectly correlate with the amplitudes of volume flow rates (and
by extension mass flow rates because ȡV can be considered nearly constant for these low
Mach number flows) averaged over [FP. This may suggest that it is the flow
rate fluctuations which control the heat-flux enhancement phenomenon, and the pressure
fluctuations are related by hydrodynamics.
Following this line of reasoning, the fully condensing flows of chapter 3 were more
effective at converting absolute pressure fluctuations near the test-section inlet into
flow fluctuations at the x = 40 cm location because of a “spring” effect caused by the
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compressibility of the confined vapor pockets in the plug/slug and bubbly flow regimes.
As previously mentioned, the use of an active flow element (such as a passively vibrating
plate exposed to the vapor flow) near the exit of the annular flow condenser is expected
to be able to provide effectiveness similar to or better than the non-annular flow regimes
provide for completely condensing flows — in allowing higher amplitude flow rate
pulsations (with respect to amplitudes of absolute pressure pulsations supplied to the
condenser) over a large range of imposed pulsation frequencies.

Figure 2.22.,QQRYDWLYHFRQGHQVLQJÀRZKHDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQWFKDUWUHODWLYHWR
SUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHÀXFWXDWLRQVRYHU[FP. Note that the 10.6 HzLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQV
require lower amplitude 0 – 40 cmSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHÀXFWXDWLRQVWRDFKLHYHWKHVDPHOHYHOVRI
KHDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQW

Figure 2.23 shows time-averaged heat-flux vs. amplitude of estimated absolute pressure
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at x = 40 cm, p40. The value of p40 was calculated from the difference p40 = p0 – ǻp0 – 40,
where p0 was taken from an absolute pressure transducer connected to a liquid pressure
tap (not shown in Fig. 2.3c) underneath the stainless steel plate of Fig. 2.3c at the
x = 0 cm location. The values of p40 calculated this way were not accurate enough to be
useful, but their amplitudes calculated through their FFTs are accurate enough to allow
analysis (see Fig. 2.24).

Figure 2.23.,QQRYDWLYHFRQGHQVLQJÀRZKHDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQWFKDUWUHODWLYHWRDEVROXWH
SUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVHVWLPDWHGDWx = 40 cm. Note that the individual data points for the 28.4 Hz
LPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQVIDOODORQJWKHVDPHFXUYHDVWKHDYHUDJHGUHVSRQVH

Note that the individual data points match the time-averaged response much better than
in Figs. 2.21 – 2.22 for the 28.4 Hz imposed pressure fluctuations. This is because the
absolute pressure fluctuation amplitude and time-averaged heat-flux are being taken from
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the same location. The variations in the data points for each case at the 10.6 Hz imposed
pressure fluctuations are not spread out enough to determine how well the individual data
points follow the averaged response (their variations are within measurement accuracy
limits).
Figure 2.24 shows the variations of absolute pressure amplitudes along the length of the
test-section for cases C1 – C10. The amplitudes at x = 0 cm, x = 10 cm, x = 90 cm, and
x = 100 cm were measured by absolute pressure transducers. The amplitudes at
x = 40 cm were calculated as previously described.

Figure 2.24.9DULDWLRQRIDEVROXWHSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQDPSOLWXGHVDORQJWKHOHQJWKRIWKH
FRQGHQVHU&DVHV UXQV &±&UHSUHVHQWLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQVDW10.6 Hz, cases C6 – C10
UHSUHVHQWLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQVDWDSSUR[LPDWHO\28.4 Hz, and cases C1 and C5 represent
QRLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQV 1,) FDVHV1RWHWKDWWKHWUHQGLVWRZDUGUHGXFWLRQLQDPSOLWXGHDVWKH
SXOVDWLRQVPRYHGRZQVWUHDPDQGVRPHRIWKHLUHQHUJ\LVDEVRUEHGE\WKHOLTXLG¿OP

Although dynamic flow rate measurements within the test-section were not available
for the experiments reported here, it is expected, based on Fig. 2.22, that if one could
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create a graph of time-averaged heat flux at x = 40 cm vs. amplitude of volume flow rate
fluctuations at x = 40 cm, it would show the reduced frequency dependence of Fig. 2.22
along with the trends of individual dynamic data points matching their averaged response
as in Fig. 2.23. If future experiments establish this, it would imply that the level of
heat-flux enhancement at a given location depends directly on the amplitudes of the
time-variations of the velocity profile at that location (considering the dependence of
instantaneous cross-sectional flow rates on cross-sectionally averaged local velocity
profiles). The local velocity gradients in the vapor phase near the liquid-vapor interface
at a particular location within the condenser are the direct cause of the interfacial
shear-stresses at that location, which drive the local liquid flow rates and the interfacial
morphology for these horizontal annular condensing flows. Although this correlation
between velocity profile variation amplitudes in time and the observed heat-flux
enhancement phenomenon would describe the mechanics of the heat-flux enhancement
phenomenon, it would not explain the underlying physical principles or provide
the underlying cause of this phenomenon. Following is an attempt at explaining the
underlying physical principles, and thereby answering the question as to why the
enhancement phenomenon occurs to such an extraordinary degree.
All the above observations are consistent with the fact that small (in tens of μm) film
thickness values at wave-troughs are required, and this is only facilitated over a longer
condenser length if the forward moving wave amplitudes (due to inlet vapor pulsations)
are augmented by standing interfacial waves generated through right exit conditions (e.g.
liquid pressure, liquid thickness, geometry, etc.).
Clearly right wave-amplitude augmentation conditions existed (up to the x = 40 cm
location) for the cases where significant enhancements were observed. In particular, the
presence of two mechanisms — interfacial wave retardation/reflection from downstream
exit locations and superposed interfacial waves associated with pulsatile acoustic
wave-energy in the annular vapor phase portions (as achieved under pulsatile inlet vapor
flow rate conditions of chapter 3, or [14]) — are probably responsible for a somewhat
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frequency-independent behavior (within 3.9 – 16.2 Hz) in chapter 3 and [14] as opposed
to the more pronounced frequency dependent behavior in Fig. 2.21.
Also, as far as results in Figs. 2.21 – 2.23 are concerned, the reflection of vapor
phase acoustic waves from the exit and its coupling to interfacial waves appears to be
important. The large amplitude annular flow realizations of heat-flux enhancement are
significantly dependent on the exit condition (i.e. exit liquid film thickness, ability to
impose different exit liquid pressures by independent means, existence or absence of a
significant volume of stagnant vapor near the condenser exit, etc.) as well as the imposed
frequency.
Steady-in-the-mean pulsatile flows show exit-condition dependency (or “elliptic”
sensitivity) because time-average flow variables are being computed over several
minutes, and steady-in-the-mean behaviors of relevant flow variables are influenced by
the backward-and-forward moving interfacial waves over shorter time-scales

2.3.3. Results specific to boiling flows realized in the innovative
arrangement of Fig. 2.2b
For the innovative boiling cases, the peristaltic pump P1 (see Fig. 2.5) introduced
significant amplitude pulsations in the liquid flow rate supplied to the inlet of the
test-section, which significantly influenced the time-variations in flow variables.
Therefore, for the data reported in Table 2.3, two predominant pulsation frequency values
are important — one associated with the imposed vapor pulsations supplied to the inlet of
the test-section, and the other associated with the liquid pulsations arising from the rollers
of the peristaltic liquid pump. For cases B1 – B10, the vapor pulsation frequency fP:V was
chosen to nearly coincide with the liquid pulsation frequency fP:L, so only one frequency
fP and its corresponding amplitude values are reported for these cases in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3.
Selected flow variables from innovative flow boiler cases.

For innovative boiling cases, the total inlet mass flow rate is composed of independent
liquid and vapor components, which are denoted as ীI:L and ীI:V respectively.
Quasi-steady or steady-in-the-mean (over sufficiently long time periods) conditions exist
for the reported data. If one were to use the symbol ীI:AC to represent the mass flow rate
of vapor supplied to the auxiliary condenser of Fig. 2.5, the conservation of mass at two
T-junction locations (one downstream of the “vapor sight glass” above the test-section
exit and the other downstream of the liquid pumps P1 and P2) implies: ীI:V ীR:V ীE:V
±ীAC, and ীI:L ীACীE:L. For all of the cases reported in this paper, the incoming
liquid was fully boiled off and the exit liquid flow rate from the boiler was zero or
negligible, so ীI:VীI:L ীE:V under the conditions of interest. Average velocity values
vI:V, vI:L, and vE:V were obtained by the equation vavg ী ȡ· A), where ‘A’ represents
the relevant cross-sectional area of the flow. In this case the average inlet liquid velocity
is approximately 10 – 15 % of the average inlet vapor velocity, and the average exit
vapor velocity is 1.97 – 2.36 times the average inlet vapor velocity. The resulting
acceleration of the vapor further increases the pressure-differences along the length of the
test-section. This is in contrast to the vapor deceleration effects on the
pressure-differences for the innovative condensing flow cases.
The saturation temperature of the vapor, T6DW_$YJ = TSat Sࡄmean), is computed at the
arithmetic mean of p10 and p90, pࡄ mean  Sࡄ10 + pࡄ 90 , due to the significant variation of
pressure along the length of the test-section. The inlet liquid temperature, T0:L, is reported
because the warming of the liquid to its saturation temperature, as discussed next, is a
significant percentage of the total heat transfer within the boiler. In this paper’s boiling
flow cases, there is a significant difference between inlet liquid temperature T0:L and
the saturation temperature T6DW_$YJ. As a result, there is noticeable bubble nucleation
over the first 10 – 15 cm of the annular boiling flow before it gets suppressed. Also,
for the N-IF cases, the annular region over the first 20 – 30 cm of the boiling flow
shows entrainment of some liquid drops in the vapor phase (for H-IF cases, the length
over which entrainment occurs increases, and the appearance of the entrained droplets
becomes intermittent).
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The nucleating bubble phenomena in the inlet zone is more effectively suppressed (as
in [20]) when the incoming liquid is pre-heated to a temperature close to the saturation
temperature. Regardless of the possibility of improvements in the choice of length and
the inlet and exit designs of the test-section, the experiments demonstrate the ability
to achieve remarkably stable pulsatile annular flows over most of the test-section. The
controlling temperature-difference, reported as ǻ7, is taken as the difference between the
spatially-averaged (over 0  x  88.5 cm, as defined for ǻ70 – 88.5 in section 2.3.1)
boiling-surface temperature and the value of T6DW_$YJ for that case. The surface temperature
measured by HFM-40 is reported as T40 for cases B7 – B10; however, because of
a calibration issue with the sensor, for cases B1 – B6 the average of thermocouples
upstream and downstream of the heat-flux meter is used for T40. The mean heat-flux
in Table 2.3 is reported as TƎ40. The measured heat-flux from HFM-40 was primarily
negative because the HFM was calibrated to yield positive heat-flux values for heat
absorption from the flush surface (i.e. from the fluid), as in the condensation experiments.
To report positive values, the heat-flux magnitude (which represents heat flow into the
fluid from the boiling surface, as in Fig. 2.3b) is reported in Table 2.3.
Flow visualization data were recorded in pictures and video. Representative videos are
included in the accompanying data disc. Video 2-3 corresponds to N-IF case B1 in
Table 2.3. Video 2-4 corresponds to H-IF case B2 in Table 2.3. Note that near the inlet
for both cases the interfacial fluctuations resulting from the liquid flow pulsations at a
frequency of 3 Hz is clearly visible. However, when pulsations are added to the inlet
vapor flow, patches of nucleating bubbles and a rougher interface are present near
the boiler inlet, their locations oscillating at 3 Hz in response to the vapor pressure
pulsations. This is in contrast to the smoother interface near the boiler inlet observed for
N-IF case B1.
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2.3.4. Discussion of results for boiling flows in the innovative
arrangement of Fig. 2.2b
For representative N-IF and H-IF cases marked as B1 and B2 in Table 2.3, Figs. 2.25 –
2.27 indicate a long-time, locally time-averaged, behavior of several variables. These are
obtained by suitable processing of the low DAQ rate (~ 0.9 Hz) time-records for these
variables.
The experiments were conducted with the intent to hold the mean inlet liquid and vapor
flow rates and inlet pressure approximately constant as large-amplitude fluctuations are
imposed on the mean inlet pressure and flow rates. Previously discussed (section 2.2.3)
liquid flow rate pulsations (amplitude and frequency) remain nearly the same for both
cases.
Figure 2.25 shows that the mean inlet vapor flow rate is nearly constant as large
amplitude fluctuations (in inlet vapor flow rate and pressure) are imposed on the mean
inlet pressure and flow rates. Mean inlet liquid mass flow rate decreases slightly (only
about 1.4 %), and inlet pressure increases slightly (only about 0.4 %) as these large
fluctuation amplitudes are imposed. This is due to the constant speed of the liquid
pump P1 and use of the Evaporator controls to maintain the average inlet pressure pࡄ 10
approximately constant as close as possible to its value for case B1.
The compressor control was used to maintain the vapor re-circulation rate as measured
by coriolis meter FC-1 in Fig. 2.5. The compressor speed control could have been varied
to bring either the inlet liquid mass flow rate or the total inlet mass flow rate back to their
values for case B1, but under those conditions the inlet vapor flow rate would probably
have changed.
Under H-IF imposition of pulsations, the long time (locally time-averaged) values of
ǻS0 – 40 increased by 0.6 % from case B1 to case B2, but the uncertainty in the
measurement of ǻS0 – 40 was greater than this increase.
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Figure 2.25.,QOHWPDVVÀRZUDWHDQGSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHGDWDDFTXLUHGDWORZ'$4UDWHIRU
UHSUHVHQWDWLYHÀRZERLOLQJFDVHV7KHGDWDVKRZQIRUHDFKFDVHDUH40 minute representative
subsets of the entire case data.

Figure 2.26 shows temperature T40 and heat-flux qƎ40. The values of these variables
increase, to different extents, for high amplitude cases (at fP:V§IP:L§+] . Figure 2.26
and Table 2.3 show that the time-averaged heat-flux values at x = 40 cm increase by
approximately 204 % in going from case B1 to case B2.
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Figure 2.26.5HSUHVHQWDWLYHORFDOVXUIDFHWHPSHUDWXUHDQGORFDOKHDWÀX[GDWDDFTXLUHGDWORZ
'$4UDWHIRUUHSUHVHQWDWLYHÀRZERLOLQJFDVHVDWWKH40 cm location. The data shown for each
case are 40 minute representative subsets of the entire case data.

Despite PID control of surface-temperatures, Fig. 2.27 shows that the spatially-varying
temperatures or their mean could only be held fixed within ± 4 °C of the intended set
points shown by dotted horizontal lines. These intended set points above the indicated
saturation temperature in Fig. 2.27 were enforced by most or all of the ten TECs of
Fig. 2.3c, which were operating, as described earlier, in a reversed mode.
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Figure 2.27. Variation of time-averaged surface temperature with distance from the test-section
LQOHWIRUUHSUHVHQWDWLYHÀRZERLOLQJFDVHV6SDWLDOO\DYHUDJHGVXUIDFHWHPSHUDWXUHVUHSUHVHQWLQJ
the set points of the TEC controls are indicated by dotted lines.

Before going into detail, it is important to note that the first six of the ten TECs over the
indicated length in Fig. 2.27 try to achieve the set point by using the mean of the two
temperatures sensed through two thermocouples: one located immediately upstream and
one located immediately downstream of each TEC. Because the TECs are supplying
heat to the boiling fluid, these first 6 TECs tend to undershoot their set points on their
upstream side and overshoot their set points on their downstream side — with the
tendency being small or large.
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There are four factors which caused deviations in the wall temperatures from those
specified in the TEC controls:
1. Saturation of the electrical current flowing through the thermoelectric module at
its maximum value or zero — leading to long-term deviations between specific
surface temperatures and their set points.
2. Local variation of temperatures within and around the region heated by each TEC
— leading to the jagged shape of the temperature profiles of Fig. 2.27.
3. Time-delay between the thermal response of the heat-exchange surface and
the response of the TECs — leading to sustained oscillations in time of some
measured wall temperatures (not shown here for brevity).
4. The temperatures used for the feedback control of the TECs were taken from
thermocouples which were improperly cold-junction compensated (corrected after
the experiments) — causing all the actual wall temperatures to vary from their set
points by amounts depending on the non-uniform laboratory air temperature.
The first few surface-temperatures for case B2 being significantly below their set point
(approximately equal to their long-term means in Figure 2.27) is probably due to the
TECs not being able to keep up with the high heat-flux caused by nucleate boiling in the
film over the first 20 cm (of which 10 – 15 cm was visible to the naked eye in the form
of bubbles on the order of a few millimeters in diameter, see Video 2-4) as the bulk liquid
flow warmed to its saturation temperature.
Because the TECs used the average of their upstream and downstream surface
temperatures for their feedback control, axial variations in heat-exchange surface
temperature allowed the surface-temperatures to vary considerably, even when the TECs
achieved their set point. For example, for case B2 the feedback-controlled temperature of
the third TEC (using the average of the 4th and 5th data points for its temperature control)
is quite close to the long-term average, while each of the individual temperatures are
about 4 °C away. The same can be seen in both case B1 and case B2 for the 5th TEC
(using the average of the 8th and 9th data points for its temperature control).
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The wall temperature correction (to rectify improper cold-junction compensation applied
to the data during the experiments) applied to the surface-temperatures for case B1
was about + 9 °C, and for case B2 it was about + 11 °C. This is the reason for the
approximately 2 °C offset in the corrected long-term average surface-temperatures in
Fig. 2.27, since the feedback controls of the TECs were relying on the uncorrected
surface-temperatures.
Notice that, because the TECs are supplying heat to the boiling fluid, the downstream
temperatures are almost always higher that the upstream temperatures for each TEC, and
the temperatures drop in the gaps between the TECs. The flush HFM, at x = 40 cm, is
in the middle of the gap between the 4th and 5th TECs. After the 6th TEC, the temperature
measurements are more spread out, so the trends in surface-temperature are not as clear
for x > 60 cm.
For the N-IF and H-IF cases in Figs. 2.25 – 2.26, at points marked by the symbol ³;´,
representative dynamic data (over a 1 second interval) obtained for ǻS0 – 40 and heat-flux
TƎ40 are shown in Figs. 2.28 – 2.29 below.
Figures 2.28 – 2.29 again show that the causes underlying the changes in the values of
ǻS0 – 40 and mean values of the heat-flux TƎ40 for these annular boiling cases are also
dynamic in nature and are associated with pulsations (in this case at the primary imposed
frequency of 3 Hz). The FFT magnitudes of these two variables, shown in Fig. 2.30,
clearly show the impact of the dominant imposed frequency.
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Figure 2.28. Time-varying pressure-difference ǻS0 – 40ZLWKRXW VROLGOLQHIRUFDVH%DORQJZLWK
GRWWHGOLQHLQGLFDWLQJLWVDYHUDJH DQGZLWK GDVKHGOLQHIRUFDVH%DORQJZLWKOLJKWJUD\GDVKHG
line indicating its average) imposed inlet vapor pulsations, measured by the DPT-1 transducer
between the 0 cm and 40 cm locations of Fig. 2.3b.

Figure 2.29.7LPHYDU\LQJKHDWÀX[ZLWKRXW VROLGOLQHIRUFDVH%DORQJZLWKGRWWHGOLQH
LQGLFDWLQJLWVDYHUDJH DQGZLWK GDVKHGOLQHIRUFDVH%DORQJZLWKORQJHUGDVKHGOLQHLQGLFDWLQJ
LWVDYHUDJH LPSRVHGLQOHWYDSRUSXOVDWLRQVPHDVXUHGE\DÀXVKW\SHKHDWÀX[PHWHU(HFM-40
in Figs. 2.3b-c) at the x = 40 cm location.
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Figure 2.30. Fourier transform magnitude plots for 40 cmKHDWÀX[DQG0 – 40 cm
SUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHLQÀRZERLOLQJ6LJQL¿FDQWSHDNVDUHPDUNHGZLWKVROLGJUD\GLDPRQGVIRU
case B1 and with solid black dots for case B2.

Once again the question arises as to why the interfacial waves generated by the pulsations
cause the annular (as in the representative photograph in Fig. 2.2b) pulsatile film flows
to change mean values of their flow variables (e.g. local heat-flux at 40 cm location)
in a certain direction (e.g. mean local heat-flux increased by 204 % in Fig. 2.29). To
provide a rough understanding of the underlying reasons, and in the absence of dynamic
film thickness measurements at x = 40 cm location, we assume that when boiling film
is sufficiently thin (below P thicknesses) and the local film Reynolds numbers
are small (say ), the heat flow through the dynamic liquid film is primarily by
conduction. The processed dynamic film thickness values (from the knowledge that
conduction heat-transfer mechanism dominates) associated with the dynamic heat-flux
values in Fig. 2.29 are shown in Fig. 2.31. Again, as per discussions associated with the
processing of data used to generate Figs. 2.18 – 2.19 and use of molecular
thermal-conductivity kL (in place of future modeling of convection effects through the
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proposed idea of an effective thermal conductivity keff-L), the dynamic film thickness
estimates indicated in Fig. 2.31 for the pulsatile cases at locations near wave-troughs
(while thicknesses are less than P) may be smaller than their actual values.

Figure 2.31.7LPHYDU\LQJ¿OPWKLFNQHVV REWDLQHGIURPįŁNÂ 7s – TSat )/qƎ under the
WKHRUHWLFDOO\YHUL¿DEOHDVVXPSWLRQRIFRQGXFWLYHKHDWWUDQVIHUPHFKDQLVPDFURVVWKH¿OP DW
the x = 40 cmORFDWLRQZLWKRXW EODFNFDVH% DQGZLWK JUD\FDVH% LPSRVHGLQOHWYDSRU
pulsations.

The increases in time-averaged heat-flux with pulsation amplitude (as measured by the
amplitude of p10) at various primary frequencies is again systematically observed in the
experiments, and this fact is clearly seen in Fig. 2.32 for the cases in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.32.7KHH[SHULPHQWDOO\REWDLQHGSULPDU\GHSHQGHQFHRIWLPHDYHUDJHGKHDWÀX[YDOXHV
RQWKHDPSOLWXGHRILQOHWSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQV ap|10 in Table 2.3) for three different frequencies
DSSUR[LPDWHO\2.4, 3.0, and 3.8 Hz as indicated in Table 2.3). Alternatively, time-averaged heat
ÀX[YDOXHVPD\EHSORWWHGZLWKUHVSHFWWRDPSOLWXGHRISUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHÀXFWXDWLRQVaǻS_±,
RUORFDOLQWHUQDODEVROXWHSUHVVXUHDWWKHKHDWÀX[PHDVXUHPHQWORFDWLRQap|40. The groups of data
SRLQWVZKLFKDUHGH¿QHGLQWKHOHJHQGHDFKFRUUHVSRQGWRDVLQJOHWLPHDYHUDJHGYDOXHLQ
Table 2.3. The groups on the far left represent N-IF cases, and the groups on the right represent
+,)FDVHV7KHVWUDLJKWOLQHV¿WWRWKHVHJURXSVRIGDWDPD\SHUKDSVEHLQWHUSUHWHGLQOLJKWRI
WKHIDFWWKDWWKHDEVROXWHSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVZHUHPHDVXUHGDWDGLIIHUHQWSK\VLFDOORFDWLRQ

(x = 10 cm)WKDQWKHWLPHDYHUDJHGKHDWÀX[(x = 40 cm), as discussed previously for
FRQGHQVLQJÀRZV VHH)LJVDQGDQGWKHVXUURXQGLQJWH[W 
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2.3.5. Integrated discussions
As described earlier, the rationale for introducing inlet vapor flow rate pulsations in
Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.2b (where inlet liquid flow rate pulsations are also introduced) is to
generate large amplitude interfacial waves. The pulsators (PV and PL in Fig. 2.5) allow
control of the predominant amplitudes aী_,/ and aী_,9 at frequencies fP:L and fP:V that are
respectively associated with the superposed pulsations on the steady-in-the-mean values
of the liquid and vapor mass flow rates at the inlet of the boiler (see section 2.1 and
Fig. 2.5). Based on earlier experimental experiences with pulsatile fully condensing flows
(chapter 3, [13 – 14, 20]) and innovative pulsatile flow boiling operations ([20, 27]) , it
is expected that the most energy-efficient ways of achieving the desired interfacial wavestructures throughout the length of the boiler are:
(i) using nearly resonant conditions with frequencies fP:L§IP:V associated with the two
pulsators,
(ii) ensuring incomplete boiling through the introduction of a recirculating liquid flow,
and
(iii) using a passive vibrating end-plate (see Fig. 2.2b) — which is excited by the
pulsatile flow — and whose principal natural fundamental frequency fEP-N is close to
the chosen value for the externally imposed frequencies fP:L§IP:V.
The re-circulating liquid flow approach is part of ongoing research. The vibrating
end-plate features shown in the test-section of Fig. 2.2b are also part of ongoing flow
boiling investigations and are needed to achieve large amplitude interfacial waves
throughout the length of the boiler (through interaction of forward-and-backward moving
interfacial waves with each other and with the pressure/flow pulsations in the adjoining
vapor phase). Presence of large amplitude interfacial waves at several locations is
affected by exit condition arrangements that control reflection and/or retardation of vapor
phase pressure/flow rate pulsations and interfacial waves.
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Figure 2.33. (a) Near-interface schematic of essential dynamics of the instantaneous spatial
¿OPWKLFNQHVVSUR¿OHDVVRFLDWHGZLWKPLFURPHWHUVFDOHZDY\¿OPÀRZV RYHUDZHWWLQJVXUIDFH 
HQFRXQWHUHGLQSXOVDWLOHÀRZERLOLQJ RUÀRZFRQGHQVDWLRQ 7KHWKUHHORZHU VROLG FHQWUDO
GDVKHG DQGXSSHU GRWWHG LQWHUVHFWLQJFLUFOHVLQWKH¿JXUHUHVSHFWLYHO\UHSUHVHQW]RQHVZKHUH
QPVFDOHPVFDOHDQGPDFURVFDOHSKHQRPHQDLQWHUDFWZLWKRQHDQRWKHU(b)7LPHYDU\LQJ¿OP
WKLFNQHVVSUR¿OHDWORFDWLRQx = x* in Fig. 2.33a.

The physics underlying the significant heat-flux enhancements — for both the
condensing flow results in Fig. 2.21 and the boiling flow results in Fig. 2.32 (as well
as the more dramatic condensing flow enhancements reported in section 3 and [14])
— are governed by the same hypothesis that is proposed here (also see [27]) for the
underlying phenomena. The hypothesis is described with the help of the schematic in
Fig. 2.33, which shows large amplitude interfacial waves that can be present (and were
experimentally observed, as in Videos 2-2 and 2-4) at most locations of the device. The
forward or forward-and-backward moving interfacial waves that yield the instantaneous
spatial profile in Fig. 2.33a are due to the pulsatile vapor and liquid flows at the inlet and
are also aided by suitable exit condition arrangements. Inlet vapor flow rate pulsations
provide sufficient acoustic or pulsatile energy into the vapor phase — which is in turn
coupled to the rates of mechanical energy transfer across the wavy interface.
If the amplitudes are large enough relative to the local mean film thickness associated
with the no-imposed pulsation case (which is in continuum scale values on the order
of hundreds of μm), the wave troughs in the schematic of Fig. 2.33a will go below
a thickness į

(on the order of tens of μm associated with micro-scale flows). The
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liquid film under these wave-troughs interacts with the liquid-vapor interface (at the
intermediate dashed μm-scale circle of Fig. 2.33a, where pressure — in the YoungLaplace surface tension equation — is low, and shear is low), while it concurrently
interacts with the adsorbed layer (the lower solid nm-scale circle in Fig. 2.33a).
The actual thickness of this adsorbed layer is not important to the analysis here; what is
important is that it forms a boundary condition of the very thin micro-layer, which must
also respond to the liquid-vapor interface and the macro-scale eddy currents immediately
upstream and downstream of the wave trough. The thinness of the micro-layer under
the liquid-vapor interfacial wave troughs (order ±P dictates that the physical
response of this molecular thickness adsorbed layer be taken into account when modeling
the boundary condition between the liquid and the heat exchange surface.
The wave-troughs may interact with and change (or destabilize) the very nature of the
nano-meter scale, solid-like adsorbed layer (indicated by the dark grey shaded zone —
of characteristic thickness įads — in Fig. 2.33a), which is capable of changing the sign
of disjoining pressures (see p. 89 and p. 371 of [4], [28 – 30]) and reacts to shear-stress
variations in a manner that is different from the fluid-like continuum response. This
special solid-like behavior of the adsorbed layer arises from Van der Waal forces between
the fluid and the wetting surface [31]. Note that at any representative location (like that
shown in Fig. 2.33a), for the time durations over which į [W į , disjoining pressure
effects in the adsorbed layer over the wetting solid surface can change its nature (e.g. can
make its normal-stress-state negative or tensile) relative to its neighboring (underneath
the continuum layer) values towards accommodating the more complex velocity profiles
needed in the micro-layer (see the lower and central intersecting circles in Fig. 2.33a).
As indicated by the central and upper intersecting circles in Fig. 2.33a, the micro-layer in
turn responds to the demands made by the macro-layer. More complex time-varying axial
and transverse velocity and temperature profiles at wave-trough locations are needed
to meet the matching requirements at the interface (mass-flux, surface-tension coupled
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pressures, and temperature restrictions) and in the thicker continuum-layer that may be
present in the adjacent portions experiencing wave-crests.
It is hypothesized that the above-described flow physics causes wave-troughs to “stick”
or “dwell” near the surface while allowing for the low pressures and shear to allow the
lateral liquid flow along the heat-exchange surface to effectively negotiate the constricted
wave-trough thickness. This means that the time duration ǻW (see Fig. 2.33b) associated
with the length x1 (in Fig. 2.33a) of the “sticking” wave-trough at x* is a very significant
fraction of the externally imposed pulsation’s time-scale of IP — which is associated
with transit distance x2 around location x*.
This hypothesis is supported by the result in Figs. 2.21 and 2.32 and numerous related
experimental results for thin film pulsatile condensing flows (chapter 3, [13 – 14, 27]).
Because of this, the long-time averages (over several hundred pulsation time-scales IP)
of film thickness values could be significantly smaller for these pulsatile flows than for
the corresponding non-pulsatile cases (not shown in Fig. 2.33). As a result, as shown in
Fig. 2.29, heat-flux (which is assumed to be inversely proportional to instantaneous film
thickness — whose values may be larger than the lower threshold values shown in Fig.
2.31) significantly increases for pulsatile flow innovative boilers (as also with innovative
condensers here (see Figs. 2.18 – 2.19) and in [27, 32 – 33]).
Though rigorous understanding of the above-described mechanisms is not available at
this time, it is conjectured that at least part of this mechanism (at the lower solid circle
in Fig. 2.33a) is a variation of the well-documented nucleate boiling mechanism ([30])
where micro-layer liquid films interact with nm-scale adsorbed layers leading to a very
significant heat-flux enhancement at the contact line of a growing and detaching vapor
bubble (surrounded by its liquid-phase) from a heated, wetting surface.
The novelty of the proposed approach lies in making phenomena at three different length
scales — continuum, micro-scale, and nano-scale — to interact with phenomena at two
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different time-scales ±V associated with 5 – 20 Hz imposed frequencies
fL§IV and the longer time scales of minutes associated with the time-averaged mean mass
flow rates, film thicknesses, etc.) in a way that significantly and beneficially changes the
lon-term mean values of the flow variables over the entire length of the phase-change
device.
Since these changes are affected by the dynamic time-varying structure of interfacial
waves, the mean flow behavior is affected by the presence or absence of standing
interfacial waves (which locally move forward and backward) of sufficient amplitude.
These factors depend on the nature of physical arrangements at the exit of the
boiler/condenser. Therefore, though the vapor and liquid flows are primarily
incompressible, the mean values of the flow fields affected by the superposed wavestructure exhibit “elliptic sensitivity” (i.e. exit condition dependency).
Associated with these phenomena, in going from non-pulsatile to pulsatile cases, there is
a change in resistance to the vapor flow (and associated forward-and-downward push on
the liquid flow). This is analogous to changing the interface from a smooth-soled shoe
to one with a good tread (wave-induced texturing) which also develops, as necessary,
suitable longer spikes (e.g. suction due to disjoining pressure effects) on the tread.
The introduction of the right amount of energy-efficient liquid and vapor phase
recirculation rates — with superposed pulsations at a dominant amplitude and frequency
— also desensitizes the otherwise sensitive annular flows to random and ever-present
time-variations in absolute pressure that the boiler or condenser will otherwise see in
any practical application. This was observed in the full dynamic time histories of p10, in
which the N-IF cases showed significant excursions in p10 values over 3 seconds and
longer time periods; the averaged and shorter time histories reported in Figs. 2.14 – 2.15
for condensing flows do not show this phenomenon. These pressure variations were
reduced for corresponding H-IF cases.
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From the time-domain response of the film thickness estimates in Figs. 2.18 – 2.19, it is
clear that case C10 (see Fig. 2.19), which exhibited the highest heat-flux enhancement,
was primarily influenced by the “sticking” phenomenon caused by solid-liquid-vapor
interaction as described above. However, for case C2 (see Fig. 2.18), the shape of the film
thickness profile suggests the significant influence of a physical phenomenon limiting
the height of the wave peaks at thicknesses too large for the near-surface phenomenon
discussed with regard to Fig. 2.33. The “sticking” phenomenon may still be occurring
at the wave-troughs, which get down to approximately P film thickness. However,
the flattening of the interfacial wave peaks in time occurs at calculated liquid film
thicknesses around P, so it is likely the result of a different physical phenomenon.
The answer may be found in the above-mentioned “interface texturing” effect, which
involves the dynamics of the instantaneous velocity fields in the liquid and vapor phases
near peaks in the interfacial waves. Details of this “interface texturing” phenomenon
are discussed in chapter 3 and shown in slow motion in Video 3-3. Note the small film
thickness fluctuations at the peaks of the film thickness profile for case C2 in Fig. 2.18,
which may be indicative of “secondary waves” (see section 3.4.5) passing over the
heat-flux meter.

2.4. Conclusions
The main conclusions are:
Ɣ

The proposed innovative condenser (Fig. 2.1b) and boiler (Fig. 2.2b) operations
can successfully use re-circulating vapor flows to ensure realization of thermally and
hydrodynamically efficient annular flows over most of the devices’ heat-exchange
surfaces. These surfaces are therefore continuously irrigated by thin liquid films.

Ɣ

By superposing relatively fast time-scale ±+] flow rate pulsations of
sufficient amplitude on annular boiling/condensing flow realizations, large amplitude
interfacial waves can be generated, which influence the flow variables at much slower
time scales +] . This is due to significant reductions in instantaneous film
thickness values over a significant portion of a typical time-period associated with
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externally imposed flow rate oscillations. As a result there are dramatic reductions
in the mean film thickness values associated with long time !V averages and,
also, significant enhancements in time-averaged heat-flux values ± .
Ɣ

The above approach continues to keep annular regimes stable and, because of
the dominance of imposed pulsations, the otherwise sensitive shear-driven flow
realizations are desensitized to inadvertent, system-induced time-variations in
absolute pressure.

Ɣ

By suitable future design changes (with regard to choices of: device length for a
specified range of inlet liquid/vapor flow rates that allow non-zero liquid flow rates
at the exit of the innovative boiler, exit geometries that reflect interfacial waves
and aid in enhancing interfacial wave amplitudes, inlet geometry and temperature
conditions for controlling entrainment and nucleation phenomena, large latent heat
working fluids such as water, etc.), it is expected that the reported local heat-flux
enhancements will occur over most of the test-section towards realization of high
heat-flux !N:FP2) and functional mm-scale shear-driven flow boilers.
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3. Completely condensing flow experiments21
The text of this chapter has been edited from its originally published version [1]. New
figures have been added, and some existing figures have been edited for content and/or
re-formatted to fit the structure of this dissertation. These changes reflect information that
was not available at the time of the original publication and material that was available
but was left out of the originally published version due to space constraints.

Abstract: chapter 3
The reported experimental results are for annular zones of fully condensingÀRZVRISXUH
FC-72 (perfluorohexane) vapor. The flow condenses on the bottom surface (316 stainless
steel) of a horizontal, rectangular cross-section duct. The sides and top of the duct are
made of clear plastic. The annular portion of the flow in the test-section is driven, under
negligible to zero gravity effects along the flow direction, by pressure-difference and
cooling conditions. Since the annular regime condensate motion is primarily driven by
an effective interfacial shear stress, all such flows are termed shear-driven flows. The
experimental system in which this condenser is used is able to control steady-in-the-mean
WHUPHGTXDVLVWHDG\ YDOXHVRILQOHWPDVVÀRZUDWHLQOHW RUH[LW SUHVVXUHDQGZDOO
cooling conditions. For the experimental results reported here, the mean (time-averaged)
inlet mass flow rate, mean inlet pressure, and condensing-surface cooling conditions were
held fixed at their quasi-steady values.
Under these conditions, it was found that the imposition of volume flow rate pulsations
upstream of the condenser inlet led to small condenser inlet pressure fluctuations (relative
to the mean inlet pressure). However, these inlet pressure fluctuations were large when
2 Large parts of this chapter are taken from: M.T. Kivisalu, P. Gorgitrattanagul, A. Narain, R. Naik, M. Hasan,
6HQVLWLYLW\RIVKHDUGULYHQLQWHUQDOFRQGHQVLQJÀRZVWRSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVDQGLWVXWLOL]DWLRQIRUKHDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQWV
,QWHUQDWLRQDO-RXUQDORI+HDWDQG0DVV7UDQVIHU  ,WLVOLVWHGDV>@LQWKHOLVWRIUHIHUHQFHV+RZHYHU
SDUWVRIWKHYHUVLRQUHSRUWHGKHUHKDYHEHHQPRGL¿HGLPSURYHGVLQFHWKHLURULJLQDOSXEOLFDWLRQDVGHVFULEHGLQWKHSUHIDFH
DQGVXPPDUL]HGLQWKH¿UVWSDUDJUDSKRIWKLVFKDSWHU7KHVHDQGDQ\RWKHUFKDQJHVDUHQRWHQGRUVHGE\WKHSXEOLVKHU
Permission to reproduce [1] has been granted by the publisher, Elsevier Limited. The license agreement is available upon
request from the author, who may be contacted via email at mtkivisa@mtu.edu.
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compared with the mean pressure-difference across the condenser, so they induced large
pressure-difference fluctuations across the condenser, commensurate with significant
mass flow rate pulsations within the condenser. When these pulsations are present, there
is a change in the very nature of the quasi-steady annular condensing flow regime.
The resulting phenomena change the mean local heat-flux values with significant
! enhancements. There are accompanying time-varying changes in the
liquid-vapor configurations within the annular and the non-annular flow regimes. This
changes the mean and fluctuation amplitude values (with induced harmonics) in the
absolute pressure at any interior location within the annular flow regime. It is shown here
that the heat-flux enhancement phenomenon is real and occurs regardless of the method
of cooling for a suitable range of fluctuation frequencies and amplitudes.
This chapter experimentally investigates how the strength of this sensitivity varies with
amplitude and frequency of pressure or mass flow rate fluctuations imposed at the inlet
of the condenser. Associated theory and rudimentary experiments (not reported here, see
chapter 2) suggest that similar enhancement may be observed in annular flows which
do not completely condense before the exit, provided that suitable arrangements at the
condenser exit allow similar or equivalent liquid-vapor interfacial wave structures with
the help of similar acoustic wave reflections in the vapor phase.
Keywords: horizontal channel condensation, fluctuation sensitivity, internal condensing
flows, flow pulsations, annular flows, heat flux enhancements

3.1. Introduction and nomenclature
This chapter (see also journal article [1]) presents an experimental investigation (with
IORZYLVXDOL]DWLRQ RIWKHVHQVLWLYLW\RIVKHDUGULYHQLQWHUQDOFRQGHQVLQJÀRZVWR
pulsations in the inlet vapor flow rate and/or inlet pressure. Furthermore, the focus is
primarily on the quasi-steady annular regime of these flows. Fully condensing flows
with condensation on the bottom plate of a horizontal channel are considered. The
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quasi-steady flows with small pulsation amplitudes are also termed “nearly steady,”
whereas large amplitude cases are also termed “pulsatile.”
7KHVHVKHDUGULYHQLQWHUQDOFRQGHQVLQJÀRZVDUHRILQWHUHVWKHUHEHFDXVHWKH\RFFXU
in horizontal, micro-gravity, and micro-meter scale hydraulic diameter ducts. Such
ducts have applications in next generation space-based and military aircraft thermal
management systems, as well as in high power electronic cooling applications [2 – 3].
Although the mm-scale results reported here may also apply to micro-meter scale ducts,
the influences of additional surface tension and transient compressibility (due to higher
pressure drops) effects in micro-scale ducts are higher due to their small cross-sectional
and large surface areas — perhaps contributing to frequently observed non-annular and
transient condensing flows [4 – 6]. Although drop-wise condensation [7] and associated
surface-enhancement techniques are being developed for compact, non-traditional
thermal management systems [8], this chapter does not deal with those situations or
applications.
)RUFRQGHQVLQJÀRZVLQPPVFDOHRUODUJHUK\GUDXOLFGLDPHWHUGXFWVWKHUHDUHPDQ\
papers that deal with measurements of heat-transfer coefficients associated with
FRQGHQVDWLRQRISXUHYDSRUVÀRZLQJLQVLGHYHUWLFDORUKRUL]RQWDOGXFWV RIFLUFXODURU
rectangular cross-sections, as in [9 – 12]). The experiments, as well as related correlations
LQWKHOLWHUDWXUH>±@W\SLFDOO\FRYHUDYHU\ODUJHVHWRIÀRZUHJLPHVDQGDVVRFLDWHG
ÀRZSK\VLFVFDWHJRULHV DVGHILQHGLQ>±@ $OWKRXJKSXOVDWLOHVLQJOHSKDVHIORZ
investigations and experimental observations with regard to heat-transfer enhancements
have been reported [25 – 27], analogous investigations for phase-change condensing
flows have been limited [28] and have not included amplitude-frequency
characterizations of the flows' response. Because of the importance of such investigations
to the design of new thermal systems [29], this chapter, and its corresponding paper [1],
contribute to quantitative, qualitative, and visual experimental characterization of the
annular regime's heat-transfer enhancement as it relates to the amplitude-frequency
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response of shear-driven internal condensing flows.
In this chapter (and corresponding journal paper [1]), the sensitivity of these flows to the
DPSOLWXGHDQGIUHTXHQF\RILPSRVHGLQOHWSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQV DQGDVVRFLDWHGLQOHWÀRZ
rate pulsations) are investigated.
6XFKLQDGYHUWHQWO\RUGHOLEHUDWHO\LPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQVFRPPRQO\RFFXULQFORVHGÀRZ
ORRSVLQZKLFKWKHFRQGHQVLQJÀRZLVSULPDULO\VKHDUGULYHQDQGGHYLFHVOLNHWXUELQHV
RUUHFLSURFDWLQJFRPSUHVVRUVLQWURGXFHVLJQL¿FDQWSUHVVXUHSXOVDWLRQVWRWKHYDSRU
VXSSOLHGWRWKHFRQGHQVHU,PSRVHGSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQFDVHVUHSRUWHGKHUHUHHVWDEOLVK
preliminary results reported earlier in [30 – 31] by considering a larger data matrix that
involves a range of amplitudes and frequencies under two different cooling conditions.
Besides, part of the goal is to unambiguously establish the fact that, in comparison to low
amplitude pulsations, high amplitude pulsations significantly change (sometimes
> 200%) the time-averaged (mean) heat-flux values associated with the annular regime
of the resulting quasi-steady condensing flow realizations.
Pressure pulsation amplitudes on the order of 100 – 1500 Pa (for a mean inlet absolute
pressure of 142 kPa, representative of a 50 – 200 kPa range of interest) induce large
SXOVDWLRQVLQWKHLQOHWPDVVÀRZUDWH6LQFHWKHPHDQSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHVDFURVVWKH
annular lengths of mm-scale (or larger) hydraulic diameter condensers are often only
on the order of 100 – 1000 Pa, such pressure fluctuation amplitudes imposed at the
condenser inlet significantly affect the annular flow condensation.
7KHVHVKHDUGULYHQÀRZVZLWK]HURWRQHJOLJLEOHJUDYLWDWLRQDODVVLVWDQFHDUHPXFK
more sensitive to pressure/flow fluctuations than gravity-driven condensing flows. Thus,
WKH\QHHGYHU\GLIIHUHQWVSHFL¿FDWLRQDQGFRQWURORILQOHWH[LWFRQGLWLRQVLQWKHSUHVHQFH
of commonly induced pressure fluctuations/flow pulsations to ensure meaningful and
repeatable experimental data. In contrast, gravity-driven condensate motion leads to long
DQGUREXVWDQQXODUIORZUHJLPHVWKDWGRQRWVKRZDQ\VLJQL¿FDQWVHQVLWLYLW\WROHYHOVRI
LQOHWSUHVVXUHRUIORZUDWHÀXFWXDWLRQVVLPLODUWRWKHRQHVLPSRVHGKHUHRQVKHDUGULYHQ
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condensing flows [24].
Another objective of this paper is to report and advance prediction and control
FDSDELOLWLHVIRUVKHDUGULYHQLQWHUQDOFRQGHQVLQJÀRZVLQWKHFRQWH[WRIWKHLUXQLTXH
VHQVLWLYLWLHVWRLQDGYHUWHQWRUGHOLEHUDWHLPSRVLWLRQVRIÀXFWXDWLRQVSXOVDWLRQVRQ
WKHPHDQYDOXHVRILQOHWSUHVVXUHDQGRUÀRZUDWH7KLVLVWREHDFFRPSOLVKHGE\
experimentally and theoretically assessing the knowledge (or control) of boundary
conditions necessary to ensure repeatability of pulsatile shear-driven flows. Such
assessments also benefit from a systematic analysis of the sensitivity mechanisms
underlying the physical causes of the annular regime heat-flux enhancement.
The fluctuation sensitivity results reported here with regard to the length of the annular
regime (and loss of annularity), if understood with the help of suitable computational
simulation capabilities, will also contribute to the development of an understanding of
WKHYDULHW\RIFRPSOH[ÀRZPRUSKRORJLHV>±@DQGWUDQVLHQWSKHQRPHQD>±@WKDW
are possible for shear-driven condensing flows. Results similar to those reported here are
H[SHFWHGWRKROGIRUDQQXODUÀRZERLOLQJ ZLWKDQLQQRYDWLYHFRPELQDWLRQRIOLTXLGDQG
vapor flows at the boiler inlet [35]), and are currently being experimentally established
(see chapter 2 for preliminary flow boiling experimental results).
Nomenclature
ar|s:

amplitude at principal frequency of fluctuations for a variable ‘r’ taken at location
‘s’

fP:

principal frequency of inlet pressure fluctuations +]

Tࡄ w|Ref: time-averaged (mean) condensing surface temperatures that are also spatially
averaged over a given length &
Tࡄ w(x): time-averaged (mean) condensing surface temperature at downstream location ‘x’
&
িin:

mass flow rate of vapor supplied to condenser JV

hfg:

enthalpy of vaporization of the working fluid at mean inlet pressure N-NJ
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ǻSx:

pressure-difference between condenser inlet and a downstream location indicated
by ‘x’ 3DRUN3D

p:

pressure N3D

piൈn:

inlet pressure feedback control set point N3D

Vin:

cross-sectionally and temporally averaged vapor velocity at inlet PV

PID: proportional-integral-derivative approach of feedback control
t:

time VHFRQGVRUPLQXWHV

Tbath: temperature of water surrounding evaporator &
TEC: thermoelectric cooler
x:

distance from condenser inlet in direction of flow FP

x A:

instantaneous length of annular flow regime in condenser FP

x*:

distance from the condenser inlet to a fixed location of interest within the annular
flow regime FP

į:

liquid film thickness ȝm)

PC:

passive condensing surface cooling condition

MC:

mixed condensing surface cooling condition

N-IF: associated with a no-imposed fluctuation quasi-steady flow realization
IF:

associated with a quasi-steady flow realization under externally imposed
fluctuations

IF-LA:

associated with low amplitude (subcritical) imposed fluctuation
quasi-steady flows

IF-TA:

associated with a transition flow between the low and high amplitude
imposed-fluctuation responses

IF-HA:

associated with high amplitude (supercritical) imposed fluctuation
quasi-steady flows

Additional Superscripts and Subscripts:
in:

at condenser inlet

exit:

at condenser exit

cr:

associated with a “critical” or threshold level of imposed fluctuation amplitude
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Figure 3.1. Side views of (a) test-section and (b) instrumented condensing plate.

3.2. Terminologies used for the reported experimental
investigation
The horizontal channel flow in the test-section of Fig. 3.1a (channel height is ‘h’ and
channel width is ‘w’) is the model problem for this experimental study of shear-driven
flows. The flow-loop and experimental measurements described in the next section
are designed to aid in these investigations. These experiments are first carried out for
quasi-steady, shear-driven, and completely condensing flows under negligible imposed
fluctuations (termed N-IF). These flows are effectively similar to steady flows.
The flow-variables are time-averaged over sufficiently long durations, and the resulting
steady values are denoted with an over-bar. The incoming pure vapor (of FC-72 from
3M Corp., i.e. perfluorohexane) is at a mean inlet pressure of pࡄ in, mass flow rate Mࡄࡆ in, and
temperature Tࡄ V-in. The saturation temperature associated with pࡄ in (i.e. Tsat Sࡄin)) is denoted
as Tsat. The incoming vapor is slightly super-heated
(i.e. Tsat7ࡄV-in7sat + 11°C), but the effects of superheat are typically negligible over
most of the condenser’s length and pressure pulsations considered here. The
condensing-surface’s steady cooling condition is defined by the time-averaged values of
the experimentally measured transient temperature profile (i.e. Tw [W , which is denoted
as Tࡄ w [ , where x is the downstream distance from the inlet (see Fig. 3.1a).
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If the above conditions are properly chosen, the flow self-seeks an exit pressure pࡄ exit and
defines:
(i) a condensing-surface heat-flux variation qࡄ "w [ whose quasi-steady value at
x = 40 cm is experimentally measured by the heat-flux meter HFX-1 in Fig. 3.1b
and is denoted as qࡄ "40cm,
(ii) a time-averaged length of the annular zone xࡄ A which is typically less than the
condenser length ‘L’ [ࡄA/ ,
(iii) the steady film thickness įࡄ [ in the annular zone (whose instantaneous values are
denoted as į [W , and
(iv) a quasi-steady pressure-difference ǻࡄpx between the inlet and a downstream location
at ‘x’ (see Fig. 3.1a) whose value at x = 40 cm is experimentally measured and
denoted as ǻࡄp40cm.
Another differential pressure transducer (DPT-2 in Fig. 3.1a) measures the pressure
difference between x = 40 cm and x = 90 cm downstream of the condenser inlet.
Together, the two differential pressure transducers yield the approximate mean and
instantaneous pressure difference, ǻࡄp90cm and ǻS90cm W respectively, between the
condenser inlet and a location 90 cm downstream where the flow is mostly liquid. This
approximates the overall pressure drop of the 100 cm long condenser.
The actual transient values of the above described flow variables (written as steady
time-averaged values plus a time-varying part) for the negligible imposed fluctuation
(N-IF) case above, as well as the imposed fluctuation (IF) cases to be described next, are
denoted as:
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িin W Ł Mࡆࡄ inিƍin W
pin W Ł pࡄ in + p'in W
Tw [W Ł Tࡄ w [ 7ƍw [W
pexit W Ł pࡄ exit + pƍexit W
į [W Ł įࡄ [ įƍ [W
į [W _x = 40 cm Ł įࡄ40cmįƍ40cm W
xA W Ł xࡄ A + xƍA W 

















(3.1)

¨S [W ŁS W ±S [W Łǻࡄp [ ¨Sƍ [W
¨S [W _x = 40 cm Ł¨S40cm W Łǻࡄp40cm¨Sƍ40cm W
¨S [W _x = 90 cm Ł¨S90cm W Łǻࡄp90cm¨Sƍ90cm W
q"w [W Ł qࡄ "w [ T"wƍ [W
ƍ W
q"w [W _x = 40 cm Ł qࡄ "40cm + q"40cm
The fluid density, ȡ, thermal conductivity, k, specific heat, CP, and viscosity, , for either
of the two phases are modeled as approximate constants. These constant values
{ȡL, kL, C3_/L} for the liquid phase are denoted by a subscript ‘L’ and the constant
values {ȡV, kV, C3_9V} for the vapor phase are denoted by a subscript ‘V’. The latent
heat of vaporization at the inlet pressure pࡄ in is denoted as hfg.
A reference wall temperature for [[ [  FP, is defined as
T w |Ref =

1
x*

$

#
0

x*

T w (x) $ dx and another reference temperature is defined (but not used

in this paper) as T w | Ref - 2 =

1
xA

$

#
0

xA

T w (x) $ dx . For results reported here, the controlling

temperature difference is ¨7Ł Tsat – Tࡄ Z_5HI. The constant liquid properties are evaluated
at pressure pࡄ in and temperature Tࡄ Z_5HIÂ¨7, and the constant vapor properties are
evaluated at pressure pࡄ in and temperature Tsat (this is because effects of vapor superheat
can be ignored within the condenser).
From the theoretical modeling of governing equations [36 – 38] for steady annular
condensing flows, it is known that, on their non-dimensionalization, the non-dimensional
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values of all the flow variables (at non-dimensional distances [K, \K) are controlled and
characterized by the following non-dimensional numbers:
Inlet Vapor Reynolds Number:

Rein ŁȡV·Vin·KȝV, where Vin Ł Mࡆࡄ in ȡV·h·w)

Condensate Jakob Number:

Ja Ł C3_/· Tsat – Tࡄ Z_5HI))Kfg

Condensate Prandtl Number:

PrL ŁȝL·C3_/NL

Transverse Gravity Number:

Fry-1 Ł gy·K9in2

Fluid Property Ratios:

ȡVȡL andȝVȝL

(3.2)

Within the annular zone of the condenser, the experimental conditions are planned and
conducted to have minimal impact of inlet vapor superheat (as measured by Tࡄ V-in – Tsat)
as well as the liquid’s sub-cooling at the exit (which is important only over the
non-annular flow regime and is measured by Tsat – Tࡄ L-exit). Despite this, non-dimensional
values of these measures were obtained through the following non-dimensional numbers
(see Table 3.2 and its caption):
Inlet Vapor Jakob Number:

JaV-in Ł C3_9· Tࡄ V-in – Tsat))Kfg

Exit Liquid Jakob Number:

JaL-exit Ł C3_/· Tsat – Tࡄ L-exit))Kfg

(3.3)

The quasi-steady cooling conditions are specified by the spatially uniform or non-uniform
values of the condensing-surface temperature Tࡄ w [ or heat-flux qࡄ "w [ . Since condensingsurface temperature Tࡄ w [ equals the quasi-steady condensate temperature values Tࡄ L [\
at y = 0, the non-dimensional condensing-surface temperature as obtained from the nondimensionalization of the governing equations is:
(3.4)

Ĭ [K Ł Tࡄ w [ ±7sat) Tࡄ Z_5HI – Tsat)

Because of the definition in Eq. (3.4), different condensing-surface temperature variation
profiles Tࡄ w [ (corresponding to different Tࡄ Z_5HI values) that lead to approximately the
“same” non-uniform function Ĭ [K are said to correspond to approximately the “same”
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cooling condition.
The investigation of the above quasi-steady flows’ response to the imposition of
commonly occurring large amplitude fluctuations is carried out by an experimental
approach which has a “pulsator” in the flow loop that is placed upstream of the
test-section in Fig. 3.2. This pulsator is connected to the flow loop through a valve VP
(Fig. 3.2), and the level of opening of this valve controls the amplitude of the imposed
pulsations. The variation of the driving motor speed controls the predominant frequency,
fp, associated with inlet pressure fluctuation pƍin W in Eq. (3.1). The time-averaged values
of the flow variables in Eq. (3.1) are obtained at a time-scale much longer than
¨Wc ŁIP, the one associated with the imposed frequency fP.
Furthermore, the imposed fluctuation (IF) cases are studied under conditions where the
mean values Mࡆࡄ in, pࡄ in, and Tࡄ w [ are held fixed through suitable experimental controls, but
the flow is able to self-select quasi-steady values of the remaining flow variables (such as
pࡄ exit, ¨ࡄp40cm, ¨ࡄp90cm, qࡄ "40cm, xࡄ A, and įࡄ40cm). These are non-dimensionalized as follows:
nd-pࡄ in Ł pࡄ in ȡV·Vin2)
nd-pࡄ exit Ł pࡄ exit ȡV·Vin2)
QG¨ࡄp40cm Ł¨ࡄp40cm ȡV·Vin2)
(3.5)

QG¨ࡄp90cm Ł¨ࡄp90cm ȡV·Vin2)
nd-qࡄ "40cm Ł qࡄ "40cm·h) kL· Tsat – Tࡄ 40cm))
nd-xࡄ A Ł xࡄ AK
nd-įࡄ40cm Ł įࡄ40cmK

These quasi-steady flows are termed pulsatile when the dominant amplitude of mass flow
rate fluctuations ি'in W with respect to Mࡆࡄ in (or dominant amplitude of pressure-difference
fluctuations ¨S'40cm W with respect to ¨ࡄp40cm) is significant (say > 0.5). These conditions
occur even for low inlet-pressure fluctuation amplitudes (say pƍin W in the range of
40 – 300 Pa) relative to the mean inlet pressure pࡄ in (say pࡄ in in the range of
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100 – 200 kPa).
The impact of the imposed pressure fluctuation pƍin W on shear-driven flows (because of
the sensitive coupling between vapor and liquid motion) is such that both the quasi-steady
values of the flow variables (those that are not actively fixed) as well as their superposed
ƍ W , etc.) are
time-varying fluctuations’ amplitudes and frequencies (e.g. ¨Sƍ40cm W , q"40cm
significantly affected under appropriate conditions.
To characterize the amplitudes of the measured fluctuations, the amplitude-frequency
spectrums of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT, see [39]) of the measured variables are
analyzed to determine their predicted values at the pulsator’s driving frequency, fP. The
time records of these dynamically measured variables were obtained in several
 separate records, each of 5 second duration. After appropriate data processing,
the FFT magnitudes of each of these records were used to determine the representative
average driving frequency and its corresponding averaged amplitudes of the measured
variables. Some of these fluctuation amplitudes, as obtained from suitable dynamic
measurements and data processing, are denoted as:

ap-in

Ł

amplitude (at f = fP) in the FFT of p'in W _tĺf

ap-exit

Ł

amplitude (at f = fP) in the FFT of p'exit W _tĺf

aǻp-40cm Ł amplitude (at f = fP) in the FFT of ǻp'40cm W _tĺf

(3.6)

aq"-40cm Ł amplitude (at f = fP) in the FFT of q"40cm W _tĺf
In the annular regime of the above-described pulsatile flows (imposed fluctuation IF
cases) and over the short time-scales ¨Wc

ŁI

P

) of interest, the mean and fluctuating

variables are governed by the unsteady annular flow equations (see [40]). A proper
non-dimensionalization of these incompressible equations shows that, besides the
non-dimensional numbers defined in Eq. (3.2) and the affected mean flow variables
defined in Eq. (3.5), additional well-known non-dimensional numbers representing
the amplitude aǻp-x*, distance x* (in this paper, x* = 40 cm), and frequency fP (termed
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Strouhal number St) are also important. These additional numbers are:
nd-aǻp-x* Ł aǻp-x* ȡV·Vin2)
(3.7)

nd-x*

Ł

[ K

St

Ł

fPÂK9in

Since the fluctuating variables’ representative amplitudes Dp-in, aǻp-40cm, aq"-40cm, aį-40cm,
etc.) are also affected, their non-dimensional values are defined as (according to the
convention of Eq. (3.5)):

nd-ap-in

Ła

p-in

 ȡV·Vin2)

nd-aǻp-40cm Łaǻp-40cm ȡV·Vin2)
nd-aq"-40cm

Ła

nd-aį-40cm

Ł

(3.8)

ÂK kL· Tsat – Tࡄ 40cm))
q"-40cm

aį-40cmK

The transient compressibility effects in the vapor phase could be important as they are
known to be important in determining the time-varying vapor mass flow rate at locations
upstream of the condenser (see [41]). An estimated non-dimensional measure of the
importance of transient compressibility effects (which accounts for relevant effects of
forward-and-backward moving acoustic waves) in a given volume and over small
time-scales (of the order of IP) of interest here, as discussed in section 3.5, is shown in
[41] to be adequately characterized by a transient compressibility related
non-dimensional 7&1' parameter defined as TCND Total = 2 $ r $

x*
h

$`

ap - in + 0.5 $ a Dp - 40cm
2

t V $ c0

j,

where c0 is speed of sound in the saturated vapor and [ K  for the vapor volume
between x = 0 cm and x = 40 cm in the test-section.
For low amplitude ap-in imposition, it is expected that TCNDTotal values will be small, and
interfacial wave effects are adequately modeled by assuming the vapor is incompressible.
However, for high amplitude ap-in impositions, the transient compressibility parameters
TCNDTotal may be used (see [41]) to determine whether there are significant interactions
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between compressibility effects and interfacial waves. This is the reason why the values
of TCNDTotal are reported in Table 3.2. Since the non-dimensional frequency
FP  [ K ÂSt appears in the definition of TCNDTotal, it is considered a better measure
(compared to St) of non-dimensional frequency fP with regard to its relevance in
modeling effects of compressibility. Therefore FP has been reported in Table 3.2 and the
relevant Figures.
The experimental data-matrix in physical variables is listed in Table 3.1; and its values in
non-dimensional terms, along with some key experimental results, are listed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1.

Representative flow conditions for the cases used in the data-matrix of Fig. 3.14. The saturation temperature of the
The sound speed c0 showed little variation and was between 89.82 and 89.83 m/s.

Table 3.2.

Non-dimensional representation of cases in Table 3.1. The density ratio ȡV /ȡL and viscosity ratio ȝV /ȝL are not rep

variations with 0.01155 < ȡV /ȡL < 0.01157 and 0.02579 < ȝV /ȝL < 0.02599. Similarly, inlet vapor Jakob numbe
range of 0.00 – 0.05.

3.3. Experimental set-up

Figure 3.2.6FKHPDWLFRIWKHH[SHULPHQWDOÀRZORRSXVHGWRLQYHVWLJDWHFRPSOHWHFRQGHQVDWLRQ

3.3.1. Description
Fully condensing flows of FC-72 vapor are investigated in a horizontal, rectangular
cross-section (2 mm gap height and 15 mm width) duct of 1 meter length (hereafter
termed “test-section”). Its horizontal condensing-surface area PP࢜ 1 m) is the top
of a 12.7 mm thick stainless steel plate (which exhibits non-negligible thermal inertia
under transient conditions). The channel’s top and side surfaces are made of a thick
transparent material (lexan), which is covered with insulation that can be removed to
allow for flow visualization. Transport and thermodynamic fluid properties of FC-72
were obtained from 3M Corporation. This choice of fluid is for safety of operations
(e.g. non-flammable and boiling temperature of 56.6 °C) under laboratory conditions at a
university and for convenient pressure and temperature ranges for commercially available
pressure transducers.
A 0 – 300 watt electric ring heater inside the evaporator/boiler (“heat control” of
)LJ FDXVHVWKHZRUNLQJÀXLG )& WRHYDSRUDWHDQGRUH[SHULHQFHQXFOHDWH
ERLOLQJQHDUWKHKHDWHUVXUIDFH7KHYDSRUPDVVÀRZUDWHRXWRIWKHHYDSRUDWRUিin, is fed
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LQWRWKHWHVWVHFWLRQ,WVPHDQYDOXHLVPHDVXUHGE\D&RULROLVPDVVÀRZPHWHUFC, and
brought to a steady set-point value by a feedback-controlled heating of this ring heater
through a PID control implemented in LabVIEW. A description of the speed-controlled
compressor and its use may be found in [30 – 31]. It was not used (and the associated
bypass valve, VBP, was fully open) in the experiments reported here.
7KHÀRZORRSLQ)LJKDVWKUHHLQGHSHQGHQWIHHGEDFNFRQWUROVWUDWHJLHVWKDWFDQ
¿[TXDVLVWHDG\YDOXHVRIWKHLQOHWPDVVÀRZUDWHMࡆࡄ in, condensing-surface cooling
conditions, and inlet (or exit) pressure.
0HDQLQOHWPDVVÀRZUDWHMࡆࡄ inLV¿[HGWKURXJKDFWLYHIHHGEDFNFRQWURORIWKHSRZHU
input to the electric heater inside the evaporator/boiler. Evaporator pressure is stabilized
using the surrounding water reservoir temperature, Tbath.
Condensing-surface temperature Tࡄ w [ LVREWDLQHGIRUIXOO\VSHFL¿HGTXDVLVWHDG\FRROLQJ
DSSURDFKHVWKDWUHVXOWIURPDVSHFL¿HGVWHDG\WHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHFRRODQWZDWHU ZKHUHLW
¿UVWDSSURDFKHVWKHFRQGHQVLQJSODWH¶VKHDWVLQNV DQGLWVVSHFLILHGVWHDG\ÀRZUDWH
±OLWHUVPLQXWH . For the experiments reported here, the water flow rate was
between 7.3 and OLWHUVPLQXWH, and the temperature of the cooling water at the exit of
the chiller was 15 – 16 °C for the “passive cooling” condition cases and around 24 °C
for the mixed cooling condition cases.
The flow of coolant water in Fig. 3.2 (see also [24]) is supplied with the help of a
commercially available process chiller of %78KRXU (at 65 °F) cooling capacity
: at 18.3 °C), JDOORQVPLQXWH (at 50 psi) water pump rating OLWHUVPLQXWH
at 345 kPa), and thermostat control in increments of 1 °C. An adjustable bypass valve
connecting the chiller discharge and suction ports, coupled with a throttling valve (see
the simplified “cooling water” loop of Fig. 3.2), allowed the cooling water flow rate to be
varied within the range of ±OLWHUVPLQXWH over discharge pressures within the range
of 0 – 275 kPa gage.
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7KLVFRROLQJDSSURDFKPD\IXUWKHUEHVSHFL¿HGGHSHQGLQJRQZKHWKHURUQRWVHYHUDO
separately controlled thermoelectric coolers (TECs) are used (see Fig. 3.1b). These TECs
are on the bottom surface of the condensing-plate (Figs. 3.1b, 3.2) and reject heat into the
flow of cooling water underneath. When the TECs are not used, heat flows through them
by conduction into the heat sinks. For this paper, the cooling condition in which none of
the TECs are used will be compared to the cooling condition in which four of the TECs
are used. When TECs are used, two of the TECs are used to fix the wall temperatures at
38.5 cm and 58.5 cm downstream of the condenser inlet through PID feedback control
and two TECs near the exit of the condenser are used at a fixed high power level to
ensure that the fluid completely condenses before the exit of the test-section.
Either the mean exit pressure, pࡄ exit, or the mean inlet pressure, pࡄ in, can be held fixed by
active feedback control of the controllable displacement pump P. For the experiments
reported in this paper, pࡄ in is held fixed, while pࡄ exit is left free to seek its required value.
To test the hypothesis that the changes in the mean test-section pressure-difference and
annular regime heat-flux are affected by the amplitude and frequency content of the
VXSHUSRVHGSHULRGLFSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVDWWKHWHVWVHFWLRQLQOHWDSUHVVXUHSXOVDWRU
was introduced and located downstream of flow meter FC in Fig. 3.2. This pulsator (a
frequency-controlled diaphragm compressor, which is used after removing the valves
EHWZHHQLWVVXFWLRQDQGFRPSUHVVLRQFKDPEHUV FDQQRWFKDQJHWKHPHDQÀRZUDWHEXWLV
DEOHWRSURYLGHDQLQGHSHQGHQWFRQWURORQSUHVVXUHDQGPDVVÀRZUDWHÀXFWXDWLRQVSUHVHQW
at the test-section inlet. The frequency of the pulsator's imposed pressure fluctuations is
controlled by the pulsator motor speed, and their representative amplitude is controlled
by the throttling valve VP. The fluctuational component of the mass flow rate is obtained
(see [41]) by suitable dynamic pressure-difference measurements across an orifice-plate
flow meter of our own design (see Fig. 3.2).
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3.3.2. Instrumentation
.XOLWHÀXVKW\SHDEVROXWHSUHVVXUHWUDQVGXFHUVDUHXVHGLQWKHWHVWVHFWLRQDWORFDWLRQV
10 cm and 90 cm downstream of the test-section inlet. Their accuracies, after
calibration, are ± 0.7 kPa. A total of four high-accuracy pressure transducers from
Omega Engineering are used. These measure upstream and downstream absolute
SUHVVXUHVIRUWKHRUL¿FHPHWHUDQGWKHWHVWVHFWLRQFRQGHQVHU7KHLUDFFXUDFLHV
after calibration, are ± 0.2 kPa for the test-section transducers and ± 0.5 kPa for
WKHWUDQVGXFHUVDWWKHRUL¿FHPHWHULQ)LJ7KHDFFXUDFLHVRIWKHRWKHUSUHVVXUH
transducers in the system are approximately within ± 0.6 kPa.
The differential pressure transducer DPT-1 (see Fig. 3.1a), used to measure the
pressure-difference, ǻS40cm, across the first 40 cm of the test-section, is from Validyne
Inc. It is a variable-reluctance-type transducer, and its accuracy, after calibration, is
± 20 Pa. The second differential pressure transducer DPT-2 (also from Validyne Inc.,
see Fig. 3.1a) measures pressure-difference across most of the remainder of the
test-section length. When added, the readings from DPT-1 and DPT-2 yield the
total pressure-difference, ǻS90cm, between the test-section inlet and a location 90 cm
downstream of the inlet, where the vapor has completely or very nearly completely
condensed. For most of the high amplitude cases in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the pressure peaks
across DPT-2 were outside of its measureable range, so no values of ǻࡄp90cm or aǻSFP
are reported for these cases. The main difference between ǻS40cm and ǻS90cm is that
ǻS40cm is the pressure-difference where the flow regime is only annular, but ǻS90cm is the
pressure-difference inclusive of all the flow regimes in the test-section. The accuracy of
ǻS90cm is approximately ± 50 Pa.
Temperatures are measured by T-type thermocouples with accuracies, after calibration,
lying within ± 1 °C7KHKHDWÀX[PHWHUHFX-1 (from Vatell Corporation) in Fig. 3.1b
has an accuracy of approximately ± 7.2 % of its reading, in :FP2, and an approximate
range of ±:FP2ZKHQXVHGZLWKRXUH[LVWLQJDPSOL¿HUDQGGDWDDFTXLVLWLRQ
V\VWHP7KHPHDQPDVVÀRZUDWHPHDVXUHGIURPWKH&RULROLV0HWHUFc, in Fig. 3.2 is
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accurate up to ± 0.35 %RIWKHPHDVXUHGÀRZRUZLWKLQJVIRUWKHÀRZUDWH
JV investigated here. Only the quasi-steady mean mass flow rate can be obtained
from the Coriolis meter )c) readings as the device cannot resolve the frequencies of
interest for dynamic data acquisition.
7KHRUL¿FHSODWHIORZPHWHULQGLFDWHGLQ)LJLVRXURZQGHVLJQDQGLWVG\QDPLF
SUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHVLJQDOLQFRQMXQFWLRQZLWKFRPSXWDWLRQDOÀXLGG\QDPLFDQDO\VLVDQG
suitable calibration experiments, can yield approximate estimates of the time-varying
YDOXHVRIPDVVÀRZUDWHVIOXFWXDWLQJDURXQGDVWHDG\PHDQ VHH(T DWWKHH[LWRIWKH
orifice meter. The implementation of the measurement principle developed by us [41]
for this purpose needs additional work to relate the predicted time-varying mass flow
rate at the exit of the orifice-meter to the time-varying mass flow rate at the inlet of the
test-section. For this reason, only one rough estimate of the time-varying mass flow rate
at the test-section inlet is presented here (see Fig. 3.3). Despite this, the result in Fig. 3.3
is sufficient to demonstrate the fact that (for the high amplitude imposed pulsation cases)
the amplitude of mass flow rate fluctuations is significant compared to its mean value.
Forthcoming experiments will use an improved method (to be reported elsewhere) which
is expected to yield more accurate results for mass flow rate pulsations at both the exit of
the orifice meter and the inlet of the test-section. The accuracy of the flow amplitude in
Fig. 3.3 is approximately ± 40%.
For typical reporting of mean quasi-steady data of all variables over minutes to hours,
the National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system is used, and data are acquired at
approximately 1.1 second intervals. Some of these variables’ dynamic data are acquired
every 0.5 ms over occasional 5 s intervals. Together, the two rates of data acquisition
(DAQ rates) reliably yield the signals’ frequency content over 0 - 1000 Hz. The DAQ
devices used to acquire data at 1.1 s intervals and run the feedback controls are NI’s
PCI-6251 card, used with their SCXI-1000 chassis, containing one SCXI-1102 module,
one SCXI-1102B module, and two SCXI-1124 modules. The thermocouples are all run
WKURXJKWKH6&;,PRGXOH7KHSUHVVXUHÀRZDQGKHDWÀX[WUDQVGXFHUVDUHDOOUXQ
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through the SCXI-1102B module. The TECs ±P$ , compressor ±9 , and
pulsator (0 – 10 V) output signals are run through the SCXI-1124 modules. The dynamic
data are all acquired using the NI USB-6211 DAQ platform. The electrical signal output
for control of pumps 9 analog) and relays 9 variable width and frequency
pulse train to vary the electrical power supplied to the Heat Control in Fig. 3.2) are also
run through the USB-6211 system, updated at 1.1 second intervals. The still pictures
and video (Videos 3-1 – 3-3 in the accompanying data disc) are taken with a Nikon
Coolpix P500 camera that is mounted on a suitably located track.

Figure 3.3.7KHSUHGLFWHGHVWLPDWHG >@ YDOXHVRIWKHWLPHYDU\LQJPDVVÀRZUDWHV۵OM-exit(t) at
WKHRUL¿FHPHWHUH[LWDQG۵in(t) at the test-section inlet. The data was taken from the case P02

(fP = 10.1 Hz) in Table 3.1.
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3.3.3. Cooling conditions and procedure
The condensing surface's cooling approaches (which define its thermal boundary
condition) investigated here consist of a combination of the following:
(i) &RRODQWZDWHUÀRZVWKURXJKKHDWVLQNVXQGHUWKH12.7 mm thick condensing plate
DWDFRQWUROOHGVWHDG\ÀRZUDWH P3KU and inlet temperature & .
(ii) Two thermoelectric coolers, namely TEC-4 and TEC-6 (see Fig. 3.1b), removing
heat from approximate effective areas of FP[FP and
FP[FP respectively, are PID controlled at 45 °C using the
thermocouples at x = 38.5 cm and x = 48.5 cm respectively. For some of the
cases in Table 3.1, TEC-6 was unable to hold the wall temperature at x = 48.5 cm
to 45 °C, so it ran at full power instead.
(iii) Two thermoelectric coolers (TEC-9 and TEC-10 of Fig. 3.1b), removing heat from
an effective area that lies between x = 80 cm and x = 100 cm, are maintained at a
sufficient constant voltage (approximately constant heat absorption rate) to ensure
that the fluid completely condenses within the test-section.
The above-described cooling approaches are used to define the condensing-surface
thermal boundary conditions. For the data presented in this paper, we have defined two
different cooling conditions. “Cooling-condition-1,” termed “passive” cooling (PC),
consists of using method (i) for all locations under the condensing plate (see Fig. 3.1).
“Cooling-condition-2,” termed “mixed” cooling (MC), consists of using methods (ii)
and (iii) at the indicated locations over and above the continued use of the method (i) at
all the other locations. Earlier data (not reported here, but reported in [31]) only used the
“mixed” cooling-condition-2 approach. Also, similar steady cooling approaches were
used in [30 – 31].
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3.3.4. Procedures
3.3.4.1. No-imposed fluctuation steady/quasi-steady flows
The procedure is for achieving nearly steady (quasi-steady, with no deliberately imposed
IOXFWXDWLRQV ²DOVRFDOOHG³QDWXUDO´²IXOO\FRQGHQVLQJÀRZVZKRVHHIIHFWLYHSRLQWRI
full condensation is within the test-section. In this context, “natural” is taken to mean
without pulsator imposed fluctuations at the inlet, although ubiquitous miniscule
perturbations on the flow caused by wall vibrations, vapor turbulence upstream of the
condenser, etc. may still be present. Downstream of the exit (including the “visualization
FKDPEHU´LQ)LJ WKHÀRZORRSLVDOOOLTXLGXSWRWKHHYDSRUDWRU7KLVSURFHGXUH
involves:
(i) keeping the compressor and the pulsator off with the bypass valve 9BP in Fig. 3.2)
fully open,
(ii) ¿[LQJWKHHYDSRUDWRUEDWKWHPSHUDWXUHTbath,
(iii) KROGLQJ¿[HGWKH&RULROLVPDVVÀRZPHWHUFc LQ)LJ UHDGLQJRIWKHPDVVÀRZ
rate Mࡆࡄ in by a PID control of the evaporator internal heater,
(iv) steadying the condensing-surface temperature to a profile Tࡄ w [ with the help of one
of the cooling approaches described in section 3.3.3, and
(v) using the controllable displacement pump P, through a PID control, to hold the
PHDQLQOHWSUHVVXUH¿[HGDWpࡄ in = piൈn. This procedure allows the mean exit pressure
pࡄ exit to freely seek its no-imposed-fluctuation (abbreviated “N-IF” hereafter)
steady value pࡄ H[LW_1,) and defines the no-imposed-fluctuation (N-IF) quasi-steady
ÀRZZLWKLWVVHOIVRXJKWSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHǻࡄp_1,) = piൈn – pࡄ H[LW_1)Łǻࡄp_1D. A more
comprehensive experimental characterization of these natural quasi-steady flows
has been reported in [40].

3.3.4.2. Quasi-steady response to imposed fluctuations
,QWKLVSURFHGXUHWKHPHDQPDVVÀRZUDWHMࡆࡄ in, mean inlet pressure pࡄ in, and the steady
FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQVUHPDLQWKHVDPHDVWKHRQHVREWDLQHGIRUWKHRULJLQDOQRÀXFWXDWLRQ
ÀRZLQVHFWLRQ7KHFRPSUHVVRUFRQWLQXHVWRUHPDLQRIIZLWKWKHE\SDVVYDOYH
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VBP, fully open. In addition, the bath temperature, Tbath, surrounding the evaporator is
also kept constant. The pulsator-supplied frequencies for the pressure fluctuations at the
test-section inlet are predominantly the frequency (or the rpm) of the motor driving the
pulsator and its harmonics. For Tables 3.1 and 3.2 in this chapter (also Tables 1 – 2 in
[1]), the harmonics are not separately characterized, and the fluctuational components of
the reported pressures and heat-flux are assumed to be adequately characterized by their
amplitudes at the pulsator driving frequency, fP (in the 0 – 29 Hz range), corresponding
to the pulsator motor speed (RPM). This is the frequency corresponding to the highest
physically significant peak in the FFT of pƍin W (see Fig. 3.20). The amplitude ap-in of the
pressure fluctuations associated with this frequency fP is increased by increasing the level
of opening of the valve VP in Fig. 3.2. When valve VP is closed, this amplitude ap-in is
effectively zero.
The above approaches allow for impositions of different test-section inlet pressure
fluctuation amplitudes, ap-in, and fluctuation frequencies, fP. These impositions (for the
same quasi-steady inlet pressure) are shown here to lead to different quasi-steady flows
with different values of quasi-steady local heat-flux (in the annular regime) and different
mean lengths, xࡄ A, of the annular regime (see Fig. 3.4). For these new quasi-steady
imposed-fluctuation (abbreviated “IF” hereafter) cases, mean values and amplitudes of
pressure-differences ¨ࡄp40cm and ¨ࡄp90cm ORFDOKHDWÀX[ qࡄ "40cm at HFX-1 in Fig. 3.1b),
test-section thermocouple readings (reported as Tࡄ 40cm and Tࡄ Z_5HI), length xA of the annular
regime (see Figs. 3.1a and 3.4), etc., are recorded (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.4. Sample flow visualization photographs for select cases in Table 3.1. The length of the annular flow reg

corresponding strip picture. The non-annular flow regime sections also have background shading in between the p

3.4. Results
This section represents a significant expansion on the results presented in the original
publication of this paper [1]. New figures have been added, and discussions have been
expanded and updated to reflect new understanding presented in chapter 2. Some of the
content has also been edited for clarification and readability.
3.4.1. No-imposed fluctuation condensing flow results
As depicted in Figs. 3.5 – 3.6, over the time intervals t1WW1ൈ, the procedure described
LQVHFWLRQLVHIIHFWLYHLQDFKLHYLQJDXQLTXHQRLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQ 1,) 
TXDVLVWHDG\QDWXUDOÀRZIRUMࡆࡄ in§JV, quasi-steady cooling-condition-1 as
VSHFL¿HGLQVHFWLRQ ZKLFKFRUUHVSRQGVWRQHDUO\VWHDG\1,)ZDOOWHPSHUDWXUH
distributions Tࡄ w [ shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.9), and approximately quasi-steady inlet
pressure set at piൈn = 142 kPa)RUDFKLHYLQJWKHVHÀRZVWKHFRPSUHVVRUDQGSXOVDWRU
ZHUHRII7KHUHVXOWLQJÀRZKDVDQHIIHFWLYHSRLQWRIIXOOFRQGHQVDWLRQQHDUWKH
WHVWVHFWLRQH[LWDQGKDVDÀRZPRUSKRORJ\WKDWFKDQJHV ZLWKGLVWDQFHIURPWKH
test-section inlet) from wavy annular to slug/plug to bubbly to all-liquid regimes (see
Figs. 3.1a and 3.4).
For case NF3 in Table 3.1, we see that the annular regime differential pressure transducer
'37± in Fig. 3.1a) records the pressure drop (denoted as ¨ࡄp40cm) with the value of
approximately 131 Pa, which is quite small relative to the mean inlet pressure of
142 kPa$OVRWKHKHDWÀX[LQWKHDQQXODUUHJLRQDWWKHHFX-1 location (see Fig. 3.1b)
is qࡄ "40cm§:FP2 as shown in Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.1. The uniqueness and
repeatability of these realizations have been shown elsewhere (see [30] and [40]) by a
slightly different procedure.
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Figure 3.5.,QOHWPDVVÀRZUDWHDQGSUHVVXUHPHDVXUHGDWORZ'$4UDWHIRU³SDVVLYH´FRROLQJ
condition cases NF3, P07, and P02 in Table 3.1. Dashed lines represent long-term time-averages
RIWKHGDWD7KHVHFDVHVDUHWHUPHGQRLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQV 1,) ORZDPSOLWXGHLPSRVHG
ÀXFWXDWLRQV ,)/$ DQGKLJKDPSOLWXGHLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQV ,)+$ UHVSHFWLYHO\

Figure 3.6.+HDWÀX[ DWx = 40 cm)DQGH[LWSUHVVXUHPHDVXUHGDWORZ'$4UDWHIRU³SDVVLYH´
FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQFDVHV1) 1,) 3 ,)/$ DQG3 ,)+$ LQ7DEOH'DVKHGOLQHV
UHSUHVHQWORQJWHUPWLPHDYHUDJHVRIWKHGDWD1RWHWKHHQKDQFHPHQWLQWKHPHDQKHDWÀX[
EODFNGDVKHGOLQH IRUWKHKLJKDPSOLWXGHLPSRVHGÀXFWXDWLRQ ,)+$ FDVH7KHPHDQLQOHWDQG
H[LWSUHVVXUHYDOXHVDUHQRWSUHFLVHHQRXJKWR\LHOGDQDFFXUDWHGLIIHUHQWLDOSUHVVXUH ZKHQH[LW
pressure values are subtracted from inlet pressure values) due to calibration uncertainty. Note
WKDWWKHKHDWÀX[q"40cm for IF-HA case P02 was outside of the measurement range for the low
data acquisition rate data reported here; however, it was within the measurement range for the
dynamic data reported in Fig. 3.13. Average values of q"40cm qպ "40cm) used to generate the black
GDVKHGOLQHDQGUHSRUWHGLQ7DEOHIRUFDVH3ZHUHREWDLQHGXVLQJWKHG\QDPLFGDWD ZKLFK
had a higher measurement range), so their values are trustworthy.
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3.4.2 Quasi-steady condensing flows with imposed
inlet-pressure fluctuations
In the presence of a steady pulsator driving frequency, following the procedure described
in section 3.3.4.2, as the compressor remained off and the pulsator diaphragm frequency
was brought from zero to different steady values +], 10.2 Hz, 10.5 Hz, and
16.1 Hz), different quasi-steady imposed-fluctuation cases were achieved. For these
quasi-steady cases, the impositions of different time-varying inlet pressures are
represented as:
pin W Ł pࡄ in_IF + pƍin W ,

(3.9)

where
(3.10)

pƍin W ~
= [ap-in·VLQ ·ʌ·fP·t)] + other terms.
The value of the amplitude ap-in in Eq. (3.10) is the amplitude associated with the
predominant pulsator frequency ‘fP’ in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectrum
obtained for the dynamic inlet pressure transducer signal pin W . Analogous to

Eqs. (3.9) – (3.10), for any other dynamic variable ; W associated with these quasi-steady
flows, the notations used are:
; W Ł Xࡄ in_IF + Xƍ W ,

(3.11)

where
Xƍ W ~
= [aX·VLQ ·ʌ·fP·t + ĳX)] + other terms.

(3.12)

The experimentally measured values of িin W and pin W obtained at the lower DAQ rate
of 0.91 Hz are shown in Fig. 3.5, the corresponding measured values of the q"40cm W
and pexit W are shown in Fig. 3.6, and the corresponding measured temperature values
of Tࡄ w [ are shown in Fig. 3.7. In Figs. 3.5 – 3.6, results for a representative lower
amplitude imposed fluctuation case (termed IF-LA) are shown over t2WW2ൈ, and a
representative higher amplitude fluctuation case (termed IF-HA) is shown over t3WW3ൈ.
Passive cooling condition is used, and the pulsation frequency is approximately 10.2 Hz.
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Figure 3.7.4XDVLVWHDG\ZDOOWHPSHUDWXUHSUR¿OHVXQGHU³SDVVLYH´FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQVZLWK
FRRODQW ZDWHU LQOHWWHPSHUDWXUHDQGÀRZUDWHPDLQWDLQHGQHDU15 °C and 7.9 lpm, respectively.
The N-IF, IF-LA, and IF-HA cases correspond to cases NF3, P07, and P02 from Table 3.1.

Figure 3.8.1RQGLPHQVLRQDOZDOOWHPSHUDWXUHGLVWULEXWLRQFKDUWXQGHU³SDVVLYH´FRROLQJ
conditions. This is the non-dimensional representation of Fig. 3.7 for cases NF3, P07, and P02
from Tables 3.1 – 3.2. The average wall temperature Tպ w|Ref is represented by Ĭ .
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The non-dimensional condensing-surface temperature profile in Fig. 3.8 approximately
satisfies the Eq. (3.4) requirement that all temperature profiles of Fig. 3.7 lead to an
approximately “single” curve (representing the mean of the depicted curves). This curve
in Fig. 3.8 defines the “cooling-condition-1.”
Due to the control strategy described in section 3.3, the mean inlet mass flow rate
and inlet pressure were maintained at their N-IF quasi-steady values throughout the
imposition of pulsations of low and high amplitude. This fact is also evident in Fig. 3.5.
As a result of the higher heat-flux values associated with IF-HA cases and the nature of
the “passive” steady cooling condition in section 3.3.3 (which allows surface temperature
variations), following thermal transients associated with the thick condensing plate,
different quasi-steady wall temperature distributions Tࡄ w [ _IF-HA7ࡄw [ _IF-LA§7ࡄw [ _N-IF
are achieved, and this is shown in Fig. 3.7.
In contrast, for the “mixed” cooling condition (see section 3.3.3) which fixes condensing
surface temperatures at two locations, the variations in the wall temperature are
significantly reduced as shown in Fig. 3.9. Also, analogous to Fig. 3.8, an approximate
single “mixed” cooling condition (defined as Cooling Condition 2 in section 3.3.3) is
again defined by an approximate “single” curve by the non-dimensional wall temperature
profiles (see Eq. 3.4) corresponding to these cases, and it is represented by the
temperature profile in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.9.4XDVLVWHDG\ZDOOWHPSHUDWXUHSUR¿OHVXQGHUWKH³PL[HG´FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQVZLWK
WHPSHUDWXUHVDSSUR[LPDWHO\KHOG¿[HGDW38.5 cm and 58.5 cm downstream of the inlet. The
N-IF, IF-LA, and IF-HA cases correspond to cases NF1, C15, and C05 from Table 3.1.

Figure 3.10.1RQGLPHQVLRQDOZDOOWHPSHUDWXUHGLVWULEXWLRQFKDUWXQGHUWKH³PL[HG´FRROLQJ
conditions. This is the non-dimensional representation of Fig. 3.9 for cases NF1, C15, and C05
from Tables 3.1 – 3.2. The average wall temperature Tպ w|Ref is represented by Ĭ .
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The mean exit liquid pressure shifted downward slightly for the passive cooling (PC)
condition IF-HA case in Fig. 3.6, but no such shift was significant for any of the mixed
cooling (MC) condition cases of Table 3.1. However, for the cases considered in
Figs. 3.5 – 3.6, the main effect of the high amplitude pressure fluctuations on the annular
flow was an approximately 380 % increase in the mean heat-flux at the 40 cm location,
qࡄ "40cm, compared with the corresponding N-IF case NF3. Similar enhancement
± in qࡄ "40cm was observed for IF-HA cases at all of the frequencies
investigated under both cooling conditions (see qࡄ "40cm increase in Table 3.2). The
underlying reasons for this enhancement, to be discussed later, are dynamic, and this is
clear from the dynamic data (acquired at 2000 Hz) for inlet pressure pin W shown in
Fig. 3.11, pressure-difference ¨S40cm W shown in Fig. 3.12 and heat-flux q"40cm W shown in
Fig. 3.13 for the passive cooling condition. Similar dynamic behavior for these measured
parameters occurred under the mixed cooling condition, but their time-histories are not
reported here for brevity. Sample visualization pictures for select cases in Fig. 3.4 show
the effects of imposed fluctuations on the flow morphology and on the length of the
annular flow regime.
Over t2WW2ൈ (case P07 in Tables 3.1 – 3.2) and t3WW3ൈ (case P02 in the Tables), the
WLPHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHLQOHWSUHVVXUHLQOHWPDVVÀRZUDWHH[LWSUHVVXUHDQGKHDWIOX[
in Figs. 3.5 – 3.6 do not represent their actual fluctuations (see Figs. 3.11 – 3.13) at the
dominant frequency fP§+] present in these signals because of the significantly lower
DAQ rate used (approximately 0.91 Hz). Only variations over longer periods of time
(on the order of minutes) are captured in Figs. 3.5 – 3.6.
Note that the values of qࡄ "40cm for the high amplitude cases as reported in Table 3.1 and
elsewhere were obtained by averaging dynamic data of the type shown in Fig. 3.13 for
individual dynamic data sets and then averaging these averages for multiple dynamic
data sets taken over sufficiently long periods of time. In other words, the clipped low
DAQ rate data of the type shown in Fig. 3.6 for t3WW3ൈ were not used in obtaining any
reported qࡄ "40cm values.
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A representative data-matrix, in terms of the amplitude ap-in (defined in Eqs. 3.9 – 3.10)
and frequency fP of the inlet pressure fluctuation impositions, is shown in Fig. 3.14.
Figure 3.15 reveals the fact that, for a given frequency fP, the heat-flux enhancement
increases significantly with amplitude for cases whose amplitudes are above the
Transition Region-1 — with diminishing returns eventually setting in at amplitudes above
the Transition Region-2.
7KHG\QDPLFSUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHGDWDIURPWKHVSHFLDOO\GHVLJQHGRUL¿FHSODWHPHWHU
in Fig. 3.2 is processed, with the help of the new method described in [41], to yield the
dynamic mass flow rate signal িOM W at the exit of the orifice meter. Applying ad-hoc
corrections accounting for transient compressibility effects as a first order estimate ([41]),
and knowing that the principal harmonic effect dominates as far as inlet mass flow িin W 
is concerned, it suffices to show a representative (for case P02 in Table 3.1)
িin W ~
=িOM W ·C in Fig. 3.3, where ‘C’ accounts for compressibility effects ([41])
between the orifice-meter exit and the test-section inlet.
As discussed later, the basic result, that the principal (fundamental) amplitude aিLQ of
inlet mass flow rate fluctuations িin W is large compared to its mean value Mࡆࡄ in and is
greater than all harmonics, remains true for all high amplitude imposed fluctuation cases.
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Figure 3.11. Dynamic data of the inlet vapor pressure pin(t) for low amplitude (IF-LA), transition amplitude (IF-TA),
cases P07, P05, and P02, respectively, in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.12. Dynamic data of the pressure-drop ¨S40cm(t) for low amplitude (IF-LA), transition amplitude (IF-TA), a
cases P07, P05, and P02, respectively, in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.13. Dynamic data of annular flow regime heat-flux q"40cm(t) for low amplitude (IF-LA), transition amplitude
condition cases P07, P05, and P02, respectively, in Table 3.1.

3.4.3. Experimental observation of heat-flux enhancement and
changes to the flow due to imposed fluctuations
3.4.3.1. Annular regime
Figures 3.5 – 3.13 show that the effects of fluctuations in the vapor flow does (for IF-HA
cases) or does not (for IF-LA cases) significantly change the quasi-steady flow variables
associated with changes in time-averaged heat-flux (or mean condensate thickness), flow
morphology, or condensate motion relative to the natural (N-IF) case over t1WW1ൈ.
The variables affected include mean heat-flux qࡄ "40cm in Figs. 3.6 and 3.13, time-averaged
condensing-surface temperatures Tࡄ w [ in Figs. 3.7 and 3.9, flow morphology in Fig. 3.4,
etc.
For the fP = 10.2 Hz case, as the valve VP in Fig. 3.2 is gradually opened to increase the
pulsation amplitude associated with point P1 to that associated with point P2 in Fig. 3.14,
a transition point T1 or a Transition Region-1 (see Figs. 3.14 – 3.15) is crossed. A similar
transition point is crossed for any other frequency (e.g., T2 is a representative transition
point in Fig. 3.14 for fP = 16.2 Hz), and these transition cases (T1, T2, etc.) are denoted
“IF-TA” in Fig. 3.14 and Tables 3.1 – 3.2.
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Figure 3.14.7KHDPSOLWXGHIUHTXHQF\GDWDPDWUL[PDSIRUWKHLPSRVHGLQOHWSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQ
cases in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.15.+HDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQWYVpin amplitude chart for different pulsator frequencies. The
EHKDYLRULVVLPLODUIRUWZRGLIIHUHQWFRQGHQVLQJVXUIDFHFRROLQJFRQGLWLRQV 3DVVLYH&RROLQJ3&
and Mixed Cooling, MC).
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The slope of the heat flux qࡄ "40cm versus inlet pressure fluctuation amplitude curve in
Fig. 3.15 significantly increases as Transition Region-1 is crossed from low-amplitude
to high-amplitude. From Fig. 3.13 it is also clear that the transition value of inlet
pressure pulsations’ amplitude corresponds to a case where the time-varying nature
of heat-flux shows a pattern that is intermediate between the low amplitude and high
amplitude pulsation cases. This intermediate feature, over t2WW2ൈ in Fig. 3.13, exhibits
occasional appearances and disappearances of the 10.2 Hz frequency peaks.
The representative mean value, ǻࡄp40cm, and real-time variations, ¨S40cm W , of the annular
regime pressure drop are respectively shown in Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.12 for IF-LA, IF-TA,
and IF-HA cases (P07, P05, and P02 respectively). The slight increase in mean values of
ǻࡄp40cm as one goes from IF-LA to IF-HA cases in Table 3.1 may provide an increase in
the mean values of effective interfacial shear over [FP, but it is not significant
enough to cause the dramatic decrease in the mean value įࡄ [ of the instantaneous
condensate thickness profile į [W  observed at the x = 40 cm location (determined
after the publication of [1]). Instead, other factors (e.g. solid-liquid-vapor interaction in
the interfacial wave troughs and wave-induced interface texturing) described in detail in
sections 2.3.5 and 3.4.5 are now thought to be the primary causes of the
pulsation-induced reduction in the time-averaged film thickness profile įࡄ [ . The
time-varying nature of the instantaneous film thickness profiles į40cm W for these three
cases can be inferred (see Fig. 3.16) because the heat transfer in the thin annular liquid
film is heavily dominated by conduction across the film (see [36 – 38]). Therefore,
heat-flux may be related to film thickness by the following relationship:
(3.13)

q"40cm W ~
= kLÂ Tsat – T40cm W ) į40cm W

In Eq. (3.13), both q"40cm W (see Fig. 3.13) and T40cm W ~
= Tࡄ 40cm (see Table 3.1) are directly
measured by the heat-flux meter and its embedded thermocouple. The value of liquid
thermal conductivity, kL, is taken at the average of Tsat and the measured Tࡄ 40cm.
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Figure 3.16.'\QDPLFFDOFXODWHGGDWDIRU¿OPWKLFNQHVV VHH(TV± DQGSUHVVXUH
~ p W ±ǻS
p40cm(t) =
(t). These are representative responses for the IF-HA case P02 in
in
40cm

Table 3.1.

Although the transition points define a narrow band within the grey curve in Fig. 3.14, for
present purposes it suffices to model it as a single transition amplitude curve acrp-in I . The
Transition Region-1 in Fig. 3.14 partitions the data-matrix for the imposed inlet pressure
pulsations into a subcritical zone below this transition curve and a supercritical zone
above this transition curve. As an example, for the low amplitude IF-LA case associated
with point P1 in the subcritical zone of Fig. 3.14, one has qࡄ "40cm§:FP2, and for
the high amplitude IF-HA case associated with point P2 in the supercritical zone of
Fig. 3.14, one has qࡄ "40cm§:FP2 ! increase). Utilizing the notations
introduced in Eqs. (3.9) – (3.12) and the notation acrp-in I used for the transition amplitude
curve in Fig. 3.14, one can say that an inlet pressure pulsation for a fixed pࡄ in is subcritical
if
cr
ap - in ap - in
pin < pin ,
and it is supercritical if
cr
ap - in ap - in
pin > pin .
An estimate of

cr

ap - in
pin

(3.14)

(3.15)

at the frequencies investigated here may be obtained from the values

reported in Table 3.1. In a fully condensing flow, where the exiting liquid is sufficiently
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sub-cooled and no vapor pockets exist immediately downstream of the condenser, the
time-varying inlet mass flow rate, condensing-surface cooling conditions, and time
varying pressure at a single point in the flow field (which, in this case, is a point on
the inlet cross-section) are sufficient to fully specify the flow. This is because, if the
condenser exit is sufficiently downstream of the all liquid zone, the pressure oscillations
at the test-section exit are not associated with acoustic waves that reflect (see
section 3.4.5), so they do not affect upstream liquid morphology in the flow condensation
region. Therefore, the convention of Eqs. (3.14) – (3.15) is used in Figs. 3.14 – 3.15.
Alternatively, for better characterization of the effects of pulsations over the annular zone
region of [FP, one could use amplitude-frequency content characterizations
of the fluctuations present in the representative pressure-difference signal ǻS40cm W . For
example, by using ; ǻS40cm W in Eqs. (3.11) – (3.12) for characterizing fluctuations,
and defining the critical transition curve as acrǻp-40cm I in an alternate version of Fig. 3.14,
one could re-state the conditions in Eqs. (3.14) – (3.15). In this alternative definition,
one could say a pulsation is subcritical or supercritical if, respectively, the following is
satisfied:
cr

a Dp - 40cm a Dp - 40cm
<
Dp 40cm
Dp 40cm
An estimate of

cr

a Dp - 40cm
Dp 40cm

cr

a Dp - 40cm a Dp - 40cm
or
.
>
Dp 40cm
Dp 40cm

(3.16)

at the frequencies investigated is easily obtained from the values

reported in Tables 3.1 – 3.2.
1RWHWKDWWKHDPSOLWXGHRIWKHLQOHWSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVUHODWLYHWRWKHPHDQLQOHW
pressure remains small for both subcritical and supercritical fluctuations and is not a true
measure of its impact. It is the fluctuation amplitude’s value relative to the small annular
zone condenser pressure-difference (as in Eq. 3.16) that is indicative. This is why the
alternative definition in Eq. (3.16) is preferable from the point of view of the flow physics
in the annular zone.
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Considering the important role of the pressure-difference from the inlet to the heat-flux
measurement location in the response of the flow, it is also possible to express the
heat-flux enhancement shown in Fig. 3.15 in terms of aǻSFP instead of in terms of ap-in
(see Fig. 3.17). Indeed, consideration of the flow dynamics according to classical flow
physics suggests a qualitative correlation between the fluctuations in ǻS40cm W and the
dynamic bulk vapor volume flow rate (and by extension the dynamic vapor velocity
fields) in the first 40 cm of the condenser. The vapor velocity flow fields which correlate
with bulk vapor volume flow rate drive dynamic interfacial shear stress variations along
the liquid-vapor interface in this region.
The relationship between pƍin W and the dynamic volume flow rates which drive ǻSƍ40cm W
is very complex and is governed by viscous, acoustic and other inertial effects which
depend on the geometry of the test-section and the flow geometry immediately upstream
of the test-section, along with the ability of the condensing film to absorb mechanical
energy from the acoustic waves. Describing these effects in detail is beyond the scope of
this dissertation, although some qualitative explanations are given later in section 3.4.5.
The complexities are compounded by the fact that changes in flow direction and area at
the test-section inlet immediately upstream of the x = 0 cm location introduce their own
acoustic waves and preclude the turbulent vapor flow entering the condenser from being
considered “developed” until around x = 7.5 cm.
The analogue of Fig. 3.15 for ǻS40cm W is shown in Fig. 3.17, where it may be seen that
the frequency dependence of the heat flux enhancement has shifted from the relationship
shown in Fig. 3.15. Notice particularly that the curve for fP = 3.9 Hz is to the left of the
other curves in Fig. 3.17, whereas it is to the right of the other curves in Fig. 3.15. This
is because at this lower frequency, the amplitude of the inlet pressure fluctuations at fP is
significantly more than the amplitude of the pressure-difference between the x = 0 cm
and the x = 40 cm locations in the condenser. For the higher values of fP, the values
of ap-in and aǻSFP are more similar, indicating that the hydrodynamics of the flow are
significantly frequency-dependent, although the shape of the curves in Fig. 3.15 and
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Fig. 3.17 and the levels of enhancement in qࡄ "40cm achieved are similar for all frequencies
fP investigated.
A similar frequency effect was observed for all-annular condensing flows in
Figs. 2.21 – 2.22 of chapter 2. It is expected that, as reported in Fig. 2.23 of chapter 2
for all-annular condensing flows, for these fully condensing flows ap-40cm also directly
correlates with ǻqࡄ "40cm Ł qࡄ "40cm – qࡄ "40cm_N-IF.

Figure 3.17.+HDWÀX[HQKDQFHPHQWYVǻS40cm amplitude chart for different pulsator frequencies.
7KHEHKDYLRULVVLPLODUIRUWZRGLIIHUHQWFRQGHQVLQJVXUIDFHFRROLQJFRQGLWLRQV 3DVVLYH&RROLQJ
PC, and Mixed Cooling, MC).

The mechanical energy carried by the inlet pressure fluctuations increases with their
dominant frequency fP, the amplitude of absolute pressure fluctuations at this value of fP,
and the amplitude of bulk volume flow rate fluctuations at this value of fP. While the
3.9 Hz IF-HA cases in Figs. 3.15 and 3.17 have a lower value of fP and aǻSFP, they
have a significantly higher value of ap-in, so the energy-efficiency of the heat-flux
enhancement may depend on competing phenomena. A concurrent measurement of inlet
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pressure pƍin W and volume flow rate Qƍin W fluctuations at fP at or slightly upstream of the
x = 0 cm location of Fig. 3.1 is necessary to evaluate the physical energy entering the
test-section as a result of the imposed fluctuations (or Qƍin W may be calculated from mass
flow rate fluctuations িƍin W . The mass flow rates in Fig. 3.3 are not sufficiently accurate,
and their measurement is too far away from the test-section, to allow computation of the
mechanical energy entering the test-section from the imposed pressure fluctuations, so no
such computations have been included here.
Figures 3.14 – 3.15 and 3.17 represent the entire data-matrix of relevant data from
the experiments being reported. Other cases which do not appear in Tables 3.1 - 3.2
had instrumentation or flow control problems which made them less useful to the
purposes of this chapter. Some of the highest amplitude imposed fluctuation cases were
omitted because of limitations in the measurement range of DPT-1 in Fig. 3.1. Some
low amplitude imposed fluctuation cases were omitted because they would have been
redundant. Other cases that were affected by system start-up or transients have also been
omitted.
Of the data matrix in Tables 3.1 – 3.2, only a few representative flow realizations
from Tables 3.1 – 3.2, namely cases P07, P05, and P02, which had the passive cooling
condition, have been graphically discussed in detail. These cases were chosen because
they represent the three types of imposed fluctuations (IF-LA, IF-TA, and IF-HA), are
near the middle of the frequency range investigated, and represent the simpler of the
cooling conditions.

3.4.3.2. Non-annular regimes of fully condensing flows
)RUPRVWIXOO\FRQGHQVLQJÀRZVGLVFXVVHGDERYHWKHRYHUDOOKHDWUHPRYDOUDWHEHWZHHQ
the inlet and the exit of the test-section is, approximately, the latent heat released Mࡄࡆ in·hfg)
plus significant liquid sub-cooling needed to fully condense the flow because of the
high thermal resistance associated with the non-annular portion of the flow where the
effective liquid layer is thick. It is hypothesized that inlet pressure work associated with
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fluctuations is significantly smaller and affects mainly the inlet vapor superheat, which is
a small fraction of the total heat removed from the fluid during condensation (see caption
of Table 3.2).
By significant sub-cooling of the liquid below saturation temperature in the non-annular
zone, it is meant that the amount of liquid that is below saturation temperature and
the amount by which the adjacent condensing-surface temperature is below saturation
temperature are significantly higher relative to the annular zone. Therefore, any increase
in the heat flow rate over the annular portion (up to xA) of the flow associated with a
decrease in thermal resistance may require a significant increase in the liquid sub-cooling
heat removal rate (see parameter JaL-exit in Table 3.2) associated with increased thermal
resistance for the remaining non-annular portion (particularly if this zone is significant in
length). In Fig. 3.4, for fP = 3.9 Hz excitation (case P14), the non-annular zone’s thermal
resistance was significantly increased relative to case NF3, and the annular length was
significantly reduced, resulting in a significantly higher JaL-exit. However, for case P02,
the length of the annular regime relative to case NF3 did not change as much, resulting in
a significantly smaller increase in JaL-exit.
Because of the varying contributions arising from the non-annular zone’s sub-cooling
needs and its complex oscillatory morphology, one cannot easily develop a generally
valid comparison between imposed fluctuation cases and the corresponding no-imposed
fluctuation (N-IF) natural case with regard to the total heat removed over the entire
test-section (consisting of annular and non-annular zones).
Additionally, the vapor quality at the end of the annular regime may vary such that even
if the heat-flux is higher in the annular regime (such as in the IF-HA cases), the value
of xA may not decrease by much. The value of xA may even increase with increasing
fluctuation amplitude for IF-LA and IF-TA cases as shown in Fig. 3.18. It is possible that
low amplitude fluctuations help in suppressing high amplitude interfacial waves in the
downstream regions of the condenser which would otherwise break or reach the top of
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the flow channel, thus allowing the annular flow regime to persist into regions of lower
vapor quality than are possible with the N-IF flows. Since the heat-flux enhancement
is also lower for these cases (see Figs. 3.15 and 3.17), the vapor quality is not reducing
much more rapidly with distance from the condenser inlet than for the corresponding
N-IF flows. However, when the amplitude of imposed pressure fluctuations at fP becomes
high enough, the reduction in vapor quality at downstream locations due to increased
heat-flux in the annular regime wins over any stabilization effect that the pressure
fluctuations would otherwise have had on the flow — leading to a general decrease in the
values of xA with increasing values of aǻSFP for the IF-HA cases in Fig. 3.18.

Figure 3.18.$SSUR[LPDWHOHQJWKRIWKHDQQXODUÀRZUHJLPHIRUWKHFDVHVLQ7DEOHRUJDQL]HG
by the imposed pulsation frequency fP and the cooling conditions, as the amplitude of imposed
SUHVVXUHGLIIHUHQFHÀXFWXDWLRQVLQFUHDVHV

It is important to note that, although analysis of the general trends of xA in Fig. 3.18 is
instructive, the uncertainties in these xA values are high because they were estimated by
eye. Therefore, it is not useful to use details of individual curves in Fig. 3.18 to draw
conclusions regarding the nature of the flow. The passive cooling curves appear to
have an inflection point after the values of xA start decreasing. This might be due to the
increasing surface temperatures of the IF-HA cases as shown in Fig. 3.7, or it could be a
result of another phenomenon or of inconsistency in the estimation of the xA values.
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The heat loads in the vicinity of xA do increase with increasing values of aǻSFP, but at a
much lower rate than they do in the annular flow regime. This is shown in Fig. 3.19.
The heat-flux values qࡄ "55cm are from heat-flux meter HFX-2 in between the bottom of
the condensing plate of Fig. 3.1a and the thermoelectric cooler TEC-6 of Fig. 3.1b. The
sensor cross-sectional area through which heat flow is measured is 3.81 cm by 3.81 cm;
this sensor was sized to match the cross-sectional area of TEC-6, which is about 4 cm by
4 cm. It is a solid-state thermopile type sensor, like HFX-1 in Fig. 3.1b.
Since the 10 TECs are evenly distributed over the 100 cm length of the active region of
the condensing plate, each one removes heat from approximately 10 cm of the length
of the condensing surface in the direction of flow. Thus qࡄ "55cm represents heat removal
from approximately x = 50 cm to x = 60 cm at the top surface of the condensing plate.
The values of qࡄ "55cm are only useful for qualitative purposes because axial and lateral heat
conduction are significant in the 12.7 mm thick by 50.8 mm wide condensing plate
(which extends to the sides underneath the plastic cover beyond the flow channel width).
The reason that the mixed cooling cases in Fig. 3.19 show such a marked increase
in qࡄ "55cm for the high amplitude cases is because of the use of TEC-6 to hold surface
temperature constant at x = 58.5 cm. Because of the thermal resistance of the condensing
plate, the flows that exhibit higher heat-flux from the fluid into the top surface of the
condensing plate require more heat to be removed by the TEC to maintain the desired
condensing surface temperature.
Conversely, one might conclude that for the passive cooling condition cases, the increase
in surface temperatures in the region around x = 55 cm with increased heat-flux into
the top of the condensing plate (caused by the thermal resistance of the condensing plate
coupled with the passive cooling condition) acts to oppose the flow of additional heat
into the condensing plate by reducing the fluid-to-surface temperature difference, thus
moderating the amount of heat-flux enhancement that can be realized at this location.
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Figure 3.19.+HDWÀX[UHPRYHGIURPWKHUHJLRQRIWKHWHVWVHFWLRQZKHUHWKHÀRZLVWUDQVLWLRQLQJ
WRQRQDQQXODUUHJLPHV7KLVLVQRWKHDWÀX[UHPRYHGIURPWKHÀXLGDWWKHFRQGHQVLQJVXUIDFH
It provides a rough qualitative estimate of the heat removed from the condensing surface over

FP[FP1RWHWKHFRQWUDVWEHWZHHQWKH³SDVVLYH´DQG³PL[HG´FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQV

3.4.3.3. All-annular regimes in innovative condensers employing
partially condensing flows
The above-reported benefits of the annular zone’s supercritical sensitivity to inlet
pressure fluctuations can be better exploited in new system designs of the type presented
in chapter 2. These systems incorporate condensers which only involve partially
condensing annular flows within the condenser. For such condensers, preliminary testing
suggests that suitable designs of their exit geometry and appropriate operating procedures
will make their annular zone’s responses to imposed fluctuations retain the mechanisms
(see section 3.4.5) which lead to the heat-flux enhancements discussed above for fully
condensing flows. This would allow these innovative condensers to operate at much
higher heat loads for the same condenser length, width, and height.
Chapter 2 demonstrates high enhancement in local heat-flux attained with an all-annular
flow condenser at fP § 28.5 Hz and moderate increase in the overall rate of condensation
due to the imposed pulsations at fP = 10.6 Hz and fP § 28.5 Hz, but more work is needed
to fully explore the potential of this type of flow condenser.
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3.4.4. The role of amplitude-frequency content of fluctuations
in attaining different quasi-steady flows
To better understand the role of amplitude and frequency content of fluctuations on
attaining different steady-in-the mean flows, we look at 5 second long dynamic signals
(acquired at DAQ rate of 2000 Hz) for: inlet pressure pin W , heat-flux q"40cm W , and the
test-section’s annular regime pressure-difference ǻS40cm W . These dynamic signals are
obtained at certain discrete time locations in the longer duration lower DAQ rate
time-histories (e.g. as shown in Figs. 3.5 – 3.6) of these variables. The frequency domain
plots (obtained by Fast Fourier Transforms, FFT implementation) of [pƍin W Łpin W ±Sࡄin],
>ǻS40cm W @, and [q"40cm W @ are respectively shown in Figs. 3.20 – 3.22.

Figure 3.20.))7PDJQLWXGHSORWVRILQOHWSUHVVXUHÀXFWXDWLRQVpƍin(t). These are representative
RIWKHFDVHVIURP7DEOHLQGLFDWHGLQWKHOHJHQGDQGWKH\ZHUHWDNHQXQGHUWKH³SDVVLYH´
cooling condition.

It is clear from Fig. 3.20 that the pulsator induced frequencies (10.2 Hz and its
harmonics) have a significant presence for the imposed fluctuation cases but not for the
no-imposed fluctuation case. As observed from the time-varying heat-flux curves (shown
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in Fig. 3.13) and film thickness curve from Eq. (3.13) (shown in Fig. 3.16), both the
heat-flux and instantaneous condensate film thickness for the IF-HA cases oscillate
around their new means with the principal driving frequency of 10.2 Hz, but they do so
in the presence of amplitudes associated with the first +] and second +]
harmonics. Note that, because the harmonics in the heat-flux FFT (Fig. 3.22) are
significant compared with the fundamental fluctuation amplitude, aq"-40cm, they enable the
non-sinusoidal nature (with respect to the nearly steady N-IF values) of the IF-HA cases'
heat-flux vs. time relationship in Fig. 3.13. The aforementioned dynamics are such that,
as the amplitudes of the imposed pulsations increase, they always lead to a significant
percentage increase in the mean heat-flux values of qࡄ "40cm (see Table 3.2).

Figure 3.21.))7PDJQLWXGHSORWVRIGLIIHUHQWLDOSUHVVXUHDFURVVWKH¿UVW40 cm of the
test-section. These are representative of the cases from Table 3.1 indicated in the legend, and
WKH\ZHUHWDNHQXQGHUWKH³SDVVLYH´FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQ

The underlying hydrodynamics is better illustrated by the presence of first +]
and second +] harmonics in the FFT of [pƍin W Łpin W ±Sࡄin] in Fig. 3.20 and FFT
of >ǻS40cm W @ in Fig. 3.21. Since the first and second harmonics in the inlet pressure
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fluctuation magnitudes are small compared to their mean (at f = 0) and their values at
the principal (fundamental) frequency I IP), a similar principal frequency dominance
is expected for the pressure-difference that drives the single-phase vapor flow between
some point upstream of the test-section (but downstream of the pulsator in Fig. 3.2) and
the test-section inlet. Therefore, as confirmed by Fig. 3.3, the resulting inlet mass flow
rate িin W also has an insignificant presence of harmonics. What is significant is that, for
high amplitude cases, the first and second harmonics in Fig. 3.21 (the FFT of ǻS40cm W
are comparable in magnitude to the mean pressure-difference ¨ࡄp40cm (magnitude of
¨ࡄp40cm indicated by the FFT amplitude at f = 0).

Figure 3.22.))7PDJQLWXGHSORWVRIKHDWÀX[DWWKHx = 40 cm location in the test-section.
These are representative of the cases from Table 3.1 indicated in the legend, and they were
WDNHQXQGHUWKH³SDVVLYH´FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQ

Next, dynamic time-varying annular zone outlet pressure data
p40cm W Ł pL [ FPW ~
= pV [ FPW is obtained (and shown in Fig. 3.16) from
the relationship p40cm W ~
= pin W ±ǻS40cm W and the measured values of time-varying
inlet pressure and pressure-difference. From Fig. 3.23, below, it is clear that amplitudes
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of pƍ40cm W at the first and second harmonics of fP are significant compared with the
amplitude of p'40cm W at fP. This means that, along with nearly sinusoidal mass flow rate
fluctuations at the inlet, the presence of first and second harmonics (over and above the
fundamental frequency, fP) in the annular zone’s pressure fluctuations at x = 40 cm plays
a critical role in the determination of the changed structure of the wavy annular flow (as
seen in representative Videos 3-1 – 3-3 provided on the accompanying data disc) between
[FP. This wave-structure induced heat-flux enhancement mechanism and the
source of the aforementioned harmonics are discussed below in section 3.4.5.

Figure 3.23.))7PDJQLWXGHSORWVRIHVWLPDWHGÀXFWXDWLRQVLQDEVROXWHSUHVVXUHDWWKHx = 40 cm
location in the test-section. These are representative of the cases from Table 3.1 indicated in the
OHJHQGDQGWKH\ZHUHWDNHQXQGHUWKH³SDVVLYH´FRROLQJFRQGLWLRQ
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3.4.5. Annular zone heat-flux enhancement mechanisms
Noise-sources at locations upstream of the condenser inlet (such as the pulsator in
Fig. 3.2) create pressure and mass flow rate pulsations at the condenser inlet. However,
the quasi-steady nature of the flow rate and pressure pulsations that are eventually
attained at the inlet and over a well-defined annular region [[ of the condenser
(where [ [A W for all times and for a range of experimental conditions) depends on
whether or not there is a significant presence of standing acoustic waves in the
time-varying vapor flow and how these acoustic waves interact with the slower moving
interfacial waves on the liquid condensate.
For the data matrix in Fig. 3.14, x* = 40 cm defines the outlet of an annular zone
[[ . Standing acoustic waves are a manifestation of transient compressibility
effects (manifested over short durations, ǻWC§IP) in the low Mach number vapor
flow. A relevant measure of this for the time-varying vapor control volume ³&9 W ´
within the annular region [[ is the ratio of the rate of change of stored mass in the
control-volume

#

CV (t)

2t
2t

)

$ dvol to the mean inlet mass flow rate Mࡆࡄ in. A non-dimensional

measure of this ratio was defined as TCNDTotal in section 3.2, following the approach in
[41].
There is sufficient experimental evidence to indicate that compressibility effects
are negligible for IF-LA cases, and they start becoming significant as inlet pressure
pulsations are increased beyond Transition Region-1 in Fig. 3.15 to reach IF-HA cases.
There are several experimental observations that support the hypothesis that it is the
standing acoustic waves in the vapor phase, resulting from superposition of forwardand-backward moving acoustic waves over the annular region (over [[A W ,
that contribute to the compressibility effect. These observations also indicate that this
effect is small for the low Mach number flow if the acoustic waves just pass through in
the forward direction. First it should be noted that IF-LA cases in Figs. 3.14 – 3.15 are
close to the behavior of the N-IF (or steady) case for which compressibility effects are
negligible, and whose annular zone liquid-vapor interface in Fig. 3.1a is stable.
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As a result, when acoustic wave amplitudes start becoming significant in the vicinity
of Transition Region-1 (Fig. 3.14), the forward moving acoustic waves in the annular
zone over [[A W start reflecting from the liquid-vapor interface which separates the
vapor from the higher acoustic impedance of the non-annular region, which is made up
of a higher acoustic impedance (significantly smaller changes in the liquid density) and
predominantly liquid zone, over xA W [/ in Fig. 3.1a.
As discussed in [42], standing waves (say in longitudinal pressure pulsations) in the
vapor phase resulting from the interference of the forward-and-backward moving
acoustic waves can manifest several harmonics (frequencies 2·fP, 3·fP, etc.) that are
multiples of the principal (fundamental) frequency fP. The resulting oscillatory energy
spatially distributes itself in patterns that will contain approximate nodes and anti-nodes
within the annular vapor zone. Although acoustic wave propagation in the present context
is somewhat dependent on the nature of the underlying mean steady flow in the annular
vapor region, the aforementioned knowledge [42] of acoustic waves in a medium where
its propagation is independent of the base flow is not sufficiently applicable to the present
case for elucidating its underlying physics. This is because the interfacial waves can
interact with acoustic waves to significantly alter or choose the location of interior nodes
and anti-nodes. However, one can still assume that acoustic waves are approximately
governed by a wave equation [43] that allows wave propagation along any directed unit
vector, in both forward and backward directions.
For a representative IF-HA fully condensing flow case, Fig. 3.22 shows the FFT
magnitude of the time-varying heat-flux q"40cm W from Fig. 3.13. It clearly establishes that
the amplitudes at the harmonics (frequencies 2·fP, 3·fP, etc.) are significant relative to the
amplitude at the principal frequency fP. Similarly the FFT magnitude of the time-varying
annular zone pressure fluctuations Sƍ40cm W in Fig. 3.16) is shown in Fig. 3.23, and it
shows a significant presence of harmonics relative to its amplitude at frequency fP, which
is 10.1 – 10.2 Hz. The presence of these harmonics is consistent with the hypothesis that
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standing waves are present and is suggestive of the critical role standing waves may play
in interacting with the interfacial waves that activate the mechanisms that lead to
heat-flux enhancement.
Furthermore the FFT magnitude (Fig. 3.20) of the experimentally measured time-varying
inlet pressure at x = 0 and, at least for the IF-HA cases near Transition Region-1 of
Fig. 3.14, the higher acoustic impedance liquid in the downstream side of the interface
near x = xA W suggest that longitudinal standing waves will form an approximate
anti-node in pressure at the inlet as well as near x = xA W . Note that acoustics dictates
that anti-nodes in pressure occur where there are nodes in velocity. However, depending
on the IF-HA case being considered, the absolute pressure p40cm W variations at the
measurement point x* = 40 cm may indicate that the point is either closer to a node or
an anti-node in pressure. For the absolute pressure variation p40cm W shown in Fig. 3.16,
the FFT magnitudes in Fig. 3.23 suggest that x* = 40 cm is closer to a node. How these
nodes and anti-nodes are formed while interacting with interfacial waves is not known at
this time. Therefore it is hard to use simple acoustics analogies (such as an open-closed
organ in [42]) to suggest the reasons for why mainly the first and second harmonics get
selected in the interfacial wave structure.
It has also been experimentally verified by us (but not reported here for brevity) that
the downstream resistance to the passage of acoustic waves is significantly reduced for
certain partially condensing flows with arrangements that allow relatively unrestricted
flows of the vapor and the liquid from x = x* to the test-section exit, and then to a
partially filled liquid plenum downstream of the condenser where the vapor and the liquid
flows are separated, and vapor pressure pulsations are significantly damped. For these
special partially condensing flow experiments, acoustic waves primarily pass only in the
forward direction over [[ ; they do not return from the exit at x = L. Inlet mass
flow rate, cooling conditions, and inlet pressure as obtained for one of the cases reported
here were first used to attain a quasi-steady N-IF case over [[ for this partially
condensing flow, and then pulsations were imposed at the same pulsator frequency and
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similar valve opening VP (see Fig. 3.2) associated with one of the corresponding IF-HA
cases.
It was found that the dynamic response of the heat-flux q"40cm W for the above-described
partially condensing IF-HA case remained similar to the N-IF case (i.e., heat-flux
enhancements, as shown in Fig. 3.6, did not occur for this IF-HA case relative to its N-IF
case. This supports the hypothesis that the compressibility effects are important only for
cases involving significant vapor phase pressure pulsations which form standing acoustic
waves.
More importantly, for the flow in the annular regime [[ , several important
conclusions can now be made to assist in the development of proper computational
simulation capabilities for this zone.
For the IF-HA cases, the nature of the passage of acoustic waves through the downstream
regions at [[ has an impact on the flow in the upstream annular region [[
of interest. It should also be noted that interfacial waves in the annular condensing flow
regime can, at any time and at any one location, move only in one direction, as they
are governed by a first order quasi-linear wave equation with single characteristics (see
governing equation and wave results in [41]).
Since the cases considered here involve mean forward mass flow of the liquid
condensate, interfacial waves typically retain a forward positive velocity and they do not
reflect at the x = x* boundary of the annular zone [[ of interest. Hence, as far as
the experimentally indicated presence of harmonics in the pressure field over the annular
zone [[ is concerned, transient compressibility wave effects arising from standing
waves (forward and backward moving acoustic waves) are causative in bringing the
downstream information upstream.
Despite this, as expected and discussed below, the immediate cause of condensate
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thinning and heat-flux enhancements is related to a more complex interaction between
the interfacial waves, the aforementioned acoustic waves, and the “sticking” phenomenon
described in section 2.3.5. Because of this immediate cause, for a range of amplitudes
between Transition Region-1 and Transition Region-2 marked in Fig. 3.15, it is expected
that unsteady low Mach number vapor and liquid flows in a region within the annular
zone [[ can also be approximately modeled as incompressible (with respective
constant densities of ȡV and ȡL) provided the effects arising from acoustic waves in
the vapor phase are accounted for by appropriate additional information coming from
prescribed boundary conditions.
For example, experimentally measured values of time-varying (with harmonics) inlet
[  and outlet [ [ cross-sectional pressure prescriptions along with
time-variations (if any) in condensing-surface temperatures may be one set of boundary
condition information that will work with the incompressible vapor assumption.
Time-varying values of inlet mass flow rate may be substituted for the time-varying inlet
pressure prescription (with due care given to the measurement of harmonics) at x = 0 in
this set of boundary conditions.
In the language of computational physics (to be reported in a forthcoming paper that
corrects some implementation errors in [36] and [38]), for the IF-HA cases, the
vapor-phase acoustic and interfacial waves impart “elliptic sensitivity” — or sensitivity
to downstream conditions — to the unsteady and incompressible problem (or governing
equations) for the annular regime. However, “elliptic sensitivity” for the IF-LA cases
can be ignored. Therefore, low amplitude pulsations behave closer to the approximately
wave-free and steady flow problem which only exhibits a “parabolic” behavior (i.e. the
annular zone behavior is not dependent on downstream conditions) for which one only
needs parabolic boundary conditions (time-varying values of inlet mass flow rate,
condensing-surface temperature, and pressure at any “one point” in the flow field) for
simulation purposes.
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As the imposed inlet pressure fluctuation amplitude increases from Transition Region-1
to Transition Region-2 in Fig. 3.15, the flow visualization videos (see accompanying data
disc for sample IF-HA Videos 3-2 – 3-3) indicate that the liquid-vapor interface starts
showing vigorous oscillations and preferential shifts in its mean location. At this point,
the downstream non-annular regime (predominantly liquid with vapor pockets) of
x > xA W is no longer stagnant but exhibits significant flow oscillations — presumably
due to spring-like compressibility of the vapor pockets leading to oscillatory liquid
motion and interface oscillations at x = xA W , shown in Videos 3-2 – 3-3 (see
accompanying data disc).
The time-varying liquid mass that directly feeds into the non-annular zone through its
connectivity to the annular zone liquid condensate motion (see Fig. 3.1a) also contributes
to the motion in the non-annular regime. These oscillations are expected to change the
percentage of reflected and transmitted energy associated with the acoustic waves that are
incident on the liquid-vapor interface at x = xA W . Due to the complexity of the flows in
the annular and the non-annular zones and their increasing connectivity to each other, it is
only possible to suggest the following “tendency” of the vapor flow in the annular zone.
Under conditions where the mean mass flow rate at the inlet is fixed, the accumulating
pulsatile flow kinetic energy being built up (with increasing amplitude of imposed inlet
pressure pulsations) in the annular zone vapor control-volume needs to be depleted. This
energy build up, for the IF-HA cases, is due to the standing acoustic wave energy that
increases with increasing amplitude of inlet pressure pulsations.
At lower amplitudes, this depletion can be carried out by small oscillations of the
liquid-vapor interface without any significant change in its mean location relative to
the stable annular zone boundary of the vapor control-volume. At higher amplitudes,
the asymmetric time-variations of the standing-wave-induced pressure field attempt to
deplete the kinetic energy of fluctuations by larger amplitude oscillations of the
liquid-vapor interface.
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As discussed in section 2.3.5, when the interfacial wave-troughs come to within tens of
micro-meters of the condensing surface, physical phenomena related to even smaller
nano-meter length scales become involved. For reasons discussed in section 2.3.5, these
phenomena cause the wave-troughs to “stick” near the heat-exchange surface and create
rigorous convective eddies adjacent to the interfacial wave-troughs which help keep the
interfacial wave peaks from going back toward the N-IF film thickness values. Thus
the time-averaged location of the liquid-vapor interface now changes significantly with
respect to the steady location associated with the N-IF case such that the time-averaged
film thickness is significantly reduced for the IF-HA case relative to the N-IF case.
This change in the time-averaged interface location has to take into account the stability
of the interface, greater acoustic wave impedance (at least for the IF-HA cases near
Transition Region-1) of the predominantly-liquid region at [[A W , and relative ease of
significantly increasing the kinetic energy efflux out of the liquid-vapor interface.
The above described “tendency” of the annular zone vapor flow with significant standing
waves (i.e. IF-HA fully condensing flow cases) will be termed, in this chapter, its
fundamental “tendency.” For the quasi-steady annular regime IF-HA cases, it appears
that the flow mechanisms associated with interfacial waves (and associated heat-flux
enhancements) that develop at the annular regime liquid-vapor interface are self-selected
to support the above stated fundamental “tendency” of the vapor to deplete its kinetic
energy.
Neither the “tendency” nor the detailed mechanisms for the annular regime can be
completely established, at the current time. This requires a proper synthesis of more
fundamental simulations and/or additional experimental data, which is outside the scope
of this chapter.
Such fundamental considerations as they apply to complete condensation will necessarily
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involve a complete computational simulation of a fully condensing IF-HA case (which
would include both the annular and the non-annular regimes) which models the vapor
compressibility effects while accounting for the following “parabolic” boundary
conditions, namely: knowledge of the time-varying inlet mass flow rate, knowledge of
steady or time-varying condensing-surface temperatures, and knowledge of the
time-varying pressure at a single point in the flow field (e.g. at a point on the inlet
cross-section). Knowledge of the time-varying pressure at the test-section exit will not
be necessary if such fundamental simulations involve flow situations for which the
test-section exit is sufficiently downstream in the all-liquid region. However, simplified
simulations may be run for just the annular flow regime if either the time-varying
pressure at a location on the exit cross-section of the control-volume or the time-varying
flow rate leaving the control-volume is known.
Despite the above limitations, we are able to describe the conjectured detailed
mechanisms with regard to the development of the annular zone interfacial waves and
its effects. This description is partially supported by the observed experimental data, and
parts of the suggested mechanisms are likely to get established or improved with the help
of direct computational simulations and additional experimental details.
Consider an inlet mass flow rate oscillation period (of the characteristic time duration
ǻWC ŁIP associated with the principal frequency fp) associated with an IF-HA case and
its two constituent time durations (marked as ³ǻWC ´ in Fig. 3.3). The duration for which
the inlet mass flow rates are larger than the mean mass flow rate is termed surge duration.
The other duration, for which mass flow rates are smaller than the mean, is termed stall
duration. During the surge duration of an IF-HA case, at any fixed location within the
annular zone, large-crested waves appear with surging wave-speeds (see Video 3-3 in the
accompanying data disc) that are larger than the corresponding N-IF case’s wave-speed.
Careful observation shows that the larger wave form during this duration accompanies
secondary waves which superpose on the crest of the larger wave form. These secondary
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wave crests rise up toward the end of the stall durations and disappear toward the end
of the surge durations. Thus the forward-surging vapor flow experiences the interfacial
traction provided by these secondary waves, whereas the slower stalling vapor flow does
not.
This behavior is likely related to phase-delay experienced by the instantaneous liquid
x-direction velocity vectors relative to the instantaneous vapor x-direction velocity
vectors caused by the higher inertia of the liquid phase. If the minimum vapor velocity in
the x-direction is lower than the maximum liquid velocity in the x-direction, such a phase
shift can cause the direction of the tangential interfacial shear stress component near an
interfacial wave peak to switch direction by 180 degrees and back again around the
time that the instantaneous vapor velocity value in the x-direction is at a minimum.
This change in direction of the tangential interfacial shear stress could trigger an
instability at the interface, causing the secondary waves to rise up just before the vapor
velocity increases in the forward direction for the next surge duration of the vapor flow.
As the vapor velocity keeps increasing in the forward direction, these secondary waves
die out due to the stabilizing effect of the tangential shear stress at the interface, which is
now acting in the same direction as the vapor and liquid velocities tangent to the liquidvapor interface. Thus the subsequent stall duration experiences a smoother liquid-vapor
interface than the preceding surge duration, which helps the forward acting interfacial
shear stresses to reduce less than they increase for the surge duration. Both the primary
and secondary waves can clearly be seen in Video 3-3, and the timing of the appearance
and disappearance of the secondary waves appears to be consistent with the preceding
explanation. This phenomenon (which acts near the wave peaks) acts concurrently with
the “sticking” phenomenon (which acts near the wave troughs) discussed in section 2.3.5.
During the stall durations, the wave speeds are closer to zero, but the magnitudes of their
differences relative to the N-IF case’s wave-speed is smaller than the difference during
the surge duration — resulting in an increase in the net forward velocity of the waves.
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Computations are expected to establish that, relative to the N-IF case, the resulting IF-HA
wave-structure has a disproportionately higher effective interfacial shear (made up of
the x-component of interfacial stress vector which includes pressure and viscous stress
contributions at the taller crests) during the surge duration than the amount by which the
effective interfacial shear stress is lower during the stall duration.
The contributions of both the primary and secondary wave-structures are expected to be
important in the determination of the time-averaged value of the effective shear stress.
These wave related asymmetric time-variations with respect to the N-IF case are believed
to be facilitated by the presence of harmonics in the pressure field.
As a result of this, as shown in Fig. 3.16, during the surge flow duration the decrease in
film thickness į40cm W with respect to įࡄ40cm_N-IF, is significantly larger than its recovery
during the stall duration. This film thickness pattern, obtained from Eq. (3.13), is
automatically consistent with the measured time-varying heat-flux pattern q"40cm W in Fig.
3.13 and the significant enhancements in the mean heat-flux qࡄ "40cm shown in Fig. 3.6.
These trends are also associated with increased annular zone mean interfacial mass-flux
values (which are, at x = 40 cm, approximately equal to [ qࡄ "40cmKfg ]) that assist in the
aforementioned fundamental “tendency” of the vapor flow to lose its kinetic energy of
fluctuations while imparting it to the annular zone liquid condensate.
The existence of Transition Region-2 in Fig. 3.15 marks conditions where heat-flux
enhancement slows down with respect to the increasing amplitude of the imposed
pulsations. Reasons for this transition region’s existence can be several.
First, a representative IF-HA case video (see Video 3-2 in the accompanying data disc)
clearly shows that the plug/slug non-annular regimes at x > xA W ![ locations
oscillate forward and backward with greater amplitude as the principal amplitude of the
fluctuating inlet pressure increases. For pressure fluctuation amplitudes at and above
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Transition Region-2, this may be associated with a reduced percentage of acoustic wave
energy getting reflected at the highly oscillatory x = xA W interface because more of the
acoustic pulsation energy is being dissipated in the non-annular flow regimes.
The second reason is conjectured here on the basis of flow observations taken from
experimental videos for the IF-HA cases. As the amplitude increases to cross the
Transition Region-2 in Fig. 3.15, it is seen that sub-cooled liquid slugs break from the
non-annular regime and spray backward (see the end of Video 3-2 and from
3.5 – 4 seconds into Video 3-3 around 54 – 56.5 cm), crossing into the annular zone and
possibly passing the x = x* boundary of interest where the heat-flux is being measured.
These cooler liquid droplets may counter the enhancement trend by providing additional
liquid-vapor interfaces (which may absorb thermal energy in the vapor domain or
acoustic energy associated with vapor pressure/flow pulsations). Based on the limited
amount and regions over which this liquid flow reversal and dispersion were observed
in the experiments, and the limited temperature-differences involved, this mechanism
is expected to be insignificant in influencing the existence and location of Transition
Region-2 compared with the first and third potential reasons.
A third potential reason is that there may be a limitation on the rate at which liquid can
be transferred through the wave-troughs based on the “sticking” phenomenon described
in section 2.3.5, since the troughs themselves are so close to the heat-exchange surface
and the interfacial wave speeds are limited by their frequencies and wavelengths. The
higher the heat-flux enhancement, the higher the condensation rates, and the more rapidly
the condensate must be removed in the downstream direction. This sets a limitation on
the further reduction of film thickness for a given set of flow conditions (beyond which
even the rigorous convection effects discussed in section 2.3.5 are limited in their ability
to support greater liquid velocities in the wave-troughs). This limitation would occur at
lower enhancement levels with increased distance along the condensing surface, where
more liquid has condensed and must be carried by the liquid film. It is probably the
greatest contributor to the existence and location of Transition Region-2 in Fig. 3.15.
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Regardless of the actual mechanisms responsible for limiting the attainable levels of
heat-flux enhancement for pulsatile fully condensing flows, it is obvious that beyond a
certain level of imposed vapor pressure/flow pulsations the flow finds ways to dissipate
the pulsatile kinetic energy to other locations or in other ways than through the annular
flow regime liquid-vapor interface and into the heat-exchange surface underneath it.

3.5. Conclusions
The significant conclusions from this investigation of the shear-driven completely
condensing flows are:
Ɣ

The reported results are consistent with the fact that, for negligible imposed
fluctuation cases involving a steady mean inlet vapor flow rate and steady cooling
conditions, the condenser exhibits only one unique “natural” quasi-steady flow and
associated pressure-difference. Though comparisons with simulation results are not
reported here, these N-IF experimental results are close (within experimental error) to
results obtained from the strictly steady simulations for these shear-driven flows.

Ɣ

It is found that if the amplitudes of inlet pressure fluctuations are above a
critical value, the resulting quasi-steady flow’s characteristics (in heat-flux and flow
morphology) are significantly different from those associated with negligible or
subcritical fluctuation amplitudes. Therefore, for various frequencies of interest, there
are typically two classes of responses to inlet pressure fluctuations. These are termed
supercritical (for the larger amplitudes for which a strong sensitivity to changes in
pressure fluctuation amplitude exists) and subcritical (for the smaller amplitudes for
which a weak sensitivity to changes in pressure fluctuation amplitudes exists).

Ɣ

The results reported in sections 3.4.1 – 3.4.5 establish that multiple quasi-steady
shear-driven annular flows can be realized for different high pressure-fluctuation
amplitudes (supercritical) that are associated with a given quasi-steady mass flow
rate and cooling conditions. This leads to multiple and increased levels of mean local
heat-flux (heat-flux enhancement). This fact was shown here for two different cooling
conditions and over a range of pulsation frequencies.
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Ɣ

Experimentally, the above-described enhanced heat-flux phenomenon is found
to be associated with the presence of harmonics (associated with the dominant
frequency of the forward-and-backward moving acoustic pressure pulsations in the
vapor phase) in the interior annular zone pressures. The sensitive coupling of these
pressure pulsations with the liquid-vapor interface creates a new interfacial wave
dynamic behavior that was absent or negligible for low amplitude imposed pulsations.
In the annular regime, the resulting interface wave dynamics enhance mean effective
interfacial shear stress, reduce mean liquid thickness, and enhance heat-flux.

Ɣ The main mechanism hypothesized to be responsible for the reduced mean liquid
thickness associated with the above described pulsation-induced interfacial wave
dynamics involves interactions of the liquid-vapor interfacial wave troughs with
the heat exchange surface where they approach within sufficiently close proximity
to enable their interaction with the nm-thick adsorbed layer of liquid on the heat
exchange surface and micro-layer convective eddies caused by disjoining pressure
effects at each end of a wave trough. This mechanism is explained in more detail in
section 2.3.5.
Ɣ

A sensitivity of pulsatile annular condensing flows to certain types of exit
conditions was observed and briefly discussed here. For other conditions, and where
the flow becomes all-liquid significantly before the exit of the condenser, the overall
behavior of the condenser is governed entirely by time-averaged inlet pressure, timeaveraged inlet flow rate, cooling conditions, and amplitude of imposed pressure or
flow fluctuations at the inlet of the condenser with its relevant harmonics.

Ɣ

Experimental results for pulsatile partially condensing flows are reported in
chapter 2. Proper exit condition considerations in the physical design of condensers
experiencing partially condensing annular flows, coupled with appropriate operating
procedures, can ensure that the heat-flux enhancement reported here can be
experimentally realized for these more desirable flows.
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4. Summary and suggestions for future work
4.1. Summary
Chapter 2 reported the response of condensing and boiling flows, in which the flow
was annular throughout the length of the test-section, to imposed pressure / flow rate
pulsations of various amplitudes at a few different frequencies. Chapter 3 reported the
response of completely condensing flows to imposed pressure / flow rate pulsations of
various amplitudes at a few different frequencies for two distinct condensing-surface
cooling conditions.
For all experiments reported in chapters 2 – 3, moderate to extreme enhancement in
heat-flux at a location within the condenser or boiler (test-section) was observed for
sufficiently large amplitudes of the imposed pressure / flow rate pulsations. Increases
in the rate of fluid condensed or boiled as a result of the imposed pressure / flow rate
pulsations were also observed, but they were minor compared with the directly measured
time-averaged heat-flux increases (enhancement) at the selected measurement location
within the test-section due to the imposed pressure / flow rate pulsations.
For experimental boiling cases reported in chapter 2, liquid flow rate pulsations
significantly affected time-varying values of absolute pressures and pressure-differences
within the boiler, but they did not significantly influence their time-averaged values or
the heat-flux measured at a location 40 cm downstream of the test-section inlet unless
vapor pressure / flow rate pulsations were added at the same frequency. These liquid
pulsations were inadvertent, as they were caused by the rollers of the peristaltic pump P1
(see Fig. 2.5) used to supply liquid to the test-section. Since their frequency was
dependent on the pumping rate, this severely limited the range of frequencies which
could be investigated in which the frequency of the imposed vapor pulsations was
matched to the frequency of the liquid pulsations. It was found through experiments not
reported here that if these frequencies are not compatible, there is much less, if any,
heat-flux enhancement measured at the x = 40 cm location in the test-section.
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4.2. Open issues and future work
4.2.1. Opportunities for new experimental work
Open issues related to the condensing and boiling flows presented in chapters 2 – 3 are:
Ɣ

More work needs to be done to understand the interactions between acoustics,
vapor core turbulence (for very high flow rates), interfacial shear stress, and surface
effects (involving the interaction of nano-, micro-, and macro-scale phenomena
within the interfacial wave-troughs) for pulsation-enhanced shear/pressure-driven
innovative flow condensation and flow boiling.

Ɣ

More work needs to be done to characterize desirable combinations of pulsation
frequency, exit condition arrangement, and flow control strategies, which will lead to
effective and reliable performance of innovative annular flow condensers and boilers
throughout their length by promoting beneficial interaction of the underlying physical
mechanisms.

Ɣ

More work needs to be done to characterize the interaction between liquid and
vapor flow rate / pressure pulsations at the inlet of a flow boiler with separate liquid
and vapor injection, as in experimental boiling cases reported in chapter 2.

Ɣ

More work needs to be done to understand the role of non-annular flow regimes
in the attainment of heat-flux enhancement in the annular region of completely
condensing flows. Some suggestions on the role of the non-annular flow regimes
have been provided in sections 3.4.3.2 and 3.4.5 based on limited experimental
observation, but these hypotheses need to be tested experimentally.

Ɣ

Investigation of the re-circulating vapor flow rates and their time-variations as
feedback control loops on all-annular condensing and boiling flows, and analysis
of their frequency response characteristics, would enable the development of
more sophisticated flow control strategies for condensing and boiling flows in the
innovative configuration of Figs. 2.1b and 2.2b. Such work is recommended for
future optimization of, and development of diagnostic tools for, system designs which
use re-circulating vapor flows in their boilers and condensers.
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4.2.2. Equipment issues affecting data reported here
Experimental equipment issues affecting the experimental results in chapters 2 – 3 which
should be rectified for future experiments are:
Ɣ

Surface-temperature controls using the TECs of Fig. 2.3c (reversed TECs of
Fig. 2.5) need to be improved when used with boiling flows. Limitations of the
existing temperature measurements and surface-temperature controls with regard to
boiling flows are mentioned in section 2.3.4.

Ɣ

Better heat-exchange surface temperature measurements are needed to allow
a proper characterization of the condensing or boiling surface cooling/heating
condition. For both boiling and condensing flows investigated in chapters 2 and 3,
there are no measurements of surface temperature near the center of the heat
removal/addition locations (above the TECs and heat sinks of Figs. 2.3c – 2.5 and
Figs. 3.1b – 3.2). Instead, all the surface-temperature measurements reported in
chapters 2 – 3 were taken in between heat removal/addition locations, as shown by
the thermocouple locations in Figs. 2.3c and 3.1b. This means that reported
spatially-averaged condensing surface temperatures are higher than their actual
values, and reported spatially-averaged boiling surface temperatures are lower than
their actual values. Accordingly, values of spatially-averaged ǻ70-40 and ǻ70-88.5
reported in Table 2.1 and ǻ7 reported in Table 2.3 (and in Figs. 2.8 and 2.11) are
lower than their actual values for both condensing and boiling flows. This also applies
to Tࡄ Z_5HI values reported in Table 3.1 — they are higher than their actual values,
closer to the value of Tsat. The magnitude of this discrepancy in spatially-averaged
heat-exchange-surface temperatures needs to be characterized, and new experiments
should be performed with appropriately distributed temperature measurements.

Ɣ

Correct cold junction compensation should be used for future experiments. All the
thermocouple measurements reported in chapter 2 needed to be corrected after data
collection because of errors in applying cold junction compensation.
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4.2.3. Relevant suggested, planned, and ongoing research
The works reported in chapters 2 – 3 facilitate and guide the ongoing research on:
Ɣ

Pulsatile flow experiments with a shorter length test-section. The pulsations and
exit conditions are to be arranged to have large amplitude standing waves on a thin
liquid boiling or condensing film over the entire test-section length. The goal is to
attain high levels of overall heat load enhancement well above the mechanical energy
supplied by the pulsations. This will be measured by an increased mass flow rate of
liquid boiled or condensed for the same saturation temperature and equivalent heatexchange surface-temperature profiles.

Ɣ

Pulsatile flow boiling experiments with controlled imposition of liquid flow rate
pulsations using a liquid pulsator 3L in Fig. 2.5), coupled with suitable damping of
pulsations arising from the peristaltic liquid pump 31 in Fig. 2.5), to ensure that a
large range of vapor and liquid pulsation frequencies can be investigated.

Ɣ

Pulsatile flow experiments with additional temperature measurements to properly
characterize the spatially-averaged heat-exchange-surface temperatures and allow
estimation of the order of magnitude of the discrepancy — in ǻ70-40 and ǻ70-88.5
values reported in Tables 2.1, ǻ7 values reported in Table 2.3, and Tࡄ Z_5HI values
reported in Table 3.1 — due to the use of non-characteristic temperature measurement
locations.

Ɣ

Pulsatile flow simulations to support the experimental findings in chapters 2 – 3
and ongoing experiments. This will extend the current simulation ability which has
been demonstrated for “non-pulsatile” flow cases.

Ɣ

Pulsatile flow simulations to capture some of the physical mechanisms
hypothesized in chapters 2 – 3 (such as the effects of surface tension and the
“adsorbed layer” on the wave-troughs, development of standing acoustic waves in the
test-section and their influences on the liquid-vapor interface, etc.).

Ɣ

Pulsatile flow simulations to help answer the open questions regarding the relative
importance of various secondary effects (such as transient vapor compressibility,
vapor core turbulence, etc.) on the heat-flux enhancement phenomenon.
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5. Conclusions
The results in chapters 2 – 3 lead to the following conclusions.

5.1. All-annular flow in condensers and boilers
Ɣ

Vapor re-circulation at controlled flow rates is shown in chapter 2 to be effective
at maintaining stable annular flow over the entire length of a horizontal condenser
or boiler. Selection of the vapor re-circulation flow rate was found to enable precise
control of the range of vapor quality experienced in the condenser or boiler without
excessive increase in the pressure-difference across the device.

Ɣ

The use of liquid re-circulation in addition to the vapor re-circulation is
recommended in section 2.1 (see also sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2) for boilers operating
through non-temperature controlled heating methods to avoid critical heat-flux and
dry-out conditions.

Ɣ

If the vapor and, if used, liquid re-circulation flow loops are considered to be a
part of the condenser or boiler, that device may be configured to interact with the rest
of its flow system in a manner equivalent to a device utilizing complete condensation
or complete boiling. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2b for a flow boiler with recirculating vapor and liquid loops, in which the net fluid flow into the device is pure
liquid, and the net fluid flow out of the device is pure vapor.

Ɣ

For a flow boiler operating in the all-annular configuration of Fig. 2.2b, a
separator plate (Fig. 2.3b) was successfully used to direct the injected liquid over the
heat-exchange surface. This is apparent in Videos 2-3 – 2-4.

5.2. Pulsation-induced heat-flux enhancement
Externally imposed fluctuations in vapor pressure/flow rate are effective in reducing
fluid to heat-exchange surface thermal resistance for condensers and boilers operating in
the all-annular innovative flow configuration of Figs. 2.1b and 2.2b, and for traditional
fully condensing flows as in Figs. 3.1a and 3.2.
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5.2.1. Heat-flux enhancement measured experimentally
Ɣ

Heat-flux enhancements were observed to approach 900 % relative to
comparable flows without imposed fluctuations for all-annular condensing flows at a
representative measurement location under certain operating conditions.

Ɣ

Heat-flux enhancements were observed to approach 200 % relative to
comparable flows without imposed fluctuations for all-annular boiling flows at a
representative measurement location under certain operating conditions.

Ɣ

Heat-flux enhancements were observed to approach 500 % relative to
comparable flows without imposed fluctuations for completely condensing flows at a
representative measurement location under certain operating conditions.

Ɣ

Condensing flows in the innovative (all-annular) configuration were observed
to show a marked frequency-dependence which was not significant for traditional
completely condensing flows.

5.2.2. Mechanisms behind observed heat-flux enhancement
Ɣ

The physical mechanism behind the observed enhanced heat-flux phenomenon is
hypothesized in section 2.3.5 to arise from solid-liquid-vapor effects on the
liquid-vapor interfacial wave-troughs when they approach to within tens of μm of
the heat exchange surface under the influence of suitable local vapor pressure/flow
pulsations. As a result, through the interaction of physical phenomena at 3 length
scales and 2 time scales described in section 2.3.5, there is an asymmetrical tendency
of the liquid-vapor interface to remain near the heat-exchange surface.

Ɣ

The thermal resistance of the heat flow through the liquid film is approximately
proportional to the film thickness when conduction heat transfer dominates, as is
known to be the case for these annular flows when the film is sufficiently thin.
Therefore, reduction in the time-averaged distance of the liquid-vapor interface
from the heat-exchange surface (film thickness) at a particular location within the
condenser or boiler results in increased time-averaged heat-flux at that location.

Ɣ

Observations described in sections 3.4.4 – 3.4.5 suggest that the observed
heat-flux phenomenon is influenced by the presence of harmonics (fluctuations at
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multiples of the imposed pulsation frequency) in the interior annular zone pressures.
These harmonics are likely caused by approximately “standing”
forward-and-backward moving acoustic pressure pulsations in the vapor phase.
Ɣ

The sensitive coupling of the pressure pulsations from the vapor phase (with their
harmonics) with the liquid-vapor interface in the annular flow regime provides the
driving force for the high amplitude waves of the liquid-vapor interface needed to
allow the previously mentioned physical mechanism to take effect. It may also enable
secondary physical phenomena (such as wave-texturing, mentioned in sections 2.3.5
and 3.4.5) which contribute to heat-flux enhancement.

Ɣ

The reduced frequency-dependence of the pulsation-induced heat flux
enhancement phenomenon observed for traditional fully condensing flows is
hypothesized to be caused by the “active” nature (due to compressibility of confined
vapor slugs/bubbles) of the plug/slug and bubbly flow regimes. This spring-like effect
provides conditions at the exit of the annular flow regime suitable for encouraging
large amplitude forward-and-backward moving acoustic waves within the vapor
domain of the condenser over a wide range of frequencies.

5.2.3. Heat-flux enhancement limitations and recommendations
Ɣ

For condensing and boiling flows in the innovative configuration of
Figs. 2.1b – 2.2b, it is suggested that a vibrating plate or similar device near the exit
of the condenser or boiler (see Fig. 2.2b) be used to create “active” exit conditions
which would improve the heat-flux enhancement and extend its usefulness over a
wider range of frequencies.

Ɣ

For boiling flows in the innovative configuration of Fig. 2.2b, it is found that
inadvertent pulsations in the liquid supplied to the device have a profound influence
on the vapor pressure / flow rate pulsation frequencies which will lead to significant
heat-flux enhancement — specifically, the vapor pulsation frequency should match
the liquid pulsation frequency to achieve maximum enhancement.

Ɣ

For all-annular condensing flows in the innovative configuration of Fig. 2.1b,
consideration of condensing-surface temperatures in Figs. 2.12 – 2.13 and
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heat-exchange surface thermal resistance suggests that heat-flux enhancement
occurred over certain regions along the length of the condenser, separated by regions
of little or no enhancement. This is consistent with the suggestion from
section 5.2.2 that “standing” acoustic waves (with pressure nodes and antinodes at
defined locations within the flow condenser) are a contributing factor to the observed
heat-flux enhancement phenomenon.
Ɣ

For completely condensing flows in the configuration of Fig. 3.1a under the
“passive” cooling condition defined in section 3.3.3, consideration of
condensing-surface temperatures in Fig. 3.7 and heat-exchange surface thermal
resistance suggests that heat-flux enhancement occurred over the entire length of
the condenser. This may be a result of the increased significance of harmonics and
other pressure pulsations in the vapor phase enabled by the “active” non-annular flow
regimes as previously mentioned.

Ɣ

Based on chapters 2 – 4 and the preceding conclusions, it is expected that
substantial heat-flux enhancement will be observed over most or all of the
heat-exchange surface for condensers and boilers operating in the innovative
configuration of Figs. 2.1b and 2.2b through effective selection of one or more
imposed pulsation frequencies, implementation of an active flow element (tuned
to the desired pulsation frequency or frequencies) near the device exit, and use of
appropriate flow control strategies.
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